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P R O L O G U E

G l o b a l  S e c r e t s

“The world population (will be/should be) reduced to 500,000,000 for sustainability.” (Mason 
Church, America). This text is inscribed in three massive Stonehenge like stones in Georgia, 

America called the ‘Guideline Stones.’
What a play they are having, what a play!
The biggest issue on the planet is the alien issue and if you still disbelieve that we are not alone, 

take a breath and look again. Our primate-banking-political system could not handle Nikola Tesla’s 
inventions going public just as the alien issue has rendered such advancements in technology that 
it is deemed a security/copyright risk to even let a whisper out. And we all quake in fear when the 
word alien is mentioned ha, ha. Its a crime against humanity that the USA has withheld amazing 
technology from us and is using it under our noses which, as they would advise, is the best way to 
divert any questions and keep up the ridicule.

The CIA was founded by Eisenhower after the US began ‘turning up the juice’ on their over-the-
horizon lock-on-radars. They found this scrambled UFO navigation systems and over one hundred 
were back engineered after they’d crashed out of the sky. The interesting thing was that most of the 
craft had similar power units which were described as being ‘about the size of a football,’ though 
all craft were different. Up to seven different civilisations exist in our galaxy! Energy propulsion is 
obviously not a climate change issue for them! From these craft they recovered humanoid remains 
and some live specimens and, dare I say, human remains. Eisenhower became so scared, fearing 
reprisal from above, that he phoned Russia and they came on board to help avert the supposed 
threat from the skies.

Little did Eisenhower realise at the time that the highly intelligent aliens were deeply worried 
about us and our nuclear fizz and would never attack for we are (one of) their great DNA 
(chromosomal) repositories, so I believe. Indeed they feared us and our radar. They have been 
visiting Earth for many thousands of years, in ancient times as our friends.

Eventually a contract was signed which enabled human DNA to be exchanged for technology. 
And suddenly in the history of man we went from the middle-ages to Mars and began to catch up 
with Tesla who believed aliens were trying to contact him. It must be said that Tesla’s grandfather 
worked in the Vatican library where many ancient manuscripts are kept and are still being considered. 
Now computers decipher through binary code and what we know now would change the world 
overnight, but in truth they keep it a secret.
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Tesla coming from a steep European tradition may not have been familiar with Eastern 
meditation techniques. However Mr D Diligent’s Magnetronic Magnetic Meditation technique 
will enable one to bring them in. And they want to come and have a friendly chat with you. 
Essentially they want to share the wonder. Simply sit upright and talk to them. There are four 
main meditation techniques and this is another one. Ask all your deceased friends to come along 
as well as our galactic neighbours. Ask all your religious idols to come, ask Tesla, and have a party! 
The world is a beautiful place. These entities have transformed into living intelligent round balls 
of light called Orbs. This information has been provided by one of the previous Pope’s secretaries 
thus adding to our wealth of combined Earthly knowledge; exemplifying the benefit provided by 
updates in technology.

Why are you using the word ‘superstition’? That’s really old - its ‘conspiracy’ now? Its out with 
intuition, no such thing. But that thinking does not stop us one day being all together, as above; 
and only a fool would not see the merit of unravelling this Earthly ‘tangle of impulses’.

Tesla had twelve patents stolen as they were considered security threats by the US Government 
and later enhanced to their fullest potential by the military. Many ideas were weaponised such as 
high velocity energy beams which are the directed energy lasars of which there are twelve patents 
worldwide today. Other inventions of Tesla’s included Alternating Electric Current, Radar, Radio, 
Telephone, Transmission, Transponders, Microwaves, he worked on the ‘Invisibility Project’ with 
Einstein and others. His inventions are now advanced and effective at bringing some ETs to their 
knees. They constitute a considerable amount of the hardware behind America’s Space Force which 
is a machine designed to continue the surveillance of our visitors as much as our Earthly terrorist 
neighbours for which this Earth seems culturally renowned.

Tesla was the world’s most humble inventor and we do not give him enough credit because they 
did not approve of the way he insisted his inventions were for the people and would save the planet 
from interests hooked on smelly oil. After all his intention was to help industry/people and not kill 
them. Consequently he was commissioned to build prototypes which enabled bankers to see, to 
their alarm, how cheap this new energy would be, so they sabotaged his work and confined him 
with promises, promises, until the day he died. How many others like him have come and gone?

As a consequence of Tesla’s work the military advanced radar research and with a broader 
understanding of the electric universe began to feel all powerful and to this day have kept their secrets.

Until one day America awoke in a snowstorm and found that Russia was sending jet-stream air 
down to New York several thousand miles away from where it should have been! With more radar 
surveillance they found that Russia was engineering the weather. Russia of course could do this as 
they were well advanced with geoengineering the ice using black solar soot they called pollution and 
then gadgets like Doppler radar came along big-time, to warm the ice. Now some seventy years on 
they have successfully melted a passage for their ships. The American government is not alarmed by 
this and was quick to catch up and began geoengineering for military applications using different 
compounds injected by helium balloons, projectiles and/or aircraft into the stratosphere.

Certainly there was a cold war down on Earth but in space they were the best of mates in their 
sandpit of science and still are - as we all should be....ha ha!

The underlying intent of geoengineering is surveillance, security, nano-tech medicine 
for population control and weather engineering. Our air is globally primed with metallicised 
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nano-particulates which coalesce when frequentised/plasmicised/electrified by radar. This allows 
for better target imagery, clearer wifi/mobile reception. It also opens up the possibility of weather 
modification programs to be undertaken while loosely termed by half truths for distraction (from 
surveillance protocols) ‘global warming’ and ‘climate change.’

Doppler radar can read your heartbeat behind a wall from 150 kilometres away and send active 
pulsed beams out into the never-never for 1,250 kilometres. They pulse 450 kilowatts, 304 times 
a second, though the technician will advise that they are on for only a few seconds in the minute; 
which is about the same time it takes to be eaten by a shark or struck by lightning.

It is my belief that the gamma-proton radiation of the Doppler, which are ON most of the time, 
can shatter the water molecule and break the cohesive liaisons between the condensation particulates 
which hold water vapour together. This may be used intentionally in combination with localised 
geoengineering compounds to stop rain from forming or falling or the opposite effect using different 
compounds as in cloud-seeding which of course is legal.

Other over-the-horizon radar have been developed (such as HAARP in Alaska which is now 
privately owned) can burn holes in storm-fronts forty kilometres diameter from halfway around 
the world and create hot drying winds. Advanced Doppler beams can now reach 1,250 kilometres, 
thanks to Australian technology. Australia has sixty ‘normal’ Doppler and America one hundred 
and sixty around its border. Project ten giant microwave radars on the same cloud in an array or 
scalar formation and turn up the juice. The ‘cloud’ spreads out over the sky like a bucket of water 
splashed on the floor, the metalicised ‘fingers’ become radio antennas - the possibilities are endless! 
Most importantly it is a net to catch foreign craft.

All the sixty one signatories to the World Meteorological Organisation are playing with their 
radars. Why do you think they dispute anthropomorphic climate change? Because they know they 
are causing it! Why do you think they will never talk about what they do? Why do you think they 
have set up troll-websites to discredit the information which is there for all to find? Geoengineering 
will never see the light of discussion in some countries.

Geoengineering and the alien issue is a slap in the face for democracy. Climate manipulation 
is an obvious secret. Most people have seen the lines in the sky all over the globe and watched the 
shredded clouds either race across the fast disappearing blue or get smeared across it with long 
strands of polluted grey. But that is not all they use radars for, they have many purposes and here 
I can only mention some briefly.

Surveillance programs use global positioning technologies and human-imbibed nano-tech to 
position a target to an accuracy of three centimetres anywhere on the planet; even quicker if the target 
has a mobile phone. Radar and wifi can communicate with a host of illegal human implants such as 
nano-chip biosensors which work from static electricity, movement, light-harvesting plant pigments 
(solar) and your electricity. These are absorbed through the mucosa and sent to corresponding 
polarities within the body to act as, for instance, brain-radios, which transform in the cochlear nerve 
to deliver (and receive) messages, or transponders implanted elsewhere which send info re your DNA 
to a super computer which then sends messages to other transformed nano-tech inside us using 
quorum sensing, to signal the release of the right spike of medicine appropriate for your DNA. Now 
with 5G sparking on the horizon we have the possibility of applying electroporation which utilises 
electromagnetic pulsing to open cell walls temporarily and assist the entry of plasmid DNA or RNA 
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replicating viruses. It was developed by two scientists in San Diego who work in pharmaceuticals 
and are pioneers in animal health. They have perfected the art of injecting animal or bird DNA into 
human chromosomes which alters our DNA and causes things like haemorrhaging, fever, cancers 
and even death. The Covid/19 patent is supposedly owned by the Pirbright Institute, formally the 
Institute of Animal Health.

The smell of money is stretching the hunger so that companies making vaccines are creating 
the illnesses. How clever is that! Do you believe this rubbish? If one can engineer vaccines to fix 
illnesses then it follows that the illness may also be engineered and require specific treatment as 
nothing from the Old Earth remedies will cure these man made scourges. One vaccine manufacturer 
in Australia stopped production when it was realised their vaccine gave people Aids! So well may 
one ask,

“What are they playing around with that stuff for?” It is in the air, it is in the sea, it is 
everywhere, without love.

With an ear to the ground in Australia we send our love to our family in China. We listen 
intently to Chinese doctors and their remedies for the virus. “Chop garlic and leave for fifteen 
minutes then chew and swallow....cures Covid/19!” Really! Where can I get it to try...garlic that 
is? Most of the garlic in Australia gets a fungus, and the imported stuff is irradiated with radar, its 
medicinal benefits negligible; funny that.

Meantime with cyclones, and general weather mayhem heightened by bought-out media trolls 
on steroids, we ensure that they will play forever their illegal games of distraction re carbon dioxide 
and threats of war, and will believe their scientists, for the military still has to run on oil and a 
country will never tell you their secrets! If you want to know more about the Doppler, try boiling 
water in a microwave and feed it to a pot plant, over time the plant will die like a prisoner of war.

The amount of power radars use will never come from renewables and its about time we realised 
this connection. The armies still run on oil and they will continue to do so for a long time as most 
weaponry such as hypersonic drones, bio-warfare, directed energy weaponry and radar technologies 
all push oil - for fear was the enemy of Tesla.

Yesterday the Indonesian President addressed the Australian Parliament and said:
“We must continue cooperation on weather modification programs.”
What more proof do we need to verify that weather engineering is happening? Stop carbon 

dioxide but you’ll never stop the radars and weather manipulation and of course they know this 
while sweeping reason under the carpet which is you and me.

And the old man Tesla will stay in his box and never come out unless we can uncover those 
hidden secrets of energy propulsion which are still being coveted illegally by the USA and other 
more pious institutions.

itw
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“Ark upon the Sea” shows a “Localised Surface Plasmon Resonance Biosensor” chip 
(‘Nanomedicine’ Aug. 2006, Vol 1, No. 2) the author found this on his leg in Australia. This tunes 
into one’s brain-radio through a surveillance phone app which links to satellite and records your 
individual heart frequency. The doors of your heart have been opened.

Note the blue optical fiber and triangular shape which enables electricity to be generated at each 
apex through ionizing light harvesting sensitising dyes which exist in a nano-porous semiconductor 
photonic layer. These are attracted to people like drones or flies and melt in until just under the 
skin. There they transmit medical information relevant to your DNA. If one tries to dig them out 
they sink in deeper. It is the size of a dot on this page and is patented to inform about medical 
compatibility of nanotech information and surveillance. The information is filtered through the 
computer of all things and if deemed important relayed to large military computers.
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F O R E W O R D

Written with knowledge and personal experience and some wacky humour, the author takes 
us on a journey to the world of nano-technology out of control. An in depth look at the 

total lack of human empathy in their quest for the ultimate hive mind, Capitalist, Socialist, Fascists, 
environmentalist it matters not, for they are all tainted with the same religious fervour, with the 
same lust for total power over the human spirit, scientism gone mad in response to religion gone 
mad.

Enter the internet of everything, void of spirit and soul, transhumanists by design sold to the 
young and uniformed as the ultimate consciousness. Void of human love and compassion, morally 
bankrupt and of course very profitable for your owners – because you will be owned - owned by 
the programmers and their masters. Silly us, gave away our power to fiddly bits, a bit of external 
circuitry ignoring our own inner power, far superior to anything ever dreamed of.

I urge you to be Dam Diligent, read and research, look at Hollywood and predictive 
programming, stand back and become the detached observer and if the phrase conspiracy theory 
pops into your head-space know you have been mind controlled.

Vital education of our young has been deliberately left out, for the uniformed are easily fooled 
and fall prey to socialist political correctness and TV programmers, and the list goes on.

I highly recommend “Fibers” let it be the beginning of your journey down the rabbit hole.

Be Diligent
Anonymous
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I N T R O D U C T I O N

One afternoon, as you may read, a friend came and went hunting in my garden using a thirty 
five dollar, 800X digital microscope from China. We cut thin sections of leaves and stems 

and found inside strange multi-coloured fibers. I could not believe it! I had been eating these things 
for over a decade and thought my vegetables were organic!

I had heard about similar fibers growing out of people’s skin in California and seen time lapse 
videos of them doing so some fourteen years previously! Were these the same fibers, all here - on 
this side of the planet - in the Southern Hemisphere? How and when did they arrive?

Then the other things, the piezo crystals and the worms and other human parasites, the skin 
lesions and the biosensor chips! What! You have got to be joking!

Now after so many years of trying to alert people that the planet is in the process of being 
sprayed/gassed for ‘medical’ purposes, I find I have a severe dose of the above. Some say they have 
signalled in on me because of my concerns about them! However worse, in many ways, was the 
denial from politicians and media that anything was happening in the skies at all, let alone anything 
inside myself. Mention the fibers and they think you are mad! I thought at first it was largely because 
they were not informed now I believe there is a direct link between fast food programming and 
the new psychotronic (action at a distance) warfare and consequent brain entrainment as opposed 
to the ‘organic’ ignorance we all suffered before the computer revealed some hidden truths about 
this obesity of a different kind.

Put another way, an attempt is underway to medicate the population using global warming/
primate mange (climate change) as a smoke screen and allow these dangerous complicated 
experiments mentioned herein to proceed as they do – without our consent!

Maybe that is pulling a long bow these days, which amounts to a long arm - in a long (green) sleeve.
Unfortunately the media blackout goes in flagrant opposition to the public statements made by 

the World Meteorological Organisation as early as 1984, concerning the geo-engineering/climate 
engineering programs which have been trialled for over fifty years by many of the forty plus member 
nations of that organisation and is used and exonerated by most of the sixty plus signatories to the 
United Nations. Since 1985 there has been little if any regulation of these atmospheric procedures. 
And “since the public did not question the validity of the scientists actions,” nobody seemed to 
care that they were being sprayed. This is the excuse some researchers give for the continuation of 
these programs. Indeed some believe it is still not happening! Without complaint therefore the dirty 
tricks got dirtier and went from chemtrails to chembombs which are worthy names for stratospheric 
helium, acetone and sulphur balloon injection of scientific watzits. These work well as wet streams 
approach the coastal hills and are almost undetectable by sniffer dogs.
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The accepted directives of giant gas burners heating potential rain clouds (wet-stream airs) as 
they approach mountain ranges is exactly that; accepted. The result is that the air rises rapidly and 
forms all sorts of interesting hail and snowy stuff or the strange boiled water clouds get indigestion 
and hot wind.

The programmers, dare I say the World Health Organisation in collaboration with the “Keepers 
of the Secrets” obviously feel that denial about anything more than hot air is the best method to 
delude and distract the population and idiots like me.

Maybe the following invasion, which I find scattered about me and in me, is an illusion - so 
one may cast me off as a radioactive wild duck going quark.

The small seeds, the tiny specks, maybe eggs! Some triangular, many round and dark - strange, 
foreboding and spreading in fibrous filamentous loops - somewhere going , going, going inside you 
and me. These are not spirochaetes of Lyme disease Wikipedia, your there to help! And they are 
not benign either. Wherever they go the body seems to rot!

The programmers behave like naughty distracted children who hide something under the sand 
and do not answer. Why? Because geo-engineering / climate engineering is linked to the above and 
they do not want it known. It is this collaborative covert behaviour which should send warning 
signals to all people, sorry insects. This is another example of how knowledge intimidates the slaves 
who fall victim to bullies in the playground without being aware of the long term consequences of 
their failure to speak out and complain!

Man’s greatest evil is that he wastes time. I am the first to say that I lack intelligence. So please 
I need some fast method of taking my family on a cruise to the Pleiades as refugees, okay?

And after the conflagration, the nano-tech junkyard fallout - the ‘synthetic fallout’ there was/is 
silence from the media and the health profession - stony silence, which indicates a frightening leap 
into the unknown. Vaccines for the above will surely hang from the hips of these unethical feral 
cowboy scientists ready to shoot and give you hope.

My family turned away, my friends rolled their eyes, disbelieved and called me deluded and 
strange. But how can I turn away from myself? How can I free myself of these chords, these bonds, 
these pests which infiltrate and try to control simply by their ‘mysterious’ existence? You can see 
them here, in this book. Yes they are real. Even if they are benign they are still there like Trojan 
horses in all their mystifying secret horrific glory, waiting to pounce and strangle! Waiting to ride 
out your fear then cyborg your you in the name of science.

If what I hear about these things is true then batten down the hatches, raise the curtains, we 
are in for a show!

If what I hear about these things is false and they are wonderful inventions then I must be 
deluded thinking that they may do me harm. Why would the governments of the world want to 
inflict such harm - on mothers and children? My point here with this book, is not to discuss the 
engineering protocols behind the ‘medical’ experiments but to simply shout out loud!

“WHY IS THIS HAPPENING WITHOUT OUR APPROVAL!?”
The answer of course is,
“Well, it’s not happening!”
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Well sorry, it IS and these and thousands of other photographs and testimonials prove it. Yes 
they have fiddled with our DNA, dirty rotten so and sos. Hands off please! That is my me, and 
you are worse than a rapist! Give a man a gun and he will shoot himself in the foot!

After a very minor surface dig I have concluded the following:

That machine components/particles are sprayed out of planes as a fine dust of infected dried 
plasma. These are so small that while in the air, and finally circulating in our bodies, they link 
up using any of twelve pentagonal differently charged sides/interfaces like polarised doors and 
windows. Each has a wified Santa Claus inside with headphone on who helps steer the ship. The 
magic number, twelve, has the right code in each window to create any form. Each contains sixty 
atoms and is one billionth of a metre long. Once transformed pre-uptake and after, they seek their 
corresponding life form or symbiont and mimic its receptors or signal points for transmission or 
emission. Some may fall dead being absorbed by birds or other creatures. Other receptors with 
payloads can be sensed from some distance away using quorum sensing. Once transformed and 
established in the host they begin to transmit details about the physical and mental state of that life 
form. Sticky bits, doors and windows opening and closing, fungal jelly transformed into globules 
resembling melted plastic, often white. Symbionts resembling bio-vectors and the tax man is now 
inside dressed as Mr Claus.

The congregation links up inside our bodies having been absorbed by the skin as they are so 
small or they gain entry via other more obvious pathways. Their individual mass is so tiny they 
may meet each other around a corner under the branch of a tree which grows red in the spleen or 
kidneys. Lately though the old kidneys have had their filters shredded with all the metallic nano-
tech space junk and the pancreas is mute, so it’s off to the horse-piddle again for an affair with a 
dialysis machine.

Perhaps these ‘particles of science’ are taxiing to a particular party and have a previously 
arranged place to dance and sing their quasi-religious praises like the ear or throat or some other 
weakened or fragmenting organ. Where they go depends on the “sleeve” which attaches them to 
their corresponding electrical charge or chemical bonding site. One favourite yobbo pastime is to 
target weakened immune systems with implacements in the thyroid gland for instance to affect 
the pons of the spinal chord. Young children who have a strong thymus gland could be targeted 
to disadvantage the liver in old age. Old males who have a failing prostate which lapses due to a 
lack of electrical charge or over supply of excitable fibers need to understand that they have melted 
together like plastic, see above, due to micro-wave radiation affecting electrolytes. Elderly people 
generally, especially ladies, who often manifest thyroid problems and are instructed to resort 
to ionising medications supplied by doctors to ratify their secrets of dementia, are exposed and 
vulnerable to synthetic symbionts either animal or plant-crosses, or foreign protein insemination. 
New medications which will leave one with the mental attitude of a fungus and the body of a 
sugarcane harvester and render one’s DNA open for mining.

Once the DNA of that species is determined a particular type of synthetic ‘sleeve’ is inserted 
into its messengerRNA and with the already installed synthetic micro-chromosome as a conduit 
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one’s immune system is brought under control so that you become the host, whether you like it 
or not, and accept the new machine into your living tissue. The new chromosome hangs in the 
corner like a spy and directs the party, trying all the while to distract any possibility of the party 
revolting with an histamine reaction. But one spy is not enough. The operation works in threes so 
one can spy on the other.

Other man made particulates can genomically link through gene-transfer and polarity having 
been sped on using electroporation which, like a hurricane, breaks all the glass in the plasma 
windows to gain entry to the party using pulsed wifi. The windows repair afterwards. Programs of 
synthetic biology may include fungal cycles using bio-glue or hydrogel which is a kind of plastic-
flesh (see below), secreted by the fibers to expand and flower and bring on old age faster. The new 
humanoid chromosome is now ready and complete and with fungal bio-clock use-by date. The 
chromosome may have come from a simple rhinoceros. Its purpose is to act as mediator between 
host and parasite and allow acceptance of the foreign entity. Before there were dogs, pigs, monkeys 
and rats to experiment with now its little old guinea pig you.

“The word plasmid was introduced into our knowledge in 1952 (five years after America’s fracas 
with our galactic neighbours - my brackets). A plasmid is a small extra-chromosomal DNA molecule 
within a cell that is physically separated from chromosomal DNA and can replicate independently. 
Artificial plasmids are mainly wholly used as vectors in molecular cloning, serving to drive the 
replication of recombinant (artificially produced forms of DNA which have been made by joining 
fragments of DNA molecules obtained from different organisms. Macquarie Dictionary, 3rd edition). 
DNA sequences within host organisms. In a laboratory plasmids may be introduced into a cell by 
(H) transformation.” (Wikipedia)

Put simply your DNA has been invaded and purposefully changed. Unnatural amino acids / 
proteins, genomes from other Kingdoms have been moved across to humans using human parasite 
vectors such as Escherichia coli a common gut bacillus, roundworm nematode Ascaris lumbricoides, 
Wolbachia bacteria, Lymes disease Borrelia burgdorferi delivered by ticks and many other benign 
Arthropoda, Insectivora, etc. Or perhaps a miniature shark or some other fine new beastie from the 
scientists mind, horrible and macabre gate-crashers.

Put simply this means that genetically encoded chemical warheads can covertly deliver life 
forms across all Kingdoms to grow inside you and deliver through symbiosis whatever whispers!

This is Morgellons disease which describes how insects use humans as hosts for their offspring. 
Plants, animals, fungi, Archea, bacteria and viruses can now be controlled inside humans. Other 
‘advantages’ this technology has already brought us is disparity between gametes, male and female, 
which down the line, will render us infertile. Men are gearing up to give birth as their minds are 
kept on memory sticks posthumously waiting in anticipation for cryogenic ladies who supposedly 
will throw golden apples from the stars.

Bring out the test tube babies and the money!
What a party! Christmas with the rels! Do you not trust the word of a gate-crashing scientist 

dressed as Mr Clause or Batman?
For those who do not understand the consequences of these actions please consider that DNA 

for 3.6 billion years has kept species separate as individuals, now our genes have been mixed with 
genes from other life forms such as the parasites listed above. Foreign proteins may be delivered to 
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our DNA and grow inside us and for our own DNA to be seduced into extinction through improper 
messengerRNA transcription. This is an extremely serious outcome from the science fraternity 
for we now all suffer their illness which is their ego severely hung over. Some try to measure with 
words such as ‘ethics’ but obviously the morons have their foot stuck in the sharps bucket as far as 
naturalness is concerned.

Like untameable hair they looked at our genes in the mirror and could not control themselves 
for it all went everywhere. Exploded in the sandpit of ideas, like sails blowing out before the 
hurricane aboard the merry ship of fools! Why couldn’t they just sleeve us alone? The brain has 
fooled itself and become a machine unto itself. How many secrets can a scientist or politician juggle 
before they have to lie?

Imagine, particulates may be used to alter an epiphytic plant from the rainforest and make it 
feed on flesh like yours and learn to walk and then to fly. In all instances your genes are left behind 
to wonder where to go. To wonder who you are and where you went to.
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R E T U R N  T O  C H I N A

Dodging and weaving through the fast traffic dust, we narrowly miss pedestrians on single 
wheels, skate-boards, bicycles, motor bikes, to say nothing of the upside down flying people. 

We draw nearer and nearer to the thumping beat of China’s heart. The thyroid ground shakes. The 
ladies look our way. Some dressed in costume, all the same. Some with little squealing loud speakers 
some with gigantic ones. And television screens the same showing love movies or courageous deeds 
by eventual heroes overthrowing satanic forces and strutting the famous red dragon loins under 
the rain of tears.

Groups of ladies dressed like marine sailors in sky-blue and white mount the great podium. 
Watching everything from the peripherals of their eyes yet not changing the frontal stare. Stamp 
their unified feet and turn their unified heads and salute with large grins the coming of good health. 
Tall lighted buildings shimmer with flashing lights like tall stockings and the ladies eyes are smiling! 
Here children come to practise being a man. And ladies come to show their friends that they have 
the same feelings. The men sit noisily admiring, some leaping to their excellent feet and dancing. 
Some flirt, some hide. I sit and stare at the colossal cloud which constantly goes in and out of these 
peoples lungs evening and sunrise.

The rat-ta-tat of Chinese music splatters on the black cars like heavy wet dust. The watchful 
eyes of the street lights alert the smallest cameras which hide like frightened animals and dangle 
like genitals. Squinting to find the street signs we dangle home. Along the flat cancerous, petrol, 
car smelling, toxic street our fish leads the way. This is the China one never leaves, the collective 
heart, proud and strong. We are its yo-yo, it has the world on a string.

The small dogs profoundly paint the dusty streets with excreta. Blowing in the Chinese dry 
wind the worm eggs therein, guttural - in our lungs, then crawl like their fellow coloured fiber 
worms back down our throats! The stomach becomes their garden to explore and like weeds they 
damage stomach linings and tickle the lungs.

Dog poo and people’s vomit line the streets in the expensive part of town. The vomit feeds a 
tree but the poo just sits there short of it; rotten, trodden into dust. These things from the upside-
down people are advertisements for freedom. The dust blows in the silent street breezes and enters 
the lungs where the faecal worm eggs hatch. The roundworm then climbs up the bronchioles to the 
throat then slides down into the gastro-intestinal tract where it grows and poos just like the dogs. The 
round ascaris adult then lays its eggs in a flower arrangement around the outside of the anus at night.
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Garlic and pumpkin seed kernels fried in oil together with the cut up pumpkin seed husks which 
break the worm’s hard skin, is a recipe which helps rid the body of worms. Eaten before each main 
meal for three days and then once a week for three weeks will kill roundworm and threadworm 
but not hookworm. Hookworms can grow meters long and kill a healthy person. Roundworm 
infestations make children wet the bed and adults irritable and susceptible to fiber-confetti cancers, 
tailor made. The worm’s excreta is shunted to fat cells if it is not expelled from our body where it 
congeals and encysts into a hard shell, wherein the fiber-fungus grows.

Wrapping about and through these encysts are fibers like the blue and red petals of a spider 
flower or sprinkles of confetti stretched long into sensitive strands. Dusting and gnawing like the 
worms themselves, returning on the wind, they glide up again in a breeze.

An acid diet encourages the fibers to grow. An acid diet is junk food, sugar, oil and meat. 
Alkalise and survive! Eat lemon, apple-cider vinegar in the mornings to help reduce weight and 
fresh green vegetables - often.

Nobody in China washes their bottom much. It’s kind of taboo to touch those places anyway. 
That could be an overstatement not meant to embarrass the rich! I am sure one could write an eye 
opening book about each country’s variation on that theme. Those secretive parts are deemed too 
secret to wash! And many of the poorer people wash infrequently at public baths without soap where 
they have to pay and where unfortunately many are too embarrassed to wash properly in those places.

The spindly policeman stands as a servant of the State. Rooted like a tree and thankfull that 
his arms still move, in the middle of the road unsheltered from the smog. His lungs a dust bag of 
happiness to give his wife and family - his hoarse coughing and decaying health as well. He devours 
half a gallon of diesel a day to feed his worms and never eats.

We are on our way to Benxi. Having bought a digital microscope for myself and seen the 
coloured fibers wrapping about my flesh, I am ever determined to show the people.

China is in trouble with much pain to follow. Who has sprayed us with these nano-particulates? 
Who!?

Was it a natural urge to create them? How can the law police a natural urge? If we believe the 
law is a natural urge itself which man created, then any other thing we do is natural also, is that 
right? Natural…anybody natural around here?

I can just imagine the conversation between an officer of the law and a scientist doing an 
experiment in the middle of the street.

“Excuse me Sir, you are not allowed to do that here. If you do that I will have to fine you.”
“Fine! But I scientist, I do experiment and I have control.”
“Oh, you are not allowed to control that here.”
“Yes, I have special Control Paper to do special experiment to count feet, not pull leg. Get foot-

long permission from Head-Foot. See have leg-it-e-mate…..”

We stop at lights and the cars beside us belch tobacco smoke as young people joy in the aspect 
of car and wahh. The music sings of love and pain, really the only natural thing, it echoes from the 
streets, the gutters, the corners of the eyes before this wondrous butterfly of youth is boxed into 
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rigid performance. The dizzy traffic, as random as the laughing smoke the cars waft and weave 
through, these smogs of youth, of reason.

For it is raining National mud which is this sprayed technology. The white car turned grey 
in the rain like a white elephant on fire. Man’s desire for discovery. Those scientists in the future 
will learn that their experiment which came from a natural urge, with no initiated controls, was 
successful as we will all be either man made to digitally perform, or legs up head down in the mud!

The young girl with boyfriend in hand has a yellow tee-shirt with ‘Happy Love’ emblazoned 
across her front. Like a willy-willy it spins in the corners of my eyes.

We ascend the stairs of the upright dungeon. The cold grey cracks maw cement, falling and 
shattering like teeth at the entrance to this dragon’s lair. On each floor the dinosaur bones of old 
bicycles disguised as grey cobweb-clouds, their past lives hidden and unmoving. This impossible tree 
gives the old people little exercise as they imbibe further the transgenic fibers into their flesh as they 
climb. The exercise makes the fibers wake up and dig in deeper. That is their food – your energy, your 
electricity. Your exercise brings them to life, to coalesce and go in deeper. Spiralling into knots which 
levitate inside the flesh and sing their anthem of National pride with a small muddy twist. Linking 
up to form benevolent patented signatures of the people and the corporations which made them - 
who gave birth to these little monsters. Signatures and numbers – your individualised use-by-date!

“They do me no harm so why should I care!?” Friends back home exclaim as they hold their 
noses and look sideways! So, here in China, I do not know what to say. I do not know their language 
I only know their eyes as they explore mine.

We are all people, brothers, sisters, fathers, mothers. The young child is our crown.
We pick up mother. Her leg is numb now from the knee down, her foot barely controllable. 

Years ago she had a tumour removed from the forepart of her head and now since the last two 
years, her eye on the opposite side is closed, the lid difficult to open. She views the world sideways 
and looks a little unsure.

I make a magnetic beanie for her, taking hours to sew each magnet in. She looks amused and 
I wonder if she will wear it.

She puts it on and looks like a surgeon with her long pointed fingers. No, it gives her a headache 
in ten minutes so she has taken it off. I try to explain that the sore head is a symptom of repair. 
I begin to look at the wall again. Chinese torture is really a cure they say. And she must turn it 
inside out to reverse the polarity for another ten minutes! Only ten is all she needs. They think I 
am mad! So when they go out of the room I look at the wall again. I think I lost them when I said 
‘reverse polarity’ I don’t know how that translated. The last time we tried the American translation 
dictionary it translated ‘Grandmother’ into: ‘to have sex with and elephant in the shower!’ Very 
embarrassing, luckily nobody saw the elephant.

We scramble into the new car with all its flashing lights and sound system. It smells of tobacco 
and vinyl. My wife explains my words and says that sunlight destroys plastic and vinyl and 
contaminates the air, gives you cancer and then you die.

The people at the lights, all off to work. The bags of the cities, the city of bags, the shoulder 
bag - they clot and swarm, shuffle and clot, shuffle and clot following their clotted bags. Greased 
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by many, they hold their red-light breath. Then blast across the street at each other, a thousand 
tiny fish hooks out in front on sticks in the wind, their fibers thrashing. They do not know that in 
their blood crawls a transgenic symbiotic synthetic creature of death which is seriously strangling 
their gonads.

The billboard word ‘Wisdom’ jumps out at me. How banal, there is no wisdom in these 
corridors of fear!

“Beware Propaganda” would be a better word to teach, more in keeping with didactic tradition.
The rich brother smokes a cigarette. The mother in the front says nothing, we in the back 

suffer. I tried holding my breath but that was ridiculous! We are his victims and he laughs at our 
seriousness.

“CHINA STOP SMOKING NOW! WHERE IS YOUR WISDOM.COM” my new Chinese 
website...not much use in English. And now my computer has been hacked and will not work!

As we speed along past the tall buildings of Shenyang, sliding by the upright while the upright 
slides by, when all of a sudden before the tall toll booths we are stopped by policemen waving their 
arms and prancing around in the middle of the highway! Surely they are not practising some secret 
form of Chinese martial art with cars?

Quite normal, they can move pretty quickly too. They obviously enjoy risking their lives. One 
never hears them being hit by traffic, just a silent thud. All the cars are stopped and brother asks 
why. 

Apparently a rich government person is coming in a car - I don’t suppose he’d be walking! The 
traffic banks up for kilometres as we all wait for him to pass. I would be so embarrassed holding 
up traffic. After a long while a man came walking down the side of the road! He is a person just 
like us. And I wonder if he too has transgenic nano-particulate fibers wrapping and swirling about 
in his blood and immortal brain.

I look at everybody sideways now with one eye, even the policemen. If they really knew what 
would they do? Probably not change anything at all!

While in the car sentimental music slaps the face of reason. Money gyrates between the loins 
of China. Another painful love song reminds me of polished black shoes.

We never saw the car with the dignitary. We turned around and left the broad highway and 
found many small bomb damaged crowded streets.

Now we flit past the flat plains of Shenyang. White trunked trees braced with four posts have 
been planted everywhere in straight lines along the roadside. Small tufts of trees spring green from 
pockets scattered about and gathered like dust below hills. Bee hives cluster in rows with hollow 
vacant sounds inside their great rafters. Their occupants long dead due to a fungus which the 
government ordered to be sprayed - all the bees died. My wife points out that the hives are there 
for show only and begins to laugh. There are no flowers anyway. People sell sweet corn syrup as 
honey. Their small stall is ragged, their faces like lost bees awaiting the silent Spring.

Benxi, the old green mountains with the new trains spearing through them, contrasts to 
the vertical cement flats like bee hives or rising tombs which pierce the dust of the clouds. Here 
mountains were flattened for the coal then rebuilt with rubble. The Japanese invaded and left their 
blood on the rounded dinosaur gastroliths.
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The beautiful river swings her lazy arms about the gentle hills, she is yellow laughing – happy. 
Her rippling skin, delicate and dimpled in the slight breeze of the day, turns up the corners of her eyes.

Brother brings the car to a stop in front of a beggar who crawls along the road. He whirls his 
head along and then his body follows like a worm. He stops the modern car, the great building, 
the train, the machine. Wrapped about his feet are one million tiny synthetic worms which follow 
him everywhere.

China’s cacophony spits and sings. The modern congregation of insects all trying to out compete 
for attention. The high pitched squeals of the ladies and the few children are ancient screams from 
lost birds whose feet and hands were once bound from birth with string. Now are bound with the 
threads of nano-particulates. We are all beggars suffocating and shuffling in our own spittle…. 
going slow.

Programmed to survive, to love, to cry, to wish and die. The megaphone voice of the gyrating 
young rasps my ear drums which are threaded internally, always full of China’s singing. Now 
wrapped in cloth our bones, with eyes and stains like the fiber nappy which holds my brain. Bound 
and wrapped like a plaster egg – stops one from screaming, from breaking out from the normal to 
the abnormal while reason holds the fiber reigns. Are there radars inside my ears which make these 
Chinese harmonies?

An old man walks up the stairs of the bus. He rattles three walnuts in one hand until they are 
smooth. His thoughts together rumble but he sags at the crutch. He sags at the heart. He sags from 
the toes to the eyes. The top of his head is covered in hair and this is wrapped in smaller fibers 
which try to bind him all together like a bird’s nest or a parcel waiting delivery to the grave which 
is where he will surely go with his merciful nuts.

As I sit and show our host these transgenic - or whatever they are, blue, black, white and red 
fibers which cloud and smog the skies of the Earth, I see a feeling of horror glaze across her eyes. 
Then mute nothing. She becomes like a dumb child who crawls about its mother who is a soft tree. 
Whose bosoms hang down like fruit which the child uselessly gropes for, knowing that its mother 
has just witnessed a profound moment.

The Earth no longer wrapped in beautiful dreams, only a horror covers the oceans, the forests 
and the rocky slopes. Earth is bound in these fibers which writhe the same as snakes about our 
internal organs and stitch the outside of our skin into an inner-city bag.

You cannot scratch them out. You will breathe them in again like fine dust. Within you they 
will grow again from light (solar), wifi, dirty electricity, movement and the electricity of your heart. 
Perhaps their mission is your heart or softer places, depending on one’s weakest point. My eyes they 
weep with acid tears as they penetrate any mental or physical uncertainty.

In the afternoon we walk through the narrow streets of Benxi. Those suburbs which rise either 
side like great ants nests. The glorious sun set at midday behind the grey wall. They are square 
and perfect buildings, painted - some in pink. Outside each is a small garden with no weeds. Each 
plant is clouded like the sky in the rainbow coloured fibers, each mouthful wrapped and wriggling!

For a long time I use the microscope to explore my skin and I am increasingly horrified by the 
numbers of these tiny snakes which try to invade my flesh like vultures or rapists….which have 
already infiltrated my flesh!
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“The Evening Waltz”
Picture shows a reddish coloured fiber dancing and entwining through soft skin

Outside the fading light illuminates the rose sky and threading through the chemtrail gas are 
more aeroplanes spewing fibers! Spewing merciless reason. I take pictures through the window. But 
who will look and who will see the artificial fluffy edged clouds which are becoming more fluffy 
edged every day? Then the little squirts far above in the atmosphere not related to wind direction or 
Mother Earth. I feel like a useless child peering out the window of the world about to have a rebirth.

I put the microscope under my chin and immediately find a vivid blue one. It is surrounded by 
the bristles of my cut beard which looks like a sawn off forest. Small white fibers dance and reveal 
their segmented structures. Some try to wrap about the hair follicles which resemble extinct tree 
stumps in a pink desert. Their attitude of wrapping is not straight rather angulated as though they 
have difficulty turning. Like beggars who crawl up the road, inch by inch, millimetre by millimetre, 
thrusting their heads forward. Onwards they will trollop, perhaps forever.

Yesterday we visited the grave yard of my wife’s father who, it is noted “grew five children to a fine 
old age.” He suffered in the underground from black-lung disease from digging the ‘black-fire’ coal. 
The graveyard is a rainbow of plastic flowers all hanging down and effusing toxic gasses in the sun.

The gush of colour mirrors the gush of life not the drudgery of the drain. These things we 
know throughout the dance yet ever more turn into the bitter irony of an artificially flavoured 
sentimental soup.

“It is all around, and your father is here, as he is in Australia.”
Just then a beautiful multi-coloured butterfly landed on my wife’s knee. I did not say, ‘look!’ or 

mention that he was there. Clasping her leg in the sunlight with its little claws, clapping its wings 
and happy calling loudly to his beautiful daughter.

It floated off again and I expected it to return but, no. Another slight movement and the eye 
of the graveyard cat peeped out from behind a tombstone amongst all the colours, reminding me 
to be aware of being aware.
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We make offerings of food, incense is lit and vows are said, until we butterfly off, a tear in our 
eye. Along the sunny cobbled path we come to a rectangular walled courtyard area with blackened 
holes at waist high on the inside of the walls all around. They hover like black-fire lungs. Fires are 
lit in the appropriate void and offerings of money in the form of prayers, which are written in red 
on thin yellow rice paper, along with incense are burnt therein. Each hole represents a birth sign 
with a symbol. Father was a snake.

The burnt smell and the streaked colour grey, the hand lain stone takes me back to South India 
where Earth and fire long ago were moulded into stone. To Burma, to Egypt, by the muscle of the 
butterfly people and antiquity. Here in the twenty first century we are still as primitive as we always were 
in the face of death. Each hole is a black single eye looking back at us as we look into our charcoal future.

Once I believed I could talk to him as well as my own father. Now I know I cannot as I am 
disgusted by the ineptitude of many people including my closest friends. The government is 
dishonest, corrupt, enslaving and everybody is to blame.

America and Australia have been spraying for sixty years and even the best artists, writers, 
actors, politicians, mothers, fathers did not look up and if they did they obviously did not see or if 
they saw THEY DID NOTHING!

Cancer is a man made disease! It has been weaponised to target certain DNA and blood groups 
and affect even the strongest people. But the strongest person is the Earth herself – the great mother 
and not even my intelligent father could understand the white lines in the sky, the vaccine shots 
at birth or the hopeless reckless lies of the political organisation which has a duty of care and is 
responsible for our longevity, the politicised military.

As a young man I used to go up to a favourite mountain to hunt wild boar with a spear. The 
mountain was a volcano twenty four million years ago. Its ragged slopes and white tumbled trees 
under which the black pigs moved and danced in the soil inspired me to be its keeper.

On Fridays I would hitch-hike after school three hundred and sixty miles and arrive in the early 
hours of Saturday morning. The people who manned the television relay station at the top would 
give me a lift up. I would sleep in a tin shed which the ranger offered me and during the day would 
hunt pigs with my four foot long spear.

Then on Sunday afternoon I would hitch a lift back down the mountain with all my dead pigs 
and the television workers then travel all Sunday, sometimes into the night and arrive back at school 
early Monday morning. I never did my homework. I would leave all my books at school to lessen 
the weight. Those lessons were lucky to escape the campfire.

With great relief I never speared any pigs. One time late in the evening standing on a log in 
the snow, I found myself staring at a black space. It smelt like pig and sounded like pig but I could 
not quite see it in the dark. Then suddenly all the black space in front of me moved! It was truly 
enormous! After that I never hunted pigs again. Now I hunt the truth, with my pen, and I am not 
afraid for my posthumous USB stick is in my hand!

One morning we arrived and the mountain was closed with a huge gate to the public. Only the 
TV personnel were allowed through. When we reached the top there was snow all over the ground 
which was unusual as the weather was hot.

The ranger was surprised to see me as the sign on the gate read closed.
“What are you doing here? The gate was closed!”
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“I came to hunt pigs,” I said.
“Don’t touch the snow,” he said, “It’s poisonous. It’s a failed cloud-seeding attempt by the 

government.”
The ‘snow’ that I could see covered one square kilometre. It certainly looked like snow. I 

wondered what would happen when it melted. Would it turn to water or remain as ‘snow?’ And 
what of all the young creatures such as frogs and birds, would they die?

I remember thinking the mountain vegetation was delicate and wondered what would happen 
to people lower down who drank the water.

I was too young to know or care - beyond pigs. But after that I knew that the white lines in the 
skies were lies and that the rain was sometimes toxic.

I did not choose to worry then, though my developing brain became furrowed with erosion like 
my brow as my snout continually sniffed the air.

As a young boy, younger than the above, I would walk the suburban streets on the way home 
from school and watch the aeroplanes paint advertising in the sky about poisonous soft drinks 
which, after prolonged ingestion, rotted one’s bones. I wondered what it was they were using to make 
the words and how it affected the fish as it blew out over the ocean on its way to New Zealand. 

“Sea of Green”
Picture shows a black fiber growing inside a cucumber in China. 

Note how the chlorophyll seems to be attracted to it.

Now I know it is within us all. The silver iodide sunset before, now we have the crimson 
junk metal show, complete with medicinal graffiti and flying syringe wielding doctors. The rats 
abandoned that ship long ago.

In 1995 after the successful genome project NASA in conjunction with the Lawrence Livermore 
Scientific Research Institute (under the continuing rue of the Manhattan Project) and the Military 
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Industrial Complex which combines several different ‘civilised’ countries such as Switzerland, 
Australia and England helped weaponize human pathogens and parasites. Bombs and people front 
page news, parasites and grandma, nobody views - or does a thing!

The Military complex in America gained much information after the second WW from the 
Japanese who had experimented with bio/germ-warfare. The Americans were worried that other 
countries especially Russia would get the upper-hand with bio-warfare so America assimilated Hitler’s 
bio-weapons and research through Project Paperclip which saw two hundred and fifty top scientists 
from Germany imported to America after the war where they were allowed to continue their research. 
America assimilated Japan’s nefarious research and development as well. The Nixon government then 
announced, in their great wisdom, that bio/germ-warfare was illegal. After that the location of these 
mind-boggling scientific experiments was shifted and shared surreptitiously with other allied nations. 
Now after four years of writing this book it becomes obvious to me why the above mentioned nations 
appeared to slow their assistance to the people especially in relation to aged care in Australia - they 
knew Corona was coming and for a while did nothing and stood back to observe!

Rockefeller, the billionaire, in his Newsletter publication years earlier, 2016 I believe, had 
described exactly what to do in the event of a pandemic. The article was called ‘Lock-step’. One 
may well ask:

“Why him? What connections does this man have with medicine? Is he a doctor?” No, not a 
doctor; a banker who has family ties with successful business enterprises which promote eugenics 
programs and the culling of humanity - for the sake of humanity. Your on to something! How 
deluded is that!?

Hence many politicians knew what to expect however initially they did very little except sling 
rude, wonky stones at bats in China to help disguise effusive secrets and ask tongue-in-cheek 
questions to allay the curiosity of many. Then following the advice of the learned, created a tight-
rope of mental and economic anguish which wrought fiscal damage and digital paperwork disease 
by rigidly following the ‘lockdown’ procedures as outlined in Lock-step. This baulk before total 
lockdown was a damaging, unnecessary, carefully orchestrated distraction to the blatant truth of 
the above and whether it gave the virus a nest for incubation or not is debatable. However experts 
are now saying that it delayed even further the possibility of lessening the pandemic’s impact 
through antibody immunity or natural herd immunity. Consequently the outcome from this tight 
lockdown is an unnatural ‘herd immunity’ which the  scientists claim is the only way to eliminate 
the necessity of lockdown. Now we hear the governments agreeing with the semantics of the 
stampeding scientists. An immunity that requires enforcement from the doors of the same labs 
which understand the virus’s aetiology and engineered genomic complexity. And since this door is 
now wide open beware the bats and other animals which may flutter in and challenge the scientist’s 
honesty, though by the weight of it that will never happen without comprehending all the global 
insults the governments of the world have inflicted on nature and our health, for such insults bend 
honesty until it suffocates, and they are in too deep to retrieve. Easy to believe and say:

“We need your engineering to knock out your mechanisms,” if honesty prevailed over politics.
The Wuhan Military Games was a perfect place to release this “accident” whatever the weather. 

And what of the sixteen military personnel who were sick with something and had to be flown back 
to A-Merry-Car on a special flight?
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Then suddenly: “What a miracle of time that they created so many vaccines! You don’t suppose 
it was already developed?” Sorry to sound facetious but the Rocket-fella got his foot-long stuck in 
the sharps bucket and to his disgust it was full of one hundred percent effective needle jabbing 
conspirators who immediately began blowing whistles furiously until only a little squeak remained.

One aim of NAZI Germany was to separate their banking system from the central banking 
system of the rest of the world. The other aim was to strengthen their borders with the use of various 
methods to ensure that certain DNA were excluded.

Sound familiar! Fibers have grown from these beginnings. Money and might, the history is 
there. America swallowed the dark pill voluminously and Australia followed.

The human genome has forty six chromosomes in its DNA. Now they could link infected 
parasites with race and gene-code. NASA also mapped the genomes of plants concentrating on the 
species which are closest allied to our own host-specific pathogens such as moulds and intestinal 
flora and fauna, fungi and viruses.

To cut a complicated story short they began to work out how the biological ‘machine,’ as they 
call it, worked. Worse, they joined many factions of science together and engineered a synthetic 
chromosome in 1997. This could not have been transmitted/inserted into us without an international 
positioning of various disinformation systems and semantic media scuffles in relation to politics, 
science and the decoy of climate change particles specifically carbon dioxide. Information systems 
similar to the dissemination of false information concerning the supposed beneficial effects of 
certain medicines such as flu vaccines, corona complexities which rage and duck as they modify 
their RNA (Relatively Natural Alignment).

Chromosome forty seven causes problems with fertilisation. Parents with unequal gametes will 
become infertile. However “the Cre-loxP system is used as a genetic tool to control site specific 
recombination events in genomic DNA. This system has allowed researches to manipulate a variety 
of genetically modified organisms to control gene expression, delete undesired DNA sequences 
and modify chromosome architecture,” (Wikipedia). Hence the system allows deletion of the new 
chromosome and allows your DNA to recombine, or so they say... It doesn’t matter how or when, 
its here and now and deadly.

Conspiracy theories; did you hear the story of our benevolent government giving shark repellent 
to pilots who were shot down over the sea in the war? Now we know that the concoction actually 
attracted sharks. I am sure the government did not know this at the time, we hope. Conspiracy 
theory or uninformed? Oh, not another shark attack! Pragmatic conspiracy disbelievers fall victim 
and become distracted by trolls who are positioned and paid to stretch facts into fantastic and absurd 
proportions. This cohort fears the truth believing it would have a deleterious effect on the society 
they commend themselves for having created. The human mind can be made to believe anything 
even if it upsets one’s apple cart. Traditions of war heap praise of valour to enforce the conspiracy 
of war on dead comrades who cannot feel proud in the grave. Those innocent souls never suspected 
that elected propaganda wielding politicians would dabble in conspiracy theories themselves and 
revere their gospel-like gobbledegook-gook references with a “special” fervour - like gods to die for. 
Heroes of battle have no time for ‘baseless’ conspiracy theories/stories, some of which may have 
prevented them from dying...over and over again.
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Mining data and cross-referencing information from institutions gives a broad-brush of evidence 
which theorists and amateur historians shuffle in their minds. Their work is voluminous, largely 
unbiased and often motivated by a strong sense of justice - to reason out the facts and supplant 
with truth. For then and only then will the pieces fit together, otherwise a bullish fear of the 
truth may override any ethical progress these high tech truth seeking “conspirators” may find. No 
doubt conspiratorial history can become an inconvenient truth like Jesus Christ who was similarly 
targeted.

The fatally hooked fish of parliament sits on a mound of dishonesty and they think they are 
virtuous and serve the people. I can only hope this book will vaccinate some into honesty.

Information about global warming is the long bow scientists are pulling. The propaganda is so 
widespread and ingrained that even those who tell the lies believe it is for our own good health and 
well-being that we are dosed, squirted, trampled and beaten and our money taken! They love it! 
They think this football is fantastic. Meanwhile it is back to the school playground and the bullies 
who believe they are heroes. Who spray and gas their fellow human beings with an ‘advanced’ out 
of control, with no experimental controls, rudderless technology which seems to be aligned to raping 
Mother Nature! Who believes we are one hundred percent bio-machine, that there is nothing more 
to a human being - only blood and guts and fiddly bits? With a vibrating, pulsing spirituality which 
can now be easily manipulated or taken away with a knife.

The rebel-scientist exists in all of us as we intuitively deconstruct our Old Earth supposedly for 
our betterment. Without this umbilical chord of intuition or spirituality, which taps into the old 
immune system, we would have all the diseases controlled. However we find the Old Earth so full of 
surprises that we keep up as best we can to ensure we are not wiped out by the mutating nature of the 
Old Earth herself. Spiritual replenishment or quorum sensing will become the green salvation as our 
ability to foster love becomes more difficult amongst a psychosis programmed by an ever increasing 
synthetic reality. The Old Earth conduit will stagnate in the shadows of a purposely manipulated 
climate and our teachers of reality will wear white robes and float amongst the clouds and talk 
in tongues, as they do now and inject their essential spin to attract more government funding. 
Meanwhile our million year old immune system will shrivel to a small splutter and retreat to a 
mute dark box full of disused hormones, scrap metal and nano-tech fallout - as though poisoned.

NASA claims to have found the religious chromosome and wants to cut it out and replace it 
with sentimental memories on memory sticks - to be inserted/downloaded posthumously - for the 
Afterlife, into their cryogenic fridge preserved  Programmed Lifeforms.

Quickly register your intention to be vaccinated with Old DNA from old priest’s umbilical 
chords - for telepathic transmission into our future! That papal chromosome so full of twisted 
confused goodness, which still beggars-blind swoops eagle-like over America.

With most diseases marked, the way to unload is to follow innocently the mutations of fate 
and the ripples of wifi.

The energy in their radared dark-space was never so colourful! Until bags of polarised protein 
assemblages transformed aerially and conveniently sequenced/programmed, came falling out of the 
sky and pooping-up everywhere to reform in a more complex fashion having obtained a few more  
signal points for attachment.

Bio-synthetic genome particulates may never die.
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“I’ll get you, after I die.”
These confounded compounded concoctions are still blanket-sprayed. More recently however 

over rough topography such as on the east coast of Australia stratospheric sulphur bombs are used to 
seed wet-stream air flows which come down from the north. These chembombs appear on satellite 
weather imagery as large plumes of cloud, round at first like mushrooms.

Floating eerily above them one may see the canisters left over from the injection process which 
somebody missed whiting out! They exist as further proof that geo-engineering is most definitely 
occurring – how could anybody say it is not! Easy… ‘it is knot’.

As the sulphate particles filter down they collect moisture and spread out in the direction of the 
prevailing wind which can be speeded up by the radars. That is why they are placed strategically to 
push storms around, survey the skies for incoming UFOs and missiles, and more recently because 
of terrorism and now covid/19 to keep a weatherd eye on the people. If the resultant storm is too 
small they send up another and another. Once the smudgy grey ‘cloud’ is all evenly spread out across 
the sky like icing on a cake they use scalar technology as it comes down (if it does come down) 
and pulse it with micro-waves from their Doppler weather radars and cut it square with another 
radar at different degrees, like a cake. One often sees the sky cut up, the metal-clouds tethered like 
fish in a net of plastic at sea, full of a strange adrenalin and trying desperately to look natural as 
they float low down and “bottoms up” across the sky. These smaller plumes are more successful 
at creating cumulus clouds which they can then heat gently or blast with hot wind to make them 
rise and evaporate along with any remaining moisture in the system. All the action is happening 
in stratas as the beams heat in strips in order to create different pressures which can be mixed to 
either dissipate or create and enable. 

On the other hand the radars can concentrate their beam and heat the sky over a forty kilometre 
diameter in the shape of an ellipse and blast a hole in the overhead cloud through which warmer 
air from lower altitudes can rush up and create all sorts of wonderful phenomena. This makes cold 
air rush up afterwards and mixes like a washing machine the heated space. Doppler can burn holes 
in the ionosphere.

Ozone, what ozone? They can hasten a storm front by heating the air in front of it. A cold 
front spiralling in from the north can be dissipated or its spin increased. Using scalar technology 
they can combine two or three radars and set their frequencies to manipulate different sides of the 
storm. Or they can scatter whole storms and let the moist air swirl off in another direction. Fun 
toys to have in a drying sandpit! Fun toys which use how much electricity to run? And I wonder if 
that power is solar? The magnetrons the Doppler use to produce the gamma-proton radiation can 
affect moisture streams from 1,250 kilometers away.

To give an idea of the power they use: A home microwave oven uses 1,000watts whereas a 
Doppler transmits on average 450,000 watts with each pulse which they do three hundred and four 
times a second and are ‘on’ all the time. So when we are all experiencing power outages the radar 
are still on. Their beams can range from zero altitude to seventy five thousand feet. They were 
invented in 1990 and Australia continues to lead research in such technologies.

That is why Australia and other countries are experiencing severe drought because these radar 
are on all the time and since no information exists to show that the radiation does not affect the 
cohesive liason between condensation particulates and water my observations suggest that it most 
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certainly does for why are the clouds all frizzy around the edges like teased out hair, as though they 
have been expanded or fractured from the inside? And after the cloud mass dissipates a bald blue 
sky full of nits remains.

Australia’s last Prime Minister, Mr Malcolm Turnbull gave a weather engineering company 
seven million dollars to make clouds and rain from blue sky using aerosols and electrifying them 
with radar to induce precipitation. Probably spraying metallic progesterone.

The skins of the clouds are shredded like open wounds, they splinter off strange animals and 
vapours from beyond their normal shapes.

The sky is the new theatre of surprise as they launch their junkyard of heavy metals and 
‘medicinal’ bombs for their heavy duty human recycling programs.

The Military Industrial Complex which is made up of many so called ‘civilised’ countries, tries 
to make more money by the covert manipulation of weather patterns for agriculture, communication 
and electrical digital systems and as a weapon of global warfare. Now one can dry out one’s 
neighbour or drown them and their crops.

Well may you ask who owns the wind? Now wind is owned by the man in the street for we pay 
for these radar. America has one hundred and sixty radar around its border.

This atmospheric spraying and injection will always be a politically accepted method of dispersal 
as people simply refuse to believe the actions I refer to as being intentional, believing that the 
program is defensive and only provides a missile shield as well as improving 3D target imagery, 
mobile reception and weather watch. Medicine and nano-tech, weather manipulation and human 
bio-chips sensors, people do not have a clue!

The arm of raw deceit and deliberate distraction reaches into every household and into the 
minds of young children. Newly named cloud formations are displayed as subliminal advertising 
for the acceptance of modified clouds on postage stamps. Never lick a stamp again.

The concept of owning the weather was perpetrated originally in a childishly clandestine 
manner back in the 50’s and was presumably wholly inspired by ‘man’s great natural urge’ for 
scientific prowess and discovery. The out of control juggernaut with one foot stuck in the sharps 
bucket and head in the clouds, will ever try. And with the other foot, push the information under 
the carpet, which is you and me.

“Swallow this!” or “Have this taken out,” is what they’ll say when one gets sick. And they will 
not reply honestly to your question, which severely compromises their professional standing.

“Does your grandmother like the geo-engineering of her natural being?” Is resonating like a 
colony of cicadas. Without dialogue, without the people’s knowledge, without scientific controls, 
in a massive blind trial which may affect the longevity of yet another species – us! Sprayed! Gassed! 
Whatever you/they call it!

Talk about off the rails! Is that right!?

Some scientists claim science will be able to do anything in the future. For instance install 
memories and reset emotions. This transcendental approach to learning has not yet produced or 
found a chromosome which will imprint an honest mind.

The teaching of a child is based on what its mother knows. The teaching of history by a 
government is all about what the government wants you to believe. You have, therefore become 
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a product of the government, to be used by the government and decayed by the government in a 
great plasmidian furnace of burnt out brains.

People, sick in old age, are being kept alone by the emotional tug from their children and the 
necessary life support systems which back up the drugs which are thrust within them to repair the 
wounds of the former prescribed drugs. New illnesses blossoming new words for chronic ingestion 
and subsequent contraindications from the plethora of chemicals invading bio-systems as well as 
from the aerial insults. Care workers are used as blind blackmail agents of the pharmaceutical 
overlords who coerce with the government to reap the spoils from ill health, from the children and 
the unaware geriatric. The elderly are treated like biological slot machines with a jack-pot every time.

The active suppression of the ancient natural systems of cure such as plant remedies which 
our naturally inspired bio-clocks understand, is part of the global scheme to degrade those things 
which are natural. The money and the brains are challenging and have hijacked the soil-life of us 
all. Now lassoed and hog-tied, and under tow by a small thin fiber which measures your time….

If it wasn’t enough to produce poisons such as DDT, plutonium, mercury, the list goes on; to 
then produce living, synthetic, bio-symbiotic structures with leech-like intent which have been 
targeted at ourselves, which may go on infecting organelles and killing life on the planet forever! 
You, the bucking horse can never get it off! One day you may wake up a gorilla, the next day a fish! 
You, the last human, strapped to your DNA, flying through space in a time-warp.

Powered by your muscle movement and wifi, creating slime-moulds and polymer gels as you 
shop, piezo crystals and other which transmit and receive and effect biological changes at the 
deepest level. One pays for your voice and what you perceive at the checkout. Different crystals 
make different coloured fibers, and fibers are birthed from square perforated fiber machines. Fibers 
are everywhere.

“The White Chariot”
Picture shows a nano-tech fiber-worm machine half a millimetre across, 

found on the authors table. Note the square structure.
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And all of them respond to very low charges of ‘dirty’ electricity such as inverters, power poles, 
transmission stations, your television, your radio, your computer! Your reason and your life on a string!

Who in the name of idiocy did this! Perhaps someone affected by their own drugs! Or someone 
who knows of an afterlife and is in a great hurry to get there! One could write another book about 
that, maybe keep a diary - but what of their family and friends?

Back in Shenyang the rail station throbbing with the rubber soles and plastic feet; unearthed 
skin not touching the ground, rendering the blood positive and helps create an acid environment 
suitable for  transformed yeast infections such as Candida albicans. The spicy food, the white rice 
and noodles - rendering the body charged to excess. The diabetic rush to catch the train of ill health 
spiralling through the fast-fat-foods, to clog the arteries and play chicken with the problem. The 
voice peeling off like a high pitched lonely police car, finishing with a fused circuit and dull thud.

The tramping bus, the pretty girls and the great wheel of life before us turns ‘Happy love.’

The TV in mother’s house goes so suddenly from love to war, from marriage to tears. Like thin 
voices or police cars, the decibels rise then fall to impossible depths and never stops. The TV floods 
every vein, swamps all thought except those of money and entertainment. Memory recalls pain 
only, sentimental free-fall into a box. Everywhere the TV is on. It engulfs the train-brain which 
roars through the window. It never sleeves us alone.

I have not told Mother about the fibers. How could I explain? She has seen the microscope but 
I cannot show her the images as it is not a good story. She comes into the room as the light of the 
scope is on the top of my head. She raises a finger to tell me something and I open my mouth to 
speak. But she turns away and does not say anything. Her finger drops a little like a missile. How 
I wish I could explain.

Later that night when moths stir, there is silence in the other room and I decide to draw my 
hands from the jaws of this monster. Walking softly I see that most of the family is engaged in a 
kind of ritual where they allow their limp-pink feet to dangle in buckets of hot salty water. Some 
of the buckets have electric pulsing engines in them and give off a faint hissing, the water brown or 
black. Some faces are rosy pink and blushed. I suddenly realise why you could stop a Chinese army 
by taking away their shoes! After some generations of feet-soaking their soles become as tender as 
a pressure point.

Rods, Orbs and Crop Circles are a few examples of these plasmiod days - of different electrical 
phenomena appearing suddenly within (and without) our Electric Universe. Health spin-offs 
include Magnetic Resonance Therapy, the Classic Zapper, MRI machines, Electroporation etc. 
However all the hospitals in the world find it hard to instruct on the ancient remedy used every 
evening by many Chinese. Whoever thought that putting one’s foot s in a bucket of hot salty 
water each night, could have such a profound effect on one’s health simply by helping to alkalise 
the bloodstream and rid the body of negative oxygen ions called free radicals, which are rubbish 
dumps from heavy metals and metabolism. Benefits to the cardio-vascular system, liver and mind, 
cannot be underestimated. And when one thinks of the term ‘free radicals’ its easy to see why the 
term ‘terrorists’ became so popular. Now ‘conspiracy’ came from George Bush’s term of Office in 
the USA. And lets not forget the furphy ‘China virus’.....funny that.
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Young children play with mind machines. Blotting the colours between reality and fiction. 
Always parading and competing and improving other’s creations. The small metal time-bombs 
which speak to you - the mobiles, are damaging thoughts and rendering the children’s health 
potentials down. Isolating them in the nest so they creep closer for assistance like disheartened bees 
who have their intuition reduced and commonsense nullified. Burning one out slowly with their 
multi coloured eyes - nano-tech dragons in the blood - into a diseased state where the individuality 
or the creative part of the brain atrophies beyond repair. Hardens, calcifies from the fluoride in the 
tooth paste which carries aluminium to the brain - the brain, where the dragon feeds.

Fine tentacles of radiation cook your brain like a boiled egg. This they know – the government 
knows. Do they care? Of course they do! They have many pet dragons, and to pay for them they 
provide phones virtually free as they realise the importance of communication for business the same 
as you. I try to look on the bright side.

Here in China love is a business. Just the word is splattered endlessly on billboards and across 
ladies breasts in a desperate grope for humanity and the Earth. Puppy love it is; designed for 
children. And the children play. They are dressed like adults and behave like adults. Their childhood 
stripped from them from the age of three when they first attend kindergarten for two years, then 
preschool at age five. Drilled into them like hot screws with mother and father bankrupted by 
tuition expenses and exhausted from keeping up.

Here the children do not play. They are taught to fight. And she and he dressed like adults 
punch each other and scoff at each other mockingly on TV. As though they are encouraged to do 
so by the laughing audience – the mothers are watching and the audience laughs – what else can 
they do? The children are mimicking and mocking their parents for they have the freedom to speak.

Generally the grandmother rules, but now someone has sprinkled confetti all over her and her 
offspring. It is light sensitive and uses the visible spectrum and gains electrons from light harvesting 
sensitising dyes in photovoltaic electrochromic battery interfaces and photo catalytic interfaces to 
produce this fine mist which is ever evident through the streets of major Chinese cities and other 
cities of the world. Sprayed as an atmospheric fine grey mist from above forty thousand feet.

The governments of the world try to hide this microscopic mist as it may be classified as a gas 
the particles are so small.

If you say it is only grandma’s washing powder, nothing to be afraid of, I would have believed you.

I can smell the metals in the air, the dry suck of sulphur. Sulphur affects the skin, dries it out, 
and after being in the air for three days it combines with water and falls as sulphuric acid. Good 
for cleaning teeth and cars. Then six days later some unbelievable storm drenches the land and acid 
sulphate runoff from alkalised soil is blamed for all the dead fish in the rivers.

I watch the sky with great anxiety. The blue sky here is smeared very quickly with white lines; 
bye-bye blue sky.

What is in the air? They know and say a red day is when children cannot go out in the 
playground to play, it is too dangerous to breathe. They must stay inside and try not to breathe the 
‘fine particles.’ The Chinese Government also says that the masks do not stop the fine particles.

No mention of nano-crystaline metals or aluminium oxide which is toxic to the brain and 
impedes somatic function. Or the semiconductor barium which causes neuromuscular dysfunction 
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and brain damage as well as improves three dimensional imagery for missile target accuracy and 
makes a welcome drink before an x-ray. Dementia here we come! Or strontium for Heaven’s sake! 
The three of these metals act synergistically for greater access to the electrics of our bodies. They 
want us all to grow our noses long, yet some folk may grow a long tail and climb back into the trees.

The same is going on in all the major population centres of the world. We are all being sprayed! 
Asthma, Long John’s Willy-Whiskers and Mad Dog’s Christmas flu, number CV/19 which is 
commonly called by pessimistic, deluded idiots, the ‘Chemtrail flu.’ Covid the latest patented virus 
flu is code for Certificate of Vaccination Identification. In other words one will get a free micro-chip 
biosensor like the one above. Why would one shake a vaccine bottle?

Those government signatories to the World Meteorological Organisation have been very busy 
globally. Similarly here, in China, horse-piddles are going up like rockets!
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D A M  B E C O M E S  A  M A C H I N E

Dam had a cold. The snow was on the ground and in his heart. When he sneezed windows 
broke and the neighbours complained, dogs barked and birds fell out of the sky!

He’d had the cold for quite some time now, about sixty years. He’d tried everything to stop 
it. He had eaten lots of garlic and had drunk buckets full of lemon juice. He dared not go to see 
a Docked-door, sure as eggs they would open him up like a door and the cold wind would blow 
through even more. One thing was certain; he had cold hands and feet. He bought some oversize 
gloves and some small ones which he put inside the others. He stuffed oily rags in his beanie so it 
was twice as big and painted his feet with butter before he put his socks and shoes on.

Consequently he found it difficult to open doors and windows and his feet went rancid. He had 
to boil his boots in his special pot because they stank; it was the only cooking pot he had.

Dam sneezed when he least expected and it was wise for him to go out of the room as quickly 
as he could before he did.

One morning he woke up before the sun and began sneezing. He didn’t know why. He 
presumed his body liked birds and sneezed that early so they wouldn’t be frightened. Dam quickly 
took the phone off the hook as he thought the neighbours would ring the fire brigade again!

This was the day the new train was coming to town and Dam had booked a ticket to go a long 
way away to visit a specialist Docked-door named Docked-door Smudge who had promised not 
to open him up.

After his breakfast of ‘giant garden sausages’ which he called the large worms he found and 
fried from his garden, Dam found himself sitting in the large room at the railway station waiting 
for the train. The station was brand new; the first of its kind, for this type of train had only been 
invented recently.

There were women and children old and young all wanting to go for a ride on the train for the 
experience just like Dam. They were all dressed in warm clothes and the room became hot. Some 
people had large bags, some small. Dam only had large pockets which he’d made himself and in 
one of them was his ticket.

He was sitting in a corner watching all the people coming into the room looking at him with 
his huge beanie and giant gloves, when he noticed his foot began to tingle. Dam could feel a sneeze 
coming on as well so he stood up to go outside. Suddenly his foot began to jump about on the floor! 
He often jumped about on two legs not one. This time however his foot was quite uncontrollable.
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Then all at once and without warning his whole leg began lifting up and down in the air above 
his head! Dam stood up on the other leg and his uncontrollable leg stuck out horizontally in front 
with his foot at the end twisting left and right and round and round! Dam looked astonished! People 
stopped to watch. He watched them watching him so he said in a quiet voice,

“My leg has never done this before!”
He hopped over to the wall and pushed his foot into it to try and stop it wriggling about but 

it would not stop!
Then to his surprise and without warning his other leg decided to misbehave and shot straight 

up in the air which made Dam come crashing to the floor where he sat for a second before being 
lifted off the ground by both legs which seemed to want to climb up the wall!

Some people thought he was playing a joke and started laughing but Dam was feeling anything 
but funny. More to his alarm his arm shot up in the air and his hand began waving just like his 
leg! Dam looked at it aghast and wondered what on Earth it was going to do as it felt as though 
it was not connected to his body! He reached up with his other hand to try to pull it down but it 
was no good, it was locked in that position! Dam pushed himself up a little with his other good 
arm but could not go anywhere. Now both feet were wriggling. Then suddenly his good arm shot 
up in the air as well and stayed there waving! People looked around to see who he was waving at? 
Dam looked on in horror as both his arms and legs simultaneously went rigid and dead straight!

The small crowd began laughing as Dam’s expression revealed an inner pain.
“Help! Help!” he cried. Very quickly a man stepped forward to help and lifted him to his feet 

but suddenly to everybody’s alarm Dam began to do cartwheels around the waiting room!
“Arrgh!” he cried as he realised this was not his normal behaviour.  
Round and round the room he went with people dodging to avoid him. He bounced off walls 

and rode over chairs. His pockets began emptying, first of his train ticket then lots of garden 
sausages cooked and uncooked, many cucumbers, sandwiches, bananas and apples, bits of string 
and a roll of electrical cord. A screw driver and lots of nails followed by a hammer and some rolls 
of sticky tape all went flying around the room.

Amazingly his cartwheels were perfect and people began clapping, some even threw money 
at him! But Dam could not stop, he only tried to smile. He was going so fast he sounded like a 
machine. He chased squealing children as he picked up speed. Then he went down a long flight of 
stairs towards the platform! More of Dam’s belongings flew out of his pockets. There were tooth 
brushes, a bowel, two large pieces of cake and another banana. Then a whole lot of spanners went 
whizzing through the air and crashed down the stairs before him!

The station attendants on the platform looked down the tracks thinking the train was coming 
and were looking the other way when Dam whizzed down the stairs behind them. Half way down 
Dam felt a sneeze coming on and held his breath. But when he reached the bottom he had to let 
it out! There was a terrific bang and the station attendants thought the train had crashed into the 
station!

Three men dived to the ground as the window beside them smashed. Another man lost his hat 
and leapt to the side as Dam whirred past like a cyclone narrowly missing him. The other station 
attendants could not believe their eyes as birds began to fall out of the sky. Dam did cartwheels 
down the tracks and disappeared sneezing like an elephant and sounding like a train.
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He cartwheeled for some distance along the tracks then went off down a steep slope. He went 
across a paddock and through a small stream. He was used to moving quickly - indeed he was 
becoming quite used to it.

“Hoot!” came the whistle from the train! Dam wanted to see it and found he could change 
direction if he stuck out his tongue on one side and closed one eye. He went back up the slope and 
onto the tracks. Suddenly the train was right behind him!

Huffing and puffing Dam rolled into the station followed by the train. The crowd was there 
to meet the train but all they saw was a blur of arms and legs as Dam flashed by and disappeared 
down the tracks again!

Dam didn’t know what to do, he could not stop! He decided to make his way home as fast as 
he could.

Now it happened that home was on the other side of the train tracks so he stuck out his tongue to 
steer and managed to go in the right direction. As he went back up the slope the train suddenly appeared 
and caught him on the front of it where he stayed for the whole trip to the Docked-door’s place.

Fortunately the train made him stop doing cartwheels well and truly. He was jammed! The 
driver didn’t even notice him as he was caught on the front below the window. Luckily he was facing 
forward so he had a wonderful view all the way and was very relieved to stop cartwheeling all over 
the countryside. Needless to say Dam had an unusual experience on his first train ride.

When he arrived at Docked-door Smudge’s place he was feeling okay. He wondered what had 
really happened. He staggered into the waiting room and crashed into a chair. The woman looked 
at him from behind the desk and asked if he’d like a drink of water. Dam answered with difficulty 
as his tongue was still hanging out to one side,

“Iss eek phylthered?” and the secretary said it was.
“I had some filtered water a little while ago and wow, I’ll never have another drop thanks, my 

teeth fell out and I went to Mars!” He said as he drew his tongue in and flashed his teeth with an 
impossibly large grin.

As he stood before the Docked-door he was reminded of the train ride and before he said 
anything about his cold he told the man what had happened and whether the good Docked-door 
would write a note confirming Dam’s story so Dam could try and get a refund for his ticket?

The Docked-door looked at Dam’s torn gloves, his almost bare shoes, his ancient clothes with 
the huge pockets he had stitched on himself and said,

“We’ll have to examine you first!”
Dam had been examined before a long time ago when he was a lot younger. He didn’t really 

like it but knew he had to.
Dam took off his shirt. The Docked-door wasn’t expecting Dam to take off his shirt. Dam 

covered himself from the cold. But it was no use he felt a sneeze coming on. He tried to stop it but 
as usual that only made it worse.

Dam let forth a blast! The Docked-door covered his ears but it was too late. The sneeze blew 
the man’s computer off the table and onto the floor and smashed the only window in the room! A 
few birds lay dead on the ground outside.

Docked-door Smudge stood up and steadied himself on the chair from the wind. He was quite 
speechless for a while!
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“Okay Mr Diligent! You’re sick!” he said.
Dam showed the man his hands and then his feet. Smudge was totally amazed at Dam’s feet. He 

seemed to have prehensile big toes rather than normal ones. They were at least three inches long! And 
his chest was like an old dried up prune! Dam quickly put his shirt back on and apologised profusely.

“How old are you?” Smudge asked.
Dam replied with uncertainty,
“Three hundred and sixty five and I’ve had this cold for sixty years!” Smudge then brought out 

what looked like a bicycle inner-tube and wrapped it around Dam’s arm to test his blood pressure. 
But Dam had stopped breathing again as he feared another sneeze!

Smudgy looked at the dial, it registered nothing. He looked again and adjusted the wires, still 
nothing! He scratched his head and tried again; still nothing. He cautiously took the wires off and 
felt Dam’s wrist for a pulse but could not find one. He then felt his own forehead with his hand and 
found his own pulse on his wrist. Just to be sure he tried Dam again, but couldn’t feel anything! He 
was just about to give up when a huge thump came through Dam’s vein. Quite normal for Dam.

Smudgy took one of Dam’s hands and examined it. It was as strong as iron and more like a 
claw than a hand. Dam was embarrassed about his hands. He knew they were like spring steel. As 
Smudgy was looking at the backs of them he noticed a small lump under the skin. He went and 
fetched his microscope and took a tiny piece of skin from the lump.

“I told you I wouldn’t operate didn’t I, Mr Diligent?”
“Yes, you did,” said Dam.
Smudgy then said, “You have a little biosensor machine-chip in your hand.”
Dam looked at the lump and felt it. It felt hard and sore. He scratched a little and whatever was 

inside came out! The Docked-door took it and showed Dam under the microscope. It was white 
and blue like the sky and triangular.

Dam felt the other hand. Sure enough he had another lump under the skin of that hand too! 
He found both feet had little lumps in them as well, so he scratched them all out!

“You are lucky to be alive Mr Diligent.” said Smudgy. “Now let’s see if we can fix this cold.”
Dam was told to sit on a special small chair and look up at the ceiling. He was then told to 

look down to the floor.
Smudgy went to a small cupboard and brought out what looked like a building brick. He put 

it on the floor in front of Dam who was looking down. The Docked-door then went to a large 
box which was on the table and produced a hammer. He put the four machines on the brick and 
smashed them all with a single blow!

“Your cold and your sneezes are cured!” he announced. Dam looked down at his smashed 
machines then up at Docked-door Smudge.

“Oh, thank you! I could have done that myself after all these years!” he said.
“No, Mr Diligent you cannot find your own machines. If you do they may turn you off.”
“They!” exclaimed Dam.
“These machine-chips come from an enemy within. They want to control us and make us sick 

and stupid and take all your money. The same enemy destroyed Rome and other great civilisations. 
We live amongst animals not angels.”

“Could you write to them and tell them I’m sick?” Dam whimpered.
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“Well you are not sick anymore!” said Smudgy.
Dam looked at him and smiled. His canine teeth were still as sharp as nails.
“I will take them home and try to repair them and find out if they make machines which give 

people good health,” said Dam.
“Oh, they do!” said smudgy. “But their research is flawed as there are no controls. These 

biosensors are made with localised surface plasmon resonance spectroscopy and are powered 
by nanocrystaline metal oxide semiconductors which have light harvesting photovoltaic 
and photocatalytic electrochromic battery interfaces. They also use the ultra-violet region in 
photocatalytic schemes.”

That was all too confusing for Dam. He raised his eyebrows and stooped down to quickly scrape 
the smashed machines onto his hand while holding his breath for he felt another sneeze coming 
on. Docked-door Smudge handed him a small paper bag to put the powder in and held out his 
hand to say goodbye. Dam shook his hand automatically with such force one could hear the poor 
Docked-door’s bones being crushed.

“Thank you Mr Diligent. Oh, the letter. Arrgh! my hand!” he said all in the one breath. And 
then Dam sneezed but it was only a small sneeze as he was cured of his cold. Unfortunately most 
of the powdered machine dust went in Smudgy’s face and up his nose!

Dam was apologising profusely again when Smudgy took a great breath and sneezed back in 
Dam’s face! And what a blast! Dam was blown clean out of the room! As he looked up from the 
floor outside a bird fell out of the sky and landed in front of him! Then Smudgy’s left leg shot up 
in the sky above his head and his foot began wriggling wildly! Meanwhile Dam found himself 
holding his own breath again!

“Arrgh!” yelled the Docked-door. “They’ve got me!”
Then “arrgh!” again as his other leg shot up in the sky and he landed on his bottom. Dam was 

getting to his feet as Smudgy whizzed past him doing cartwheels down the road!

Outside in the early morning stillness a jack hammer gnaws at the lower floor of one of these 
huge cement flats which stick up out of the ground like the teeth of an ancient dinosaur burial 
site. Many people are still asleep elevated in their holes like friendly bacteria. The generator shakes 
tonsils, the building, the Earth. The man who uses it does not wear ear protection. Nor does he 
wear eye protection or a mask for his lungs. I ask why and the answer comes back… ack… ack.

“China person no hear.”
It is largely the responsibility of the person to look after their own health however the government 

is equally responsible. There are no government safety inspectors patrolling the streets, stopping 
people smoking, making people wear masks and ear protection. Rather than “patrol” they must 
educate and inform.

I am a little government
Shouting at the clouds,
If grandma saw that happening 
she would scream
Not allowed!
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Every particle-party host has a duty of care to protect its citizens. Protect by degree suggests a 
system of appropriate teaching so those involved are at least aware of any health concerns there may 
be. Mesothelioma is a case in point in Australia or the harmful effects of smoking. We had to break 
their arms before they would tell us though. However many modern particle-party hosts have to first 
check you out with identity-radar before they will even let you in. They have an artificially intelligent 
serveillance data record of all your exciting golf games. And if the door is opened to you, one must 
observe their virtual protocol and sit still, not talk out of line, no drink, no smoke, just agree.

During the party the men drink, having been taught to enjoy silly things. They engorge steamed 
bio-fabricated duck, breathe volumes of cement dust, dog-poo dust, chemicals, asbestos, magic fiber 
dust and have a great time! On leaving the host says:

“You must pay for health insurance here so we can monitor the organ parts-sales industry. With 
your valued assistance your health is assured. And here is a free copy of the health journal for your 
psychic journey. By the way we have special masks for magic dust if you would like to buy one. 
Or we can garner your genes with other protectables.” The host-ghost knows that the money these 
people make, through tweaking machines and molecules, will be given back through the horse-
piddles to them. And that through his own personal endeavours he would be thanked by humanity 
in the future - his name forever in lights – a special star!

Our internal biology is in big trouble. Minute particles of plastic already stuffs seabird’s 
stomachs till they die. Generally the continents all float on a sea of plastic bags. The world is in 
big trouble, we are sinking.

Plastic is a sticky symbiont to our psyche. It moulds itself to blood, to metal, to mind, and 
around our form fuzzing bionically with the flesh to make the altered parcel sufficiently ill enough 
to warrant the new expensive transplant of the neuro-modulated ‘tangle of impulses’ which used 
to be called the brain.

Saved at last, grandma’s pet will be saved!
Coincidentally grandma was asked to attend the particle party for boffins so she brought her 

pet robotic dog along! She said it was called Corruption and tied it up outside where it barked and 
whined all night. In the early hours of the morning when the guests were leaving each and every 
one of them found Corruption had left something important on the steps. Corruption stamped 
their soul. It was full of transgenic components and tracking devices. At least they were recyclable.

How convenient was that! Corruption is into recycling and only makes the best! In England 
they have special boxes to put it in and special bags for collecting it! Apparently they use it to make 
book covers out of. The best books receive the best quality.

These robotic dogs like ours here on planet Earth, lock us around the necks with chains and 
drag us, dog willing, until we do their bidding. We copy our tormentors and chain our own dog 
pets. We collar them and then take them for a walk in the sunshine. Or they take us for a walk 
and if we are lucky they throw us a ball and give us highly specialised transgenic worm genomes 
for nothing!

Coursing through the new tangle of impulses is an army of stentrodes which are expandable 
stents full of electrodes. These carry sticky messages to modify the plastic nature of the particle fiber 
or ball affectionately named the ‘tangle of impulses’ and injects them into special places inside what 
is becoming the ‘great tangle’ of re-divined cognition or ‘tangle of impulses.’ That is thinking, as 
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it used to be called, I think… therefore I forget. Is that right? Dementia here we come! Al’s-timers 
Disease can’t be fathomed as the cell fills with ‘tangles.’ What did you say was in the cloud? I think 
I need another bug for my memory. I got the last one from Corruption.

“Ball of Imagination”
Picture shows a ball of fibers all clinging together in a tight wifi hug, these entities are growing.

Meanwhile back on Earth the microscope and eye discover a tiny ball of multi-coloured fibers, 
mainly black and white, dangling in front of my eyes from a hair. At first it was a blur as it was 
so close to my eyes however I suspected knot-what, so I studied it in detail. It was no larger than 
twice the size of a dot on this page. I placed it on some paper and when I came back found it had 
moved. It walked fifty times its own diameter around on the cloth!

Like a snowball these bio-life-forms will gather mass and speed and one day come charging 
down the road collecting dogs and people before rolling on into the heaving sea where it will catch 
fish and sharks and whales.

The white cloud used to be reflected in the blue sea.
Under the sea the sponges are beginning to grow. The gamma radiation in the ocean and that 

reflected off the clouds from satellite and land based radar is selectively supporting and fostering 
the growth potential of certain species. Soon there will be a massive tangle of fibers and artificial 
moulds growing outwards from the Earth like a canker of vast dimensions. Mountainous sponges 
will rise and use all the available water and air space. When they have sucked enough they’ll die 
and rot and fall back down and form a protective black silicon-metallic shield. While underneath 
the molecules will squirm. Humanity will be there subcutaneously as a gelatinous oily mass. Giving 
back the oil we once took for free. I will be there and you too probably as a single molecule still 
searching in the debris for the civilised mind. 
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Black fibers, all the same diameter, are shedding from plastic car tyres doing wheelies. Their 
invisible wear is disappearing into our atmosphere. Their micro-fibers float off into our bodies and 
spear inside as they are often pointed at one end. Scientists try to warn other runaway scientists 
that they alter soft tissue, that they affect heart rhythms and line the bodies canals and blood filters 
like the spleen with soft black unstoppable fur. These inventions like other scientific drivers have 
no brakes, have no ambition except to make rubbery money while they increase the speed of illness 
throughout the world. Other scientists go round and round trying to mitigate the catastrophic 
attempts of the deluded corporate scientists who like all fibers are attracted to the micro-statics of 
money and work for the sake of the crash.

Isn’t it time we learnt to fly without causing harm to Mother Nature?

American banks have crashed, May 6, 2016. Mainstream media does not/will not talk about it. 
Now China will be the richest country. Go China! Where to now? Mesmerised by the mobile, didn’t see 
where they were going, over the precipice of despair, of brain-entrainment and into the red fermenting 
sea. The salt of the sea will sting her people’s eyes as she aches for the rest of the natural world.

It is up to all the governments to realise the mountain is the bosom of the Earth. Covered in 
trees it rises to meet the clouds which freshen the water. We must all aim to drink clean water and 
not foul, for we drink from that stream everything we know. If the mountain drinks foul water the 
trees will die, the fish and the Earth may putrefy.

We watch the glitter on TV, the boldly bared arms of the ladies. The neck lines of dresses, 
taboo, though plunging like valleys. We watch the banal pornography of the West drooling in 
competition for the greatest orgasm like lotto. How foolish when the rain which falls is red. How 
will you enjoy what you do when your stomachs, your eyes, your genitals are garroted by these 
fibers which you allow?

This confetti is a medicine, as it silently filters down through the trees, to fix your aching bones. 
They ache now because you, the population, have swallowed a monster. You have swallowed your 
sleeves and then yourselves and chewed both until unrecognisable. You forgot what you had up 
your sleeves and swallowed religiously. Now your spirit fights yourself in a sacramental fervour 
which walls itself into a confession box of self-pity. Where sucks the slimy revelation that time is 
the right arm of religion and deception with distraction its principle manoeuvre, like a dummy 
pass in a game of football.

The deluded, insane product of a bygone era which looks down the nose of those who are not 
something and simply say:

“The sky is falling Chicken Little and its full of roosters!” Now quietly through the trees, the 
medicine falls. As pure as snow, touch it if you dare. Perhaps these Godly substances sprang from 
the unwinding threads of religiosity. If that is so, we must pity the pious for they are in a strange 
prison of virtue.

They wait; they wait in lines then shuffle along. Everybody checks everybody else. Like 
machines of mass intelligence all sparking off each other. Spark-plugs in a car. The positive grips 
the negative. The caterpillar at the front is the same as the caterpillar at the rear.
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To formalise the answers, to follow the leader. And at night escape the self and allow one’s 
creative being to be raped by the wifi machine. Where has your mind gone? Your dreams - calcified 
by fluoride, confused by the chemical oestrogens in the atmosphere which calcify the pituitary 
gland and the pineal gland, the later the Greeks said was the source of the imagination. Husband 
and wife, only a feeling now, like two hard gritty little lumps colluded in the brain.

The old clubs, the old groupies, the old men waffling, dressed in trench coats and other bags 
which cover their golden shoulders. Occult worshipers who believe they have the great puzzle solved, 
who follow their symbolic doodles and add and subtract from their own inventions. It is the cracked 
mirror syndrome, which they muse over for hours. These are those who spy-watch, who have 
brain-radios attached again to a central computer which programs the medicines of your nano-tech 
depending on your DNA and attitude towards the State. These observers of the lie then administer 
a change which suits themselves. Their unified response to the wonder of life is to formalise the 
feral nature of humans by advising that they are evolutionary wonders of planet Earth - scientific 
terrific. Then they change your Earth.

This rhetoric is controlling petty-dribble when we consider what they know is beyond and could 
be everybody’s if honesty prevailed. To say nothing of your reproductive problems, your testicles, 
ovaries – forgotten in the fridge, two more little hard lumps like sugar, out with the garbage! How 
natural is that!

Talk about losing your marbles! Time to get your eggs out of the fridge. Coffee? How many 
lumps? 

While Asia streaks ahead in terms of power our Western secret societies (of the very dead) 
dribble intelligence and breed and fester negativity and suck - which is a waste of our collective 
time. They peep into our private lives to help us and like Morgellons loons shadow our psyches.

Humanity and consciousness is a forward unified movement not a fractured strata of differences. 
First we have the slaves, the fools, then the idiots. And now the idiots listen to the slaves or say 
they do! How clever is that! Got to have slaves and war and separate men from women so they pay 
more taxes! The men already have enough oestrogen; we could mix testosterone around a bit and 
see what happens. Turn this dial here…
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M O U S E  A N D  D R A G O N  F I N D 
A  S U P E R M A R K E T

Mouse and Dragon were up early, the sky was cloudy like the days before. They had finished 
their breakfast of home-made bread and eggs, porridge, dumplings, bananas, and fish and 

were sitting quietly on their small verandah in their rocking-chairs sipping tea and looking out 
across the river.

They were both very happy however Dragon’s back was sore. He had always said the mattress 
of their bed was too hard. This day they decided to go shopping for Mouse wanted to bake more 
cakes and they were running low on flour.

They jumped in their little car and were off. Mouse loved going shopping but did not like 
Dragon spending too much money. As they were coming closer to town they noticed a new building 
with the words, “Your Super-H Supermarket” written in large red letters out the front. The building 
was not there two weeks before when they had last come to town so they decided to go and have 
a look.

It was huge inside. People were everywhere pushing trolleys about full of shopping. Dragon 
put his glasses on and began reading all the labels on the shelves and started to throw things in the 
trolley like everybody else. Mouse was looking at the prices and began throwing things out of the 
trolley as she was sitting in it having a ride. There was everything for sale, from toothpaste to soap, 
vegetables, fruit and shoe-laces.

“We need some flour,” said Mouse wobbling her whiskers. Dragon was attracted to a large fridge 
area which was selling all sorts of meats.

“Oh,” he said, “I like the look of this and that and this.” He began to fill the basket again so 
Mouse had to get out.

When they arrived home they found they had ten tubes of tooth paste, ten packets of frozen 
chicken and other packaged meat, bread and biscuits and lots of shoe-laces but no flour!

Dragon was hungry and decided to eat some chicken, bread and biscuits. Mouse ate some 
meat. It was different food to what they were used to which was vegetables from the garden and 
fish from the river.

Dragon looked at the tooth paste. Some was red, some blue and green with orange stripes 
running through it. He wanted to try it out so they both grabbed their new tooth brushes which 
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were so expensive and went into the bathroom. Dragon’s teeth were huge and Mouse’s teeth were 
little. Soon Dragon had bubbles of blue foam dripping from his chin, then red then green! He had 
never cleaned his teeth before! Mouse was laughing so much she jabbed herself in the eye with the 
tooth-brush!

“We will have to buy some flour next time” Dragon said scratching his chest. With full tummies 
they both went out into the garden to look for worms to go fishing. They found a few but did not 
want to go fishing as they had eaten so much. So they went to bed early. Mouse was soon snoring.

“When are we going shopping?” asked Mouse the next day at breakfast.
“When we have eaten all the food” said Dragon as he held some bread up and toasted it with 

his hot breath then smeared it with butter. Then added, “Let’s clean our teeth.”
Over the next few months they began shopping at the Super-H Super Market and changed 

their diet to include chicken, meat, bread, butter, milk, sweet biscuits and sugar which they found 
like everything else, came in either a brightly coloured box or a plastic bag.

Mouse looked at Dragon and thought she was so lucky to have such a tall and handsome friend 
who could reach all the high shelves in the supermarket.

In the bathroom Dragon was looking in the mirror, his chest was itchy and his eyes seemed to 
be sagging at the edges. He thought he was getting old or perhaps he was putting on weight! Mouse 
came in and began to clean her teeth. She looked at herself in the mirror and saw another face! Her 
chin had more hair on it than usual and her eyebrows were turning bushy and black! She scratched 
her chin and looked at Dragon in the reflection and noticed that his head had a pile of dust on it, 
or was it hair? She reached up to touch it and sure enough it was hair!

As time went by Mouse began to put on weight and grow a beard! Her chin grew such an 
amount of hair it was astonishing and Dragon advised her to shave! But that wasn’t all; her whiskers 
grew so long Dragon said she could use them as a skipping-rope! Mouse looked up at him, his hair 
had grown all bushy! She scratched her chin and said she would have to cut Dragon’s hair and 
added with a frown,

“Dragon’s don’t grow hair!” Dragon was silent and pursed his lips in the mirror.
Over the next few months Dragon’s hair grew so long it was down to his shoulders and frizzed 

out like a tree! At first Mouse refused to cut her beard but after a while it was so long it dangled in 
her food so she trimmed it a little.

Back shopping in the Super-H Super Market Dragon bought some lipstick and Mouse bought 
some big boots! Dragon raced home and was pouting his lips in the mirror again and applying 
lipstick when in walked a very tall Mouse in boots.

“Oh you do look beautiful!” she said scratching her chin. Dragon scratched his chest and replied 
in a little high voice,

“You look pretty good yourself!”
Dragon’s chest had been itchy for a long while now and since Mouse was just high enough to 

see in the mirror they both had a closer look at Dragon’s chest.
“Ooh!” said Mouse, “you are growing bosoms!” Dragon looked again and blinked, he didn’t say 

anything, just kept combing his long hair, pushing his lips out and applying more lipstick!
Over the next few months they bought a large mirror and put it in the lounge room so they 

could watch each other change. Mouse grew a long beard which she eventually cut with strong 
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scissors as the hair was unusually stiff and strong more like fibers of really thin wire. Dragon had 
a number one hair cut and his head looked like the moon. Mouse had so much hair she stuffed 
several pillows and made a new mattress for the bed, which seemed to fix Dragon’s sore back!

They were both quite happy as they sat quietly on the verandah in their rocking-chairs looking 
out across the water as they sipped their sweet tea, grew their bosoms and beard, with their very 
clean teeth and red red lips and their very long hair. With their stomachs full of chicken and meat, 
milk, biscuits and bread which they bought every week from the Super Hairy Super Market.

One day Mouse found Dragon in the bathroom looking in the mirror. He was banging his lips 
with the rolling pin which she used to use for rolling out flour.

“What are you doing my darling!?” she asked.
“All the better to kiss you with my dear!” he said pouting his lips and showing his big white teeth.

Moral of the Story:
Love is the connection between dark and light, it has no sound yet it roars throughout the universe.

Chinese music is machine like, the beat metallic, sharp and uniform without any nuances of 
time and very little base. Some music though not so formalised espouses the trance of love. The 
music is frighteningly formal. At least they sing of love and tears while we in the West sing about 
going up and down in lifts weight watching.

Few people/tourists, come to China, it is too expensive. The people I love as they are so 
hospitable. A country of angels! However in the north of the country a favour not reciprocated or 
paid for with money is considered rude. I cannot twist their arm and ask for favours. Only a poor 
beggar asks for favours. Money is measured by love and unfortunately the payment takes from the 
friendship all aspects of love. Money is opposite to love. Give and receive truly not falsely. This 
protocol is a major principle of trade between the East and West. In the East one must not finish 
all the food on one’s plate as it is considered greedy. Whereas in the West it is polite to finish all 
one’s meal as a sign of respect for the chef and show that the food was tasty.

The mother gives money, she also gives life and love – she mixes the two. How many lungs 
cost one Yuan? Many a rich man! And be happy about mother’s teaching. It is the underlying tea 
ceremony of international diplomacy - no wonder there are wars! Or did we learn our lessons years 
ago when we were scavengers or earlier when parasitic?

The culture of the gift is rooted in these values.
I give to you, so you must give to me. I am the host and money is my parasite. If a friend is 

married it is expected that all the wedding guests give money. If they don’t they are bad people and 
bad friends. If they give little they are bad people as well. Consequently/symbiotically if a country 
gives another country money it is expected that the poor country reciprocate and give money or 
something of value back, such as interest on a loan.

If someone wants a job with a company he/she gives money to the boss of that company 
sometimes quite a lot and asks him/her out for dinner before the first interview. Some bosses take 
the money and retire overseas.

If I stay at my wife’s mother’s house and sleep with my wife and do not give money to her 
mother, it is taken as an insult. So mother or friend is quick to please, quick to provide food and 
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other, so the ‘guest’ is comfortable and they know they will be patronised later or will otherwise 
call the person stingy. Where is the family love in such a custom? Where is love at all? The basis 
of this discourse is to inscribe a doctrine of love and respect into the hearts of others under the 
pretext of using money.

No wonder there are wars. If one hand gives to the other, the other hand does not have to give 
money back. I would like to repay my debt for acquiring this wonderful Fiber Disease, however 
now I would like to give it back.

“Moving through the Mists of Time”
Picture shows a blue fiber growing inside a cucumber. This was the first picture the 

author took of fibers. If this is plastic how did it get inside the cucumber?

In translation: if a China person comes to Australia and stays in my house I will give them 
courtesy, love, food and other. I do not expect them to give me money, indeed I would be insulted 
if they offered.

Love is free and teaches freedom; it bears no shackles and does not judge. Money breeds hatred 
that is easily seen and when it disappears up the symbiotic sleeve of survival it can dominate the 
host by effusing cold negative ions. People are too afraid of the secret curse, or what other people 
may think of them. Whether wilfully or unintentionally people fear the mute disapproval of scorn.

Perhaps friends come and go because of this, even in Australia. Perhaps we all suffer their spears 
of scorn. What gift is more beautiful than a flower which one grew oneself and gives freely with 
no expectations?

The politics of ‘the gift’ is a cohesive social glue which nets all into cultural subservience through 
fear of rejection. A ritualistic link-pin of behavioural ethics leftover from our parasitic past out of 
which sprang the cultists the stooping groups which, like high altitude balloon bombs, explode 
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in the stratosphere and rain their terror of sulphuric acid and metals through the courts and the 
churches where they glean and polish your special thanks.

Unfortunately in China it is widely accepted that the politician dresses as a grandmother and 
patrols the bedrooms at night to control the population.

The rain comes down. The streets begin to fill with black water and cigarette butt boats. The 
vomit and the poo feeds the trees. We are caught in it, everybody is. Their neat clothes are not 
made for swimming. Their shoes are sinking in the black spittle from the sky. Black and dark the 
swirling water like a melted black-hole or dark force, rushing. A woman yelps and dives in hands 
and knees to grasp her treasured shoe as it’s gobbled down then after stands forlorn.

Down the throats of the gutters the fibers run and spin, wash and play. They are on a journey 
to the sea. To find a fish to grow in, to infiltrate their gills and wrap around their hearts. This is a 
black tide and this book tells you how to stop it.
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F O R  A  L O N G  T I M E

Dragon and Mouse were getting on in years and even though they had a micro-wave oven, a 
television set, nine radios, ten watches, a modern car and four mobile phones they always felt 

they needed something else to keep up with the rest of the world. So Dragon bought a computer. 
Mouse was the first to use it and she downloaded lots of recipes from the internet. Dragon soon began 
to make movies and talk to people in foreign countries using all the internet translating services.

With all this extra knowledge Dragon began to think he knew everything because he could 
find all the information he required on the computer.

Then one day he saw something which truly changed his life. He found a website which had lots 
of information about a special secret which had been kept from everybody for a long time. All the 
world governments knew about it but they did not tell the people because the governments are owned 
by big businesses and they need to make money from us somehow. Mouse was very interested to 
hear about this secret too. So they began to tell their friends and send information all over the world.

Mouse would have tea parties and invite all the neighbours over. Soon everybody was talking 
about it and wondering why they were all still poor and had to pay lots of money to all sorts of 
businesses just to survive.

Mouse and Dragon thought of a plan. They would stand for government and see if they could 
change the world and let everybody benefit from this big secret. The secret was very easy to make 
and Dragon and Mouse set about gathering information about how they could make one and use 
it so they could help small farmers and simple people like themselves.

Every night they would go into their garage and tinker away. Mouse with her magic hammer 
and Dragon with his hot breath. They did not tell anybody at all; it was their secret.

Meanwhile Dragon got into politics and stood for parliament and went to talk to people all 
over the country.

Mouse would drive and then at night they would come home and work on their special engine.
Oops, now you know what they were building. Yes it was a special anti-gravity time machine. 

One they hoped would take them to visit people in other galaxies for that was the big secret, that 
we are not alone. And that we are a mixture of many different minds from all over the universe. 
Our ancestors came from the stars.

Dragon bought lots of wire and big lumps of metal which he breathed on and melted. Mouse 
would tap the metal with her hammer and create fine shapes. Eventually she tapped it and the 
machine began to move.
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One day Mouse and Dragon invited all the newspapers, television stations and film companies 
to see their machine. It was a grand affair and Dragon and Mouse got dressed up for the occasion.

Everybody came. There were busloads of reporters and camera men. Mouse and Dragon lifted 
up the garage door and revealed their flying-saucer. There was a gasp amongst the crowd and 
Dragon stepped forward in what looked like his pyjamas to give a speech.

“This is an anti-gravity time-machine,” he said. “It is capable of subluminal speeds and this 
is the answer to our future energy needs here on planet Earth. For with these devices we will not 
need to spend money on petrol cars and silly air polluting aeroplanes. All our energy will be free.” 
The people stood absolutely still and quiet. Dragon continued, “Mouse and I are going to be away 
for three days and when we return we will bring you gifts from the stars.”

The people cheered, the cameras rolled there was great excitement. Mouse and Dragon held 
hands and went inside their machine.

Dragon sat in his special chair and began to think about where he wanted to go because that 
was how the craft was steered - with the mind.

“We will go to Mouse-land first.” he said looking at Mouse.
“Oh no!” said Mouse. “Let’s go to Dragon-land.”
“No.” said Dragon. “You know my favourite fruit is a man-go, they don’t make ‘women-goes’ 

so man goes where woman goes... to Mouse-land.” And with that Mouse banged the table with her 
hammer and the flying-saucer disappeared!

All the people stood back speechless. The garage was instantly empty. Then one man stepped 
forward and said to the crowd.

“This is a terrible thing, we must not let the world know about this, only the rich will make 
these flying machines and all the poor people will be left on the Earth to perish!”

Mouse and Dragon flew through the stars until they reached Mouse-land. They stepped out 
and were greeted by a beautiful Mouse lady who shook Mouse’s hand and said,

“Welcome, we knew you were coming, we have been watching you for thousands of years.” 
Mouse and Dragon had a thoroughly good time in Mouse-land and were given lots of little hammers 
to take back to Earth.

After what seemed like moments they said farewell and took off for Dragon-land and exactly the 
same thing happened there. A friendly Dragon gave them lots of little hammers to take back to Earth.

In no time at all it seemed they were back on Earth, back in their garage. Mouse stepped out 
first and was greeted by a military person who ordered her into a car. Dragon too was stopped and 
ordered into another car. They were both driven off into the night in different directions.

Dragon was very worried about Mouse and Mouse was worried about dragon.
The military people warned Dragon about making any more flying machines and the same was 

said to Mouse. The military people then took all their little hammers and said that if they made any 
more flying machines they would have to separate Mouse from Dragon and send Dragon away to 
live somewhere else. Dragon said he only wanted to live with Mouse as that was the most important 
thing in his life and he would ask Mouse not to build any more flying machines.

Mouse was asked exactly the same questions and gave exactly the same answers.
Then they were driven home again. Several days later a big truck came and took their flying 

machine away and they never saw it again. Dragon looked at Mouse and gave her a big hug.
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“You are my flying machine!” he said.

Morale of the story:
Anywhere any time, love is all you need.

We are not alone in the universe. Others were here before us. It is written in the books, it is 
carved in the stones. Something has altered our DNA over time and it is not just sunlight which has 
diddled with it. No doubt sunlight has powered some of the diddling. Now post Genome Project 
our DNA is cooked in that ‘special sunlight-way’ by other bio-synthetic robots.

Sunlight provides one of the energy sources which powers these minute nano-technological engines 
through optical fibers immersed in ionised plant pigments and light harvesting sensitised dyes. Is that right? 
This enables them to transmit and receive information. How far this transmission goes is anybody’s guess. 
However quorum sensing to my knowledge goes on forever, can penetrate matter and is instantaneous.

The Doppler radars and others can ‘feel’ your heart beat from one hundred and fifty kilometres 
away. They can track you and listen to your brain-radio, they spy on you and inadvertently raise 
your awareness through one’s own sensing abilities. One aim of the fibers in my belief is to control 
this kind of quorum-telepathy.

The sixth ‘sense,’ now termed ‘quorum sensing,’ describes the work of Cleve Baxter who worked 
as an interrogation specialist for the CIA in the 1960’s. Out of coincidence he found hidden voices in 
the dark-space of his polygraph or lie detector machine. Cleve named these minute electrical impulses 
“Primary Perception” which he viewed as measured lines on his graphs. Soon after this discovery he 
was invited to attend meetings in Russia (Wikipedia) on psychotronics or ‘action at a distance’ as 
renamed and described by physicist Tom Beardon some years later. Cleve was a leading authority 
on the polygraph which uses extremely sensitive fine gold wires and receivers. He found that his 
instrument was valuable in many respects especially in recording the frequencies between plants and 
humans. For when he suggested to his favourite pot plant which he’d wired up, that he was intending 
to burn it, the plant sent the instrument off the dial. Again it was NASA who adopted his studies 
and are still using them and others to help research such frequencies. One of the many experiments 
Cleve did was to take a saliva swab from an individual and placed wires through it in a test tube. The 
individual was sent to the other side of the planet and relayed all that happened to him/her. On one 
occasion this person slipped before getting on a bus and the measuring dial back in America responded 
at exactly that instant. This was sufficient proof for the authorities to extend experiments further.

Primary Perception, these are powerful words to be flowing through space and time.
Nano-tech genetics brings us the possibility of telepathic transfer. This ascension into the noisy 

ether is something we have known about for ages however few have managed to convince others of its 
clear reception which, in the past, suffered too much static. But then we didn’t have cochlear implants 
which relay our loved one’s thoughts to us through the clear reception afforded by linked molecular 
transistors powered by nano-piezo crystals or brain-radios which can send and receive messages 
impulsed through the auditory nerve and relay them to the brain. Funny that and you thought you 
were actually talking to yourself when it was grandma all along! So who am I talking to now?

They are listening, they are hoping. They send an overwhelming message of fear hidden within 
all this technology which reveals that they are still naive little Earthlings. Still Earth bound by the 
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anguish reason inspires - it is the nature of the game. Not good to get caught offside with the ball 
when the ref is bias, may cause riots. No, the ball’s not slippery it’s a crystal.

“Sunday Picnic”
Picture shows white and purple fibers plunging in and out of soft skin.

We wander the streets, those gas and coal cooking chambers of Shenyang. The evening crowds 
like smoked fish, flock about the acrid roadside stalls like plummeting sea-gulls. Gliding overhead 
like angels or balls of light brought back from the dead. One side of the narrow street cannot see 
the beer bottles on the tables on the other side, the smoke is so dense. Everywhere the sound of 
men and women vomiting their loads of spittle and beer while around the street trees people’s food 
mulches those exposed foot worn roots.

The bicycle trolleys blast out a foot-stamping note; marching machine music. I hold my fiber 
ears - my squealing brain-radio - fiber ears. While English and American tunes are copied with 
Chinese verse added. The beat is changed and made monologue, constant like a boy who stamps 
his demanding souls and marches playing a tin drum - the unchanging constant of a mechanised 
dancing machine. While the voices mimic the beautiful birds which once swept the land, lilting 
and soft, sublime. The tunes of nature now fed down the throat of a massively obese machine.

The days fade like very thin noodles or very thin slices of mouldy English cheese. Draped in 
rags the motor bike repair man lives off fumes and has not needed to wash in months. Everything 
he touches is sterilised.

Ducks strung up by their necks, cook in cylinders of glass which spin heli-coils. Their feathers 
sweep the ground.

A man sells corn which he throws on a sheet of plastic on the ground. Four meters away the poo 
of someone in trouble is carried down the road by thousands of feet, a scientist doing an experiment 
out of control, which passes the corn. Yes there is beauty in everything natural.

Who am I to judge?
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Alas, the unnatural irks us all, yet we crave the socks and shoes or the lonely hole in the ground 
full of neon lights and air-conditioned recycled air. Sipping recycled sewage water. The car which 
oozes poison. The more poison the better. The new car of course becomes an enticing cancer-new-
image-MRI-scan mobile. Enticing the young to spree. The happy joyous drivers, sit melting like the 
poo in a sea of poisonous air. Their mobiles are their babies whose nappies fill electrically while they 
inform you about what is wrong with your car and your health like a doctor with an electrified leech.

She follows her elders to learn, then boils her face with chemicals which proclaim to be natural. 
Her face is whitened for beauty – her bosom uplifted collects like two bird’s nests all the poison left 
over spilling from her face, until lumps form like eggs in nests.

Spiralling inwards the fibers know which way to go as they await their host, ready to spring. 
To emerge and romp on the stage where the pyre releases once again into the precious air, all the 
poisons once collected there.

Red paper hearts fall, confetti from the sky. Thousands and thousands of them. Must be a 
wedding in a building above. At first they look like butterflies – the shape jibing one way then the 
other. To lie face down in a globule of spittle where no worm disturbs but many fibers find.

I send pictures I have taken of the fibers and white spongy gels which stick to the hairs on my 
chest and arms, to friends and acquaintances all over the world. I describe my horror and explain 
that they are made from dead warlocks stretched earlobes etc, etc…no reply.

I send images of fibers I find growing out of my wife’s arm, angry red, to an old school friend 
who now runs a radiology unit in a major horse-piddle in Sydney.

“Can you please tell me what these are?”
I describe where I find them and how they are diving into my flesh and possibly his. He has 

cancer himself, it seems to be in fashion. After I heard he had cancer I wrote and asked if he 
wanted to come to the country and eat fresh fruit and vegetables, breathe good air and drink good 
mountain water.

He wrote back and thanked me but had resigned himself to fighting the cancer with his beloved 
machines and his beloved academia which mops up extensively after chemical spills and suggests 
melting the cancer (fibers) with thousands of tests and academia’s beloved ‘get well fast’ exercise 
schedule which, I believe, involves being irradiated like a chook wrapped in the Aussie flag.

“Good luck!” I said and did not mention the other successes people have had fighting cancer 
with natural remedies. I did not explain to him that an MRI scan only sees one millimetre at a time 
and that any cancer in between the millimetre would not be seen. But he knows before he looks 
and raises his pathetic unravelling flag, like a kite on a fiber and does not contravene his training 
which extinguishes wisdom like water on a burnt chook.

He didn’t have a clue as to what the fibers were.

Its not enough, its still too bloody dry!
Ear, come and put more silver iodide in me eye.
Barium for me bowels ‘n’ strontium...what did you say?
Keeps the flies away?
The chooks wont worry either as their such a scrawny bunch,
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One dry hen looks like an electrocuted dust-mop or a blasted lunch.
Oh me, my eye’s the same as the chooks  - dry and full of dust,
Barely enough energy to eat ‘n’ scratch a crust!

Rains not yet normal guys, hasn’t filled the drain
Keep your radars off the streets which sacrifice the lame
And please return our gentle showers to alleviate the pain.

Its not the stirring sea as much as makes the weather change
Its the thyroid-storms within these chooks that makes them look deranged.

The purpose of these fibers is to strangle and despoil consciousness. To tie it to a lead like a domestic 
dog which then excretes in the right place. For I have observed a disdain for good health once the 
fibers grip, and they often grip people who do not accept that the governments of the world could have 
secrets, big secrets. When the news hits they simply give up to alleopathic medicines and sometimes 
suffer enormous anxiety and chemotherapeutic agonies. The stars and stripes of cancer. Good health 
and common sense throw their arms in the air as fear grips and initiates a struggle for simple comfort 
and constricts wisdom to the detriment of clear thinking. Hence the sick throw themselves to the 
welcoming arms of the government crocodile as sanctimonious as crocs they still abide by their secrets 
whereas we have none. What a load of crap! We still have our magnanimous crown of quorum sensing 
which encircles the Earth like the corona around the sun - around our neck; that’s our secret...forever.

Intelligence disappears under a cloud of uncertainty which is the long stick of medical propaganda 
all governments foist on ‘the intelligent ones.’ Once programmed or trained they are treated like 
pets on a railway station and corralled into schemes which demand dollars of reciprocal respect.

The softness of youth made into cement like the beautiful words of an obituary tattooed into 
old hardening flesh. From soft to hard to make the rubble of our roads.

People will always go back to their doctor or their beloved faith and prey to their socks. Then 
wilfully and unintentionally suffer the oppressive air of despondency. Our training trains the brain 
to believe what they tell us.

With the invasion - the onslaught of these fibers - comes a massive reduction in consciousness. 
They grip, they hold, they do not let the spirit escape and explore. They tune in. Once captured 
the spirit of the host becomes hog-tied and stupid. Responding only to great rushes of adrenalin, 
money and terrorising false flag alarms.

Radar tweaked we stagger to the shore, burnt and exhausted after fighting the ignition blast of 
the straight beamed laser, dry lightening, aluminium bush fires. There on the beach ten thousand 
whales lay stranded and dying. It was carbon dioxide!

Which great sage ever went to a modern university? I must be so backward to think that all we 
know, all our natural urges, we have discovered in the dark! And what does ‘natural’ mean anyway? Can 
we naturally extinct ourselves? Or do the robots destroy the people? Not much use finding out I guess.

Academia often moulds a common shape, fashioned and fared to cohabit political agendas. 
People are extruded like unbaked clay pots in line designed to sink like hopeful voids, easily 
dissolved in compounds. Unable to float or comprehend the other worlds of thought which are 
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deliberately shunned by the academic quasi-religious pedagogy who fashion didactic structures to 
control rather than break to higher ground. For instance, why have the security concerns of a nation 
been raised to centre stage in the budget when studying the nutrition of foods is virtually banned 
even though we know that good food makes one less aggressive, more caring for others, live longer 
and pay more taxes? Government officials know the converse is true nutritionally because each is 
an individual. However the democratic two party system is designed by measurers to include innate 
use-by dates so each founders on the others gnashing teeth.

Ask any President, they all say they eat organic food! Maybe the problem is in the black shoes they 
wear, the soles of which they keep sending to war. Or maybe it’s the socks again shot through with holes.

All have learnt to follow books by others who have intern followed other’s books. Like a long 
string of caterpillars all holding hands through fear of letting go and developing strange ideas, and 
eventually risk being outcast by their peers. Their line of learning is a money trail of spin like a long 
string of particles all circulating, going back to the mint, round and round.

Pragmatic circuses of academics dressed as gnomes and stooped with long fingers and itching 
palms. With that fifty two thousand year expression of alien whiteness and purity, a common 
computer stoop and triangular head. A symptom of trans-humanism when we have somebody elses’ 
intelligence and our tears are made in bottles fermented for use by machines after the oily plastic 
fish dies. Imagination is ground to a pulverised mash of ideas, at educational institutions same, to 
be minted into coins and money. How clever is that! And after feeling the affliction of no power, 
no mobile, no TV, no self, no money, sick as covid - what to do? Not to worry, the horse-piddles 
will stick power leads in you and re-charge your battery’s hopes, then your intelligence will return.

A trained doctor, eh! And after only a few years! And didn’t even have to study nutrition. Low 
battery? That is clever, how? Just plug in here! 

“The Dragon and the Moon”
Picture shows a purple fiber and small rounded black object on skin which 

may be nano-tech or seeds as there were so many of them.
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What do you want chocolate or wifi?
Before 1998 we all had a genetic safety net which was not considered connected to the 

pathological consequences of bad eating habits gleaned from generation to generation within a 
family. Often these eating and lifestyle habits are the root cause of long term chronic illnesses. 
The aetiology is blamed and escapes like a fox with an overcooked chicken. No, many illnesses 
which doctors cannot diagnose were put in the too-hard basket and grouped together as DNA or 
chromosomal ‘faults’ for ease of explanation.

These so called genetic pathologies are often referred to pragmatically in the same way as the 
global warming scenario is referenced, as an excuse for the ‘monster of the natural urge’ to chop, 
dissect or inject your DNA in the hope that these ‘genetic illnesses’ are severed from the purity of 
the body. Illness is again a symptom of fear and must at all costs be hacked from our flesh. It is well 
known that opening up a wound allows the fibers in. For they are attracted to the skin’s warmest 
and weakest places. But what is their rule? Nobody knows, not even their makers. Dare I say too 
much electrical baggage!

We’ll have to invent a system which allows us to glue chromosomes onto failing allelles, or a 
system which is even more batty and fancy called: electroporation genomic H transfer. How about 
shaking the hand of God? Or wiggling hips with the Devil? God a problem here..
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D A M  P L A Y S  W I T H  S C I E N C E

Dam had a BA and a Dip Ed, a P. H. Dilli-D and was a Professor of The Invisible Circuits 
as he had achieved the highest scientific distinction he could and that was a Dock-door-it 

(doctorate) from the Head Universally known as the Great Circles of Learning which was another 
organisation he’d established in the Verifiable Realm rooms of the country’s highest didactic 
establishment…long ago.

He had done all this in order to delude others while escaping the ‘chromosomal soup’ of 
normality as he called it.

He had suffered the trauma of his Natural body for long enough. Now his ultimate pleasure 
was the Inter-planetary Buzz and his Small-screen which he could program to kept his artificial 
hormones alive.

He had been to other planets in the Milky Way Galaxy but he’d decided to remain on Earth 
because of its diverse repository of DNA, which was a library of colossal proportion, necessary for 
his chromosomal soup-kitchen program of seeding the Galactic Circle with Earth’s genes and some 
of them were his.

He mused that even with his unique attributes he still needed to eat lunch. He took his Body-bus 
down to the ground floor and set his controls on ‘Hover.’ Holes opened in his feet and he floated 
across the road using the ‘Terrified’ program.

He had to move like this as he had so many wires attached to his body at every point which was 
exposed to the air. The oxygen on Earth was being produced underground from great reservoirs 
of recycled water. The sunlight burnt his retina and the clouds were always red. His thick black 
glasses bore down heavily on his nose as he raised them to sneeze. He was one of only a few men 
left on the planet. He was worth his mass in atoms.

Years ago when Earth was young, the same as Dam, he had developed a system of robotic 
health care which produced nano-bots or small electrical devices which could infiltrate 
cells. These could determine one’s destiny for if they found themselves in a DNA they 
disapproved of they could target that DNA and change its genome to produce insects, worms, 
or other parasites in the old-body. Parasites which could slow the old-body down and stop it 
reproducing.

This was for the benefit of all humanity as it assisted the long term goal of eugenics and 
population control.
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Dam had personally overseen the early experiments and had since pulled the trigger, as it were, 
on all those DNA he considered were ‘unnecessary eaters’ as he called them.

These were people which he thought were ugly. For instance since Dam’s nose was large he 
liked people, especially women, with large noses. And since his feet were also large he tended to 
prefer women with large feet.

This ‘Robotic Health Care’ was initiated by nano-bots which were small polarised particles 
which could link up using various types of radiation to form machines. They could be 
programmed externally to distinguish between male and female. They could also program 
artificial intelligence.

Since Dam liked women with big feet, no hair and large noses many men with these features 
were slowly phased out by the invisible circuitry of the nano-bots. This allowed him to pick and 
choose whichever woman he wanted.

But something in Dam’s life was missing. He rarely fell in love anymore because if he did his 
Small-screen monitor began to flash red and that meant danger. Once it went red one had thirty 
seconds to change before one’s ejector- legs went off automatically and if one was unlucky and 
unable to get outside one could be blasted into the ceiling!

Dam had studied all aspects of love and decided that if there was one thing which lowered 
intelligence, it was love. He had been in that position long ago and still remembers the time when, 
out of shear ignorance, he had to eat his soft horse-hair toupee which fell in his soup while he was 
courting a lady at a dinner party.

True, humans were capable of what was known as ‘Higher Adoration’ however that was only 
obtainable after reaching the age of one thousand and then one had to apply to the government or 
miss out. Applying for the ‘Higher Adoration Package’ allowed one to become eligible to go in the 
prize for the Inter-planetary Buzz competition which was exactly what it said. This prize was only 
available to employees of the government who had worked for over five hundred years and who had 
had government Small-screen monitors fitted.

Dam was such a person and tried every evening to program his Small-screen dial under his 
artificial Belly-flap to the right frequency. Women had this option available to them as well. Though 
often they were programmed by other special women who came from a star called Serious.

Dam’s hormones dropped off years ago. They were only good for wasting time. Now he had 
the option of Inter-planetary Buzz which the old hormones had never had.

Suddenly his false teeth began misbehaving again and started clanging about in his mouth. 
The same as a dog which has mange and feverishly mauls its fur. This was an indication that he 
still had negative reserves left over from his old-body or ‘Natural’ state.

He reached for his gyrocoptic beanie which had fridge magnets all around the edge of it which 
automatically circumnavigated his scalp every five minutes. He slept with this device on as he 
believed his nose was long enough and he did not want to attract too much attention. The ions in 
the magnets straightened the nano-bots and forced them to army-march out of cells and into blood 
vessels as their feasting often woke him up while he was sleeping. Unlike the old days when he had 
to sleep at least eight hours, now with his gyrocoptic beanie he only slept for one hour. However the 
beanie needed to have the polarity of the magnets reversed each night otherwise a severe headache 
ensued the next day which sometimes required electric shock treatment to alley.
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The other thing which he didn’t like about growing old was the ringing in his ears. He designed 
a useful tool as a remedy. This consisted of placing two strong magnets on either side of his head. 
He would then stand in a bucket of warm salt water and rotate the magnets using electric drills. He 
experimented to see if the hairs in the cochlea, of his middle ear, would stand back up and behave 
themselves and keep quiet.

This device had no effect whatsoever. In fact Dam cannot even remember doing the experiment. 
His deafness was just old age.

This day Dam was out looking for a ‘worm-hole.’ No other hole would do. With some worm-
holes one could not tell if it was there until one was in it. And then it was a ride back or forward 
whichever way one wanted to travel. Dam went forward once and frightened some people in a room 
by telling them about their past. They were as confused as he was and offered him some ‘Kidney 
Function Reverse Osmotic Reductant Stimulator’ Dam said no thank you and switched over to 
‘Big Nosed Planet Finder’ and ‘Big Foot Disease’ before he would drink anything.

On the Big Nosed Planet, Dam found he was not noticed as much as he was on Earth, for his 
features blended the same as everybody elses.

He liked to be anonymous. He didn’t like people rushing out of shops saying, ‘There he is!’ He 
liked the thought of spending his old age looking for interesting worm-holes, for he was curious to 
experience the thrills of the Inter-planetary Buzz.

Dam spent his time deluding others and spreading his genes throughout the universe. Since 
Earth was a vicious place beset by a cruel learning he sanctified his cosmic revelry which he proudly 
explained was the heritage of the Earth.

Medical texts and information surrounding health abound today. Though adequate, they often 
fail to discuss the feelings of each individual’s health towards themselves. A naturally healthy person 
is a thing of the past for to know good health is to know how one felt yesterday. Health is relative 
to illness, without illness how can one compare good health? Health workers miss the point and 
cannot ascertain what drives the energy within a person’s being especially if that person does not 
want to get well. The wave of health is the wave of pleasure, without a mirror or a microscope your 
health fades away. Our scientists are there to talk about our health not do experiments on us like 
one-punch bouncers, or head high tackles when the ref is absent!

A hospital could be a place of community health learning. My place of learning is outside under 
a tree not behind a brick wall. The health oasis is an open courtyard full of light where occasionally 
the sun streams through and the mind is open to ideas. Our bodies are water-based and electrically 
charged. Water is a thinking form. If one does not love your food - your water, how can you love life?

The ocean is a great big eye
Which looks back out into the sky
And what do you think that eye can see?
All the wisdom of you and me.

Insults come from oneself. Modern medicine says many ailments have genetic aetiologies. All 
genes have secrets. Now since the atomic bomb these are excuses for the effects of radiation. It’s all 
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secret recipes and about cooking chooks. Yet doctors/people learn the same as a body learns and 
changes. We are all compelled to follow our immune responses, our intuitive natures. We are also 
taught at school that a plant grown under stress sends seed which repairs itself anew in three to 
five generations time. It only carries the bad habits of the parents, the disease does not require one 
hundred percent of the parent’s blood group. Yet immuno-therapy implants antigens and orders 
whistle blowers aloft. 

In the doctor’s mind we see a coiling nest of snakes shunted into a toxic corner which, as time 
goes by, begins to fester from non-disclosure. Like a subterranean extrusion of magma it bursts 
forth somewhere else on the planet and expresses its intense desire for naturalness by losing it and 
committing an act of terror. Biological terror! After all doctors know everything! Many illnesses are 
described as being a direct result of poor transcription in your father’s or mother’s gametes which 
has lowered the health of one’s immune system. Damn brain-radios shorted out again and I fear 
normality. 

Such thinking can take the common-sense out of many starry eyed young health workers and 
is an unfortunate way of admitting ignorance and may inhibit further diagnosis especially if they 
are caught with the ball - of fibers.

“Oh, and see those little things there, just don’t ask what they are or we’ll say your mad, okay?”
“They’re ticks.”
This medical abandonment or sideways shuffle from the real cause is an accepted mode of 

addressing professional incompetence. This learned response to difficult therapy is an accepted 
form of brain entrainment. Look no see, see no look.

“We study how to use radiation to cure the various diseases we have caused by radiation.” I 
hope these people enjoy lying there under their radars gleaming.

Hence the spraying of these transgenic fibers worldwide is accepted by the highest reaches of 
medical science. Who else would look down on the population from satellites or tanker planes 
from 35 thousand feet and above? Who else would pump poison into our veins when we are babies 
in the name of science? Who else would be so stupid to do this! Answer: somebody who has not 
studied nutrition and disease and is therefore ignorant about dangerous lifestyles and bad eating 
habits. To say nothing of transgenic particulate bio-synthetic illnesses. If doctors were not afraid to 
speak out what would they say?

First thing they would probably warn about is global warming...
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D A M  A N D  T H E  S K Y

Dam was trapped beneath the sky. He began to feel claustrophobic. He felt like an ant upon 
which the sky was falling. The clouds had come down and were scraping the mountains and 

the trees. He noticed this because he knew they were heavier for they had been spraying metals, 
polymer fibers which were crystalline strings mixed with bio-synthetic filaments coated with nano-
pourous semi-conductor photonic layers in the atmosphere to mechanise the weather for many years. 
Everywhere he went great storms would brew in the clouds about him and the lightning would 
flicker from his fingers. His eyes had the piercing qualities of lasers and his heart was an earth-
moving machine. But he was not happy, he needed to fly. He needed to spread his wings between 
the planets and the stars. He needed love.

He’d been to the computer shop and they gave him goose bumps at a price. He went to the 
supermarket and they sold him toxic soap and water which came from a plastic bottle. He went to 
the horse-piddle and they told him to drink bottled water and gave him needles for breakfast and 
test tubes for his babies. He went to the bank and they asked him how much he wanted for his hair! 
He had nothing but his bag of bones to sell…cheap. Thin, starving, and alone. Dam needed to fly!

He went to watch the football and they trod on his toes and made him feel like a deflated 
football-bladder. He went to the airport and the church, they told him to sit and wait. He went to 
the graveyard and looked at the book where his parents’ names were written long ago.

At night he dreamt he was flying. He took her in his arms and together they flew into the 
deep dark universe looking for love. She tried to help him find what he wanted but he would not 
be pleased.

Dam began directing storms with his fingers. He pointed at the sky and moved his arms around 
and great clouds formed and lightning flashed in his eyes. He did not want to save Earth anymore. 
Everybody was an ant and they were all fighting amongst themselves.

Dam needed peace and love. He wrecked the Earth with his stare. He looked at the sun and 
threatened to blot it out of the sky as it was an engine of intelligence and gave life to seeds and 
people who only fought amongst themselves and suffered because they, each and every one, was 
like himself who could not find peace. Dam had become a machine like the sun and wanted to be 
human again.

She told him not to worry. He was too thin to care about it - his bag of bones the same as hers. 
They were both Earth bound and it made Dam sad.
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All the people on Earth were only interested in money and fibers. They were running so fast for 
what? The fish and the birds were all dying. Dam had given his ideas to them and they had pillaged 
his thoughts and used them to control others. His thoughts only gave energy for their machine. 
Dam would not be controlled!

All he wanted to do was dig in his garden and fish in his seas. But he had to pay money now 
and it was love which had caused the problem. Even though that is what Dam wanted he knew it 
would only make more children. And there were too many people on the planet. Even the insects 
were dying – the soils washing away.

Lilly and Dam went for a holiday.
They brought a plane ticket and a train ticket. Then they walked and walked to the edge of 

the Earth. Even Dam did not know where they were going. Eventually they came to a small stream 
full of letters of the alphabet. They saw the alphabet from all the nations mixing together in the 
same water.

They followed the letters downstream and watched in the waterfalls as the letters came together 
and made words. When the water was still, the words broke up and were indecipherable.

They followed the river to the edge of the Earth and found where it began to fall into the sky. 
And looking up they could see that the whole sky was like a huge book covered in words. Dam 
pointed his lightning fingers at the words and they all began to melt and fall like rain. Letters came 
down the more he waved his arms. Until a great flood of graffiti was all around.

They both sat down on a small hill. But Dam sat on something and stood up again quickly.
Bending down he found a small piece of metal in the shape of a sphere. He put it to his ears and 

was delighted to find he had good reception. He pressed it a few times and it changed language. 
Finally he found English and they both sat down to listen. It was a radio broadcast and fortunately 
for Dam the news was about to begin.

However the news was not good - more fighting. When it was over they both looked at each 
other and knew it was no good.

Dam held her close and checked her transmission. He pressed her a few times then pressed his 
ejector legs and they both shot into orbit and circled the Earth three times before venturing off 
again into the plasmoid realms.

Nanobots are constructed machines. Programmed from the outside of the body to seek these 
synthetic illnesses intracellularly and destroy them. Trained to pin-point accuracy to open the 
window of your enemy. And once inside try to act nonchalant, but do their work! Like unmanned 
drones they are programmed to target their prey and mop up. Programmed to early attack those 
other machines which have been installed by ‘scientists’ who behave like small boys in the sand 
pit and trash each others castles. Or inject each other with strange drugs. And play chicken on 
motorbikes as they ride around other planets.

With ‘genome punctuation’ one can modify a cell to think it is a different cell. One may 
now dissect the DNA heli-coil like a Christmas tree and cut and paste the various branches as 
well as leaves, scales or skin. Not only of one’s own species but species from other domains may 
now be ‘tissue-cultured’ where the tissue is a synthetic machine as small as two molecules. This 
is your pet baby, your microwaved chook, with you on a lead, lucky if it throws you a ball. This 
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is happening and is possible because you provide the building blocks, the bricks and mortar for 
little Joey to incubate his little insect or other strange made up creature in your skin. Hers or his 
little fantasy in your non-allergic skin!

Just eat bananas and remember that scientists are beyond the long ‘um’ of the law. I admit my 
naivety in all these matters. I only know I am covered with strange ‘creatures’ which I have found 
inside my vegetables and fruit and they appear to be swimming through my skin! Every now and 
again my skin feels a sharp pain and my foot leaps in the air. Of course I’m deluded. I don’t walk, 
I float! Could not agree more; completely delusional. Absolutely out on a limb looking back with 
a microscope and taking pictures. Often I wake up about to fall. Don’t look or read, you WILL 
become deluded too!

Quite obviously any deluded individual would have to agree that since lockdown the governments 
of the world have spruiked up their mental illness rhetoric knowing full well that anxious, deluded 
individuals will be harvested like bogong moths having lost their navigation systems. Beware their 
coloured nets which fall and only the deluded see.

Doctors have a responsibility to help the health of a nation. If doctors know about these fibers 
and other cancerous synthetic diseases why do they not describe ‘scientists’ who have proffered 
from them as sandpit cowboys?

Silly question, indeed, I waste my time and yours. Stop reading now, throw the book away. The 
whole world is bludgeoned, steamrolled into accepting this undemocratic, cowboys and Indians 
approach to medicine and science.

Ethics! What ethics? Laws! What laws? Follow the money trail...
With many out there ready to stamp their name, whether for good or otherwise, on their proud 

little ‘nano-bottomless’ inventions which for instance can eat your often-times innocent enemy out 
from the inside. Most doctors unfortunately become the trained caterpillars of the scientists and 
eat leaves.

If one had tried it on rats and it worked, why not try it on humans? One can monitor the affects 
through the horse-piddles without them suspecting what you are up to - family first, friends, then 
enemies.

Six thousand patents relevant to energy production have been suppressed in America alone! How 
many of them involved mind control experiments and how many of them involved machines which 
could rid the world of pollution from the petroleum industry? The oil industry supplies and surfs 
the same wave as the plastics industry which we smear all over our bodies and call cosmetics. The 
swelling pharmaceuticals industry which we enjoy compounding into ‘beneficial’ medicines and 
agricultural products is a moving barometer of poly-watzits continually cascading over the top of 
us like terrified grey clouds. Shredded around the edges and moving fast, curls the lip of the wave 
covered in red plastic lipstick. It is a wave painted by science and full of sharks for its not natural 
to the immune system and creates diseases which are more damaging to our long term health than 
warrant its use. But isn’t science a natural urge? Yes exactly; that’s why the wave is also full of dried 
blood cells infected with Wolbachia. And nobody is saying:

“Hey! What have you done!” Because its unnatural to question science. Remember science is 
science, you got that right!
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Such is the state of science and politics, connected by a thin fiber leash to balance on the slippery 
world and fill God’s pockets; so the global cash flows to prevent us from wipeout. The questions 
keep coming as the curl of the wave wraps the cities in smog and us with blood full of micro-devils 
- our minds with stents full of transceivers, transponders and in the traces of a fractured God-virus, 
we drown through suppression.

Suppressing ideas which could change the world forever. Taken away from the people of Earth 
because of a perceived threat to one country’s National Security, to be developed further by the long 
um of the ‘Keepers of our Secrets.’ Machines capable of extracting energy from the vacuum, energy 
from space itself. Six thousand patents would fill a large book and if one of them worked, just one!

“Hey, What are you doing!”
Now its a secret book which has been kept from the modern day slaves for whom these 

inventions were originally intended. Kept from us by the keepers of our secrets.
The ionosphere has massive amounts of power. To operate the radars uses how much power? 

Can we not draw some of this power down from the ionosphere using radar? Or do we again throw 
common sense out the window and proclaim our nano-bots God while they secretly devour our 
hormones? Hence to suffer your merciless crimes of torture.

“Hey what are you doing!”
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D A M  B E C O M E S  P H O T O T R O P H I C

Dam was looking at his floor one morning when he thought he saw a small blue light shining 
back at him. He passed over it again and again to make sure it was there and found he was 

going too fast. He stopped and kept his head very still then narrowed down on it very gently trying 
not to move his head or eyes. He bent down to pick it up with the tip of his finger but found he 
couldn’t because it was so small. He looked again. It was as bright as a star.

Dam was mesmerised. He knelt down and looked sideways at it. He couldn’t see anything. 
He fetched his lens and began to study the small blue light. To his amazement he found it was 
connected to a long string of lights all following one another and he watched it mysteriously move 
along like a worm. It was so fine he could not see it without the lens.

He followed the thread across the floor to the wall and the power switch, then the light 
switch, then the radio! Round and round his lounge room, which was his kitchen and then 
outside. Several times around the house it went, then down the steps and across the driveway 
and on down the road!

“Did it have an end?” he wondered.
It was amazing! The string or fiber was so hard Dam could not break it! He also found other 

coloured ones - many in fact. His whole cabbage patch was fibered out! But why had he never seen 
them before? Maybe he was dreaming? He poked out his tongue in the mirror. Little blue lights 
were flashing from it everywhere!

Over the ensuing weeks Dam talked to doctors, scientists, politicians, health workers, bus 
conductors, bank tellers, business people and himself endlessly. He was on wire! Now he knew why 
he couldn’t stop talking!

Worse than that he found all the people he had spoken to had blue lights moving across the 
irises of their eyes and shining from their skin.

He vowed silence and began to write. He wrote about the blue mitochondria which had invaded 
his body. He decided that each was like a worm in his heart which could only be extracted by 
writing books.

He wore a special beanie to bed. It had fridge magnets in the rim which emitted a small 
electric pulse every time he turned his head when asleep. He also fixed magnets around his doors 
and walked backwards and forwards through them with magnetic rocks in his pockets and large 
amounts of orange juice in his stomach.
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He wanted to confuse them, to make them weak in some way. He began to eat buckets of bicarb 
soda to de-acidify his blood. But nothing happened he only developed a headache. After one week he 
turned all the magnets around. It was about that time that he lost all sense of direction and had to 
look at a map to work out where he was. He didn’t mind that so much, he knew he was somewhere.

That night he dreamt he was fighting the mitochondria. He often had this dream when he 
became worried. The mitochondrion were little round blue creatures which could fly. Dam had 
organised flotillas of mirrors and lots of magnets to stop them being attracted to his electricity. For 
the mighty mitochondrion who never slept, feasted in the sunlight to make energy and at night fed 
on the electricity of the human body and its energy!

He dressed in special clothing but the fibers tied him down like the roots of trees.
He dreamt he made a sling shot. It was designed with pulleys and springs and was very small. 

He loaded it with dark cucumbers and began firing at the stars.
As the years went by he would spend his time writing in the sun. He tried the shade but that 

made him sleepy. Everybody told him the sun was bad for his health. Some even said it recharged 
the blue lights! He was sure that when he was in the sun’s rays he was recharging his memory.

Dam began to chase the sun. From morning to evening he was always in it. He became very 
sunburnt, his hair went white and his eyes turned blue.

When he went shopping he wondered if people noticed or worried about his brown and crusty 
appearance. He looked like an old dried up seed. He didn’t mind, and there was nothing he could 
do about it anyway - he knew he was recharging. At night he could see the blue lights come to the 
surface of his skin to look for sunlight and gather strength. Then would you believe, after some 
time, he actually began to glow in the dark and became a luminous man!

Dam had a special stone which he kept close to his bed. When his ears began to fizz he knew 
somebody was trying to contact him through the stone.

Often the president of the United States would ring him up and tell him about all sorts of 
things like new golf shots. One time Dam tuned into someone singing in the shower. Then Prince 
Charles came in and said his transmission was on.

Dam could listen in on telephone conversations and exchange words. Once he tuned into 
the Queen talking to a radio announcer. Dam mimicked the man’s voice and disrupted their 
conversation. He then said something to her Majesty which she has never forgotten to this day!

On another occasion the president of the United States of America was talking to the Russian 
President when Dam interjected and mimicked the Russian President’s voice. It is not necessary 
to reiterate here what he said as it was extremely rude and actually caused a lot of bad golfing. A 
warship was sent in and, well it became quite nasty with America threatening to spray Russia with 
an endless string of coloured fibers which could change the people’s DNA and make them want to 
sit in the sun, talk endlessly and only write books - until one forgot one’s name and lost all sense 
of direction.

Just then Dam’s special stone rang. It was 2:00 o’clock in the morning. He tuned in.
“Hello, is that you Dam?” It was the Australian Prime Minister.
“D..d..damned if I am!” answered Dam.
“It’s …it’s …um…it’s …um,” came the reply. Dam didn’t know anybody called ‘arm’ and was 

just about to say something about legs when he recognised the voice.
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“Dicky Pointing!” he called.
“Yes, is that it? I don’t remember that!”
“Excellent with the runs,” said Dam.
“Yes, I am a bit flat. It’s the green of the cap which makes a good bat! Yes I think that’s it.” Said 

the Prime Minister. “They asked me not to mention the cricket or the war.” He continued. “Are 
you sure that’s my name? They asked me at question time and I couldn’t remember!”

“Dicky Pointing,” Dam said again.
“Hang on, I’m writing a book,” said the Prime Minister, “I’ll just write that down. I didn’t 

realise there was a war on! Or did the member say moron?”
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W I L F U L LY  A N D  U N I N T E N T I O N A L LY

We have been conned in the real sense of the word. Blindfolded like refugees and pushed 
off the boat. Wifi towers are going up everywhere like strange fishing rods with fibers 

attached. Even above town water reservoirs; wherein the fibers swim. Frequentising the water into 
a potentially toxic potion after it has been mixed with fluoride by the sea. One supposes this would 
happen if fibers are attracted to wifi and grow. But the water-tower has a metal roof on it to stop 
the sulphuric acid rain contaminating the water. What does wifi do to water? Maybe a convenient 
recipe and a date with dementia.

Yes there is something in the water especially in areas where the ‘toe-the-line’ work ethic is 
unavoidable or where the unemployed, volatile, impressionistic young gather to plot and scheme 
gardening revolutions and political change. These potentially contraindicating chemicals, the 
fibers, the nano-tech and the metal dusts are designed in the long term for order on the streets. 
Combinations wilfully and intentionally designed to homeo-pathetically albeit insidiously program 
and dope you and your children. The only medical function they perform is to make you ill so you 
can’t get a job only pay for medications with government money. Funny that.

Companies or government backed organisations have long wondered about the efficacy of 
remotely controlling man made bio-synthetic elements which could be live-inserted into our 
young bodies without our knowledge and used for either causing chronic illness or prolonging it 
by making it receptive to external and internal energy systems such as vibrations, heat or electrical 
inducements.

Like it or not we have been chipped. This is the new bio-science. These chips have been birthed 
by government through sometimes unknowing and enterprising individuals who shall not be 
named. No, that is a secret. Their names protected. I don’t want the bastards hunting me down. 
Not much meat on me anyway! Indeed at the moment I could blow in the wind.

Transgenics is a science which involves the insertion of DNA and hence RNA material into 
either plant, animal, fungi or Archean. These are the four Domains of life as ‘our’ science knows 
it. (Interesting that NASA recognises twenty four different dimensions). Plants such as soy beans, 
animals like chickens and humans and fungi like mycorrhiza and other symbionts can now, with 
transgenic insertions, crawl about inside us. The bio-link or the exotic ‘endearing sleeve,’ has been 
found and like a rainbow used the same way as the introduction of a new ball in the game of 
cricket. Transgenics may be inserted into humans via parasites such as worms, intestinal fauna and 
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cancerous cell-making bio-synthetic DNA transcription modifiers. Out for a duck! Electroporation 
– undetectable and shrouded by plausible deniability.

In the past new disease accoutrements which found themselves jangling on the branches of 
one’s DNA Christmas tree as a result of an insult to its structure or a health problem, did not, as 
I understand, replicate after the fifth generation. However synthetic-hormones are more advanced 
systems of drone control and can be programmed to medicate with the insertion of transgenic 
moulds or fungal spore which enable cell-clocks or prions to render our flesh, and once cured to 
follow the worms. These may stop the host dead when they bloom or render them redundantly 
stupid with a real hole in their bottom from whence the money falls.

Any kind of human parasite which has a lifespan and an altered gene, can now carry or even 
produce substances within us such as synthetic hormones.

“How do they get inside us?” I hear you ask.
Through tiny junk nano-tech falling from behind an aeroplane at forty thousand feet or is 

target-dusted by black helicopters, launched into the sky by backyard farmers using sling shots or 
grandma sneezing.

These solutions are feeding back through to the hypothalamus through an overly acidified 
spinal fluid which in turn affects the endocrine system. Eventually it all tears through the nephron 
filters in the kidneys in some cases ripping them to pieces leaving a wake of inflammation. 
Contraindicating and synergising with the other aerial compounds which are absorbed via the 
lungs, eyes and other soft places to grow an increasingly broad number of bewildering new 
diseases.

For instance silver iodide was first used to alter the weather in the 1940’s so by now there 
must be a lot of it around. Some sources say it is toxic to marine species especially invertebrates. 
I believe it may be causing die-back on the Coral Reefs. If your checking it out beware of sharks, 
to say nothing of the crocodiles and the polyps inside you. The silver affects the thyroid gland 
where body iodine is stored hence the thyroid epidemic or ‘storm’ as the doctors call it. The aerosol 
combination complicates the thyroid messages which throws somatic timing out, out and beyond. 
A diseased state may become a deadly state. Other contraindications with aerially active compounds 
whether organic or inorganic are presently monitored globally in a massive blind trial experiment. 
They expect effects on our nervous, muscular, and alimentary systems. These determinants can 
be targeted to specific locations in the biological host to stimulate our various responses such as 
somatic, autonomic, parasympathetic or psychological. Again Doppler radar can hone in on you 
to the accuracy of one centimetre, in that field it can stimulate a machine to elicit intense pain and 
minute vibration.

The temptation to control machines has linked our psychology to deconstructing simplified 
pragmatic solutions with God the almighty rationale of science who would enslave his servants in 
clouds of diesel and air-craft fuel while extracting money for curing the disease he, bless his soul, 
invented. Thus mankind continues to peer over the frightening abyss of mass ill health. And without 
cursing grandmother and father’s genes all else is now a synthetic journey. Sure enough it’s us and 
them. The guys in fighter jets chasing the dodgy mosquitoes.

To play with God is an enviable task especially when everybody’s watching, nobody’s seeing 
but they’re all scratching. 
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In this book there is not much room or time to feel sentimental or write poetry about the 
destruction of the bio-sphere which is well underway like a modern merciless bush fire which gathers 
momentum from the parched pyrogenic metallicised ionized plasma sky which has fallen on the 
leaves for years and makes them explode rather than simply burn like they used to. Which gathers 
speed as it circles and blackens the frothing sky to boil our flesh down and follow the black-fire. 
The digital fire – the plasmoid air.

The Australian gum trees are burning, the grasslands, the trees, the geo-engineering substances 
are explosive, especially aluminium, didn’t you know it is a fire accelerant used in ammunitions! 
Big bushfires, big storms, big winds, big hot, big cold, big electrical storms. Geo-engineering is 
wilfully changing the climate with radar which they know is poisonous to us. The clouds are being 
irradiated all the time, the rain an electric blue.

Man’s own folly or trial by folly and bigoted self, such as media trolls or public servants (the 
slaves) only lets rapacious megalomaniacs out, or textile-greenies who fashion their wits after base-
ball players who go round in circles after being whittled away by scientists to become doomsday 
greenies, again without microscopes who shout the same as any baseball crowd and promise always 
to work with the people. These pumped up morphological creatures fear the truth of what I am 
saying as they are too busy watching football and going to work to worry to look. Too busy making 
the solar collectors while above the sun beats down on the metal shield sprayed to deflect the sun 
and through the nephron-tattered ionosphere until the electrical storms fluoresce. What a joke!

Trapped like rabbits again. Many so called democratic countries strive to plead innocence and 
separate themselves from the nasties of reason and science by chopping their own arms and legs off 
like a lizard losing its tail with nine hundred and eleven lives. This flagellated body part then seeks 
sympathy from confused people to seal their mark and vote with religious zeal. Blow yourself up and 
they will vote for you. Have we forgotten that reason and science have brought us toxic substances 
in the past and the contingent politicised-courts turn a blind eye and favour the ‘sign-test’ which 
in the above instance is the bully. At first unknowingly, as life to a politician is all experiment and 
effect and learning; after that it’s all push and fall over.

Damn population keeps springing up. The dilemma is overpopulation or the population has a 
dilemma, which ever came first. We don’t need more children. Other Asian countries like China 
which believe in the grandmother system of son support parents in old age, sprout as many children 
as they can, or they used to. Traditionally and unchanging, China’s geriatric health care relies on 
the compassion of the family and not the State. One can go to jail for not respecting one’s ageing 
parents and supporting them financially.

Why not send old people to a dementia ward as we do here in Australia so the family can have 
time to garner their own freedom and visit the bank rather than their dying parent? It’s a tried and 
true method of pillaging the population. Euthanasia is not allowed because it is too fast and makes 
no money.

From babe to grave they care for us so well!
However man likes to live on the murky side. He likes to be secretive. To say but not to do, 

and generally stuff-up the world like tripping over the wastepaper basket as he/she steps forward 
to defend the eggs. Program some more easily programmable souls and send them in. The three 
operatives - to assassinate a key figure or maybe get close. Throw a few dogs in the chook yard. 
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Strike when they least expect, divide and slaughter, and never kill civilians, camels, turkeys children, 
chooks, or scientists, bring them all home.

Well, you know, with psychotronics on the loose its about time we put more women in power 
to change the world for they are the feminine aspect of Earth, more honest than psychos and not 
deluded by war.

These men in the sandpit of wikipedia science will always invent new words to ruthlessly delude 
the population of truth. Over time it is hoped that men of sand will wither and blow away in their 
own wind as the primary perception of Mother Nature will unveil the fact that women are more 
truthful than men.

In truth we know that the thoughts we think go on forever.
Where is art? Science has taken the art from civilisation and implanted a kind of pragmatic rot 

based on a mad scramble for wealth. Scientists dabble in the cutting edge of science like fanatical 
artists crazed on the drug of ‘look-a-me.’ In medieval times science was the pastime of artists. The 
artists were the scientists. Now the scientists are programmed to a ‘loose cannon’ type of artistic 
anarchy where the death of millions is a sign of a successful self-portrait. Like a nest of male and 
female medieval rats, or maybe a new species of human, they have taken it on themselves to escape 
and spread their diseases across the whole population of planet Earth. The reach of those creative 
hands is far beyond these Earthly realms. It is not the ringing of those Earthy coins as they jingle 
down the rainbow, rather the cacophonous blast from the deepest realms of space which gets the 
foot tapping. 

Presently we are the laboratories for their experiments so how can we say their machines are 
beautiful when it is our life they try to improve? They obviously don’t think we are beautiful, yes 
always room for improvement! But must we all give birth to different species of dinosaur first, all 
with AI programming, artificial memories and test tubes at the ready? Slime moulds, wasps, etc?

Give a heli-coil to a scientist and he’ll destroy it. Give it to an artist and he/she will revere it and 
not damage it. Both will go inside and explore and both may reveal the same truths about it. All 
very good but the scientist will die first especially if his synthetic immune system does not work. 

In the Garden of Eden the apple was a DNA spiral and Adam was a mad scientist who found 
the Garden overpopulated with snakes and fibers attending a sausage fest.

“Patent ztx3778, with a signature!” Yes, that’s right, the nano-particulate biosensors have 
signatures on them! And numbers, no they are not from outa space though the people who created 
them were guided by people who have connections.

Do you think we are stupid not to know that a man in his natural state is nothing but a man 
but when he rises to the creative realms he is able to move mountains, cross seas, bridges, journey 
to the stars and remain a bachelor for the rest of his life because he fears the enslavement of his 
own therapies.

I watch the Chinese people marry their wifis. If they were told to swallow them they would. 
If love was to benefit and make one wealthy at the same time they would even sacrifice their lives 
to support the family by swallowing more. The health benefits of mobiles should not be under 
estimated for they help produce large pearls in the mind. These are man-made golf balls for the 
game in retirement so one won’t have to buy them.
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It is with increasing fear one realises these fibers, mobile phones, computers, gels, moulds and 
machines could be heated externally or revved up to deliver a suicide pulse to lessen one’s use-by-
date. And there’ll be nobody to talk about that conspiracy.

The night was hot. Dam looked up at the ceiling fan. He turned it up till it was racing. The 
very moment he lay down he began to go round and round like the fan. He quickly looked down 
sideways at his gouty ejector legs Something was jabbing his left toe.

“Oh no!” he thought, “If they go off I’ll get stuck in the ceiling!” He cautiously crept to the 
door but it was too late he was violently thrust up at the fan at an angle and just missed the top of 
the door. He went clean out the window over the fan then over the house next door and landed in 
a park where they were playing night soccer. Fortunately he landed on his feet just as the ball was 
coming towards him.

Wham! His legs went off again and all you could hear was,
“Daammnn!” as he landed in the net.
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D A M  A N D  T H E  M A G I C  D U S T

Dam was working for a large aeroplane manufacturer. He was in charge of seeing that all 
the pilots were capable of piloting the large craft. He was close to middle age - about two 

hundred and fifty years old. He had a new heart, two new kidneys and new ejector legs which 
were expensive. He was also the father of more than twelve million children! His magic potion was 
magic dust. It kept the spark in his veins going, for it grew his body stronger and he believed his 
mind was more alert.

Dam had been specially induced by this potion to explore his multiple senses and was capable of 
seeing people from other dimensions who, unbeknown to many Earthlings, were walking around much 
the same as he. Dam often communicated with the invisible folk for although they appeared empty they 
were full of information and sometimes told him about the future as they could travel forward in time.

Yes Dam was on the ‘inside.’ He was aware of all the colours of the light spectrum and could 
imitate the plasmoid realms, thanks to the magic dust! He had personally overseen the spraying of 
this dust over the entire planet some one hundred and fifty years earlier.

At that time people were trained to explain to the population why the Earth was warming up 
and to convince them that their calculations were correct.

The reason they gave for spraying metallic magic dust was to make a shield to not only stop the 
sun’s rays from warming the carbon dioxide in the atmosphere but also to experiment with climate 
engineering which was seen as having multi-fold benefits for humanity. The warming of the planet 
was widely accepted as being a consequence of the archaic technology still in use at the time. These 
technologies relied heavily on energy recipes from the Earth and not the plasmoid realms. More 
efficient ways of creating energy were known to science however these were kept under lock and 
key as governments could not make money out of them as they were too efficient.

Everybody knew the oil age was finishing for new energy devices were being brought out of 
inventor’s cupboards.

Dam would often wonder why they gave all those excuses for spraying but he’d lost track of 
worrying - the past was hazy at the best of times.

Only some people knew what was in the magic dust as it was a patented secret at the time. Now 
of course with one government for so many planets, things were a little different. They stopped 
spraying Earth after a while as they weren’t quite sure what it would do to the climate and they’d 
dosed everybody enough.
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Consequently all the people believed it was a gallant effort to try and fix a problem which they 
had all created. And the prophets of science kept digging it in by saying that the sea level would rise 
catastrophically, that the insects and the bio-sphere were changing. They didn’t care about Human 
Nature so long as their magic dust was on the move.

This information enabled the Earth to be sprayed with dust openly without the people having 
any kind of inkling that it could be laced with transgenic substances as people were told it was 
going to save Earthlings from disaster. Many governments of the world adopted this strategy and 
remained silent about what they were adding to the mixes. 

The people who made and patented the magic dust knew that our solar system was travelling 
through the photon belt otherwise known as the ‘plane of the elliptic’ of the Milky Way galaxy. In this 
position the Van-Allen belt surrounding the Earth was absorbing extra photons from solar flares and it 
was feared surges of electromagnetic radiation could potentially over-load and damage electrical systems 
on Earth. Earth in turn was expressing these combined gravitational fluxes relevant to its position by 
trying to revert itself back to its natural climatic state. However the magic dust was confusing it greatly.

Magic dust was specially engineered to fit together and transform into weird shapes. Since they 
were polarised they could transform into machines which could replicate the DNA of the host and 
automatically begin to eat into the reality of their being and replace their memory with the mundane 
fixations of everyday life. Even the highest forms of creation were under its spell.

As these machines churned out new and complicated artificial illnesses scientists were inventing 
medical therapies and new descriptive words. One such illness had such a way-out name even Dam 
could not remember it. To him it sounded like ‘old-time-rotten-legs,’ however he knew it was a 
psychotronic inflammation of the bio-synthetic immune response and he had glimpses of it at times 
when his Natural State began to overcome his synthetically engineered hormones.

Of course the ‘Seeding of the Galaxies Program’ was reliant on these dusty-synthetic hormones. 
After all Dam made a good wage from his donor capacity.

The dust was clever. Each sphere mimicked a cell and had sixty four flat surfaces to link up with, 
one way or the other and was powered electrically from either movement, such as blood circulation, 
light or proton gamma-radiation from the radars and the old mobile phones. Even radio frequencies 
could make it grow inside living tissue where it could replicate new parasitic species or mimic old 
ones which would hatch, lay ‘eggs’ then emerge from people’s skin!

This program was called ‘genome-genome integration symbiosis’ and could be explained more 
simply as the dissemination of transgenic synthetic biological entities which produce crosses between 
the life Domains of animals and plants within human host tissue. Many of these were pathogenic 
and mirrored insects and lower life forms which could kill or prolong illness in the host for years. 
Dam’s program was to train his pilots to fly and distribute these ‘remedies’ which were compounded 
particles so small they could penetrate the mucosa of the eyes and intercept the mind!

Years ago many of these mixtures were aimed at young children to help reduce the world’s 
population by implanting synthetic symbiotic pathogenic ‘seeds’ which were precursors to cancers 
and other chronic illnesses.

People were seen as laboratories or products with a use-by date.
Hence those who knew about magic dust had magnanimous control over the well-being of 

many. For the cancer issue mimicked the complexities of the global warming issue as they both 
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went hand in hand. Hence those people, who were in control necessarily lacked the old ‘human 
compassion’ having replaced it with the higher intelligence of the cyborg machine. Those folk knew 
how to make themselves richer in more ways than one!

Global warming! Dam smiled he knew his skin was full of sensitive transmitters. He knew 
his friends were watching what he did and thought. Now they were in total control of his life and 
his love. The bio-sphere had been gassed with magic dust for everybody’s benefit. Everything and 
everybody who breathed air - that is the plants, animals and fish, had inhaled it.

Some people years ago knew about it and objected. They refused to be vaccinated against its 
so called ‘horrific’ effects. Now all those people have died out from those manufactured illnesses 
mentioned above. This allowed Dam and his large family to enjoy the fruits of Earth as now there 
are fewer people, more food and much less fighting.

Religious polarisation is part of the magic dust formula for as the population grows chronically ill 
they tend to seek the faith as an assurance of mental stability. Little do they understand that religion 
is a rue set upon mankind by the people of the invisible realms so those persons who follow any faith 
will be blinded and not remember their cosmic past. So they will remain in a frightened primitive 
state and not question the science of the day nor their respective governments. Their heritage is their 
home which for many is far off in deep space. And the rain lashed down and the sun burnt hard!

Dam smiled he’d heard it all before, he couldn’t remember how long ago. He was born from 
the stars and had learnt that each generation is born into a new world.

Sometimes from the dark recesses of his mind memories would boil up which were connected 
to the faces of others who may have been his parents or folk from the invisible realms. He noticed 
they were often smiling, until they faded into his blank screen.

Dam had been given a special vaccine by his friends which made his skin go brown. All his 
children were brown as well. The white, red, black and yellow people had died out long ago thanks 
to the targeting of the magic dust.

Dam was very pleased with the way things were going as he had a good job and believed he and 
his bio-synthetic children with the extra chromosome in their gene would never grow old.

This particular day Dam was in control of the ship. He’d been to the moon and back a few 
hours before and was preparing to go to Mars and then on to a new planet they were seeding with 
precursors from the genetic pool of Earth.

Dam was hungry and decided to walk to the restaurant before his flight. On the way he noticed 
a small plant growing beside the path which was unusual as plants had mysteriously died out fifty 
years before. It had one small white flower which he bent down to sniff.

“Beautiful!” he said and out of pure instinct he picked and ate it.
In the restaurant when he was busy eating his artificially organised home spun kidneys with 

three-pea soup and mashed computer paperwork lunch, a friend came in and sat beside him.
“Would you like to govern this new planet?” she asked.
“Oh yes!” said Dam knowing that his future was going to be full of wonderful surprises just 

like his past - which he couldn’t remember. He fingered the buttons on his ejector legs and read 
the time on his Mind-screen.
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“First we need some magic dust sprayed on the population to slow them down. When you’ve 
finished dusting come and see me. Many new prospects coming up in Alpha Centaury,” she said, 
standing up to leave.

At least she was dressed like a woman, thought Dam, these days one couldn’t tell and ‘parents’ 
had become a dirty word, rarely used. His emotion had been slothed off him like the bark of a 
dying tree.

Dam was excited. He had his magic dust loaded and was ready to fly to the new planet and 
spray. It would only take a day to spread it out across the sky as the planet was always windy which 
helped distribute the gas.

There were people on the planet but they weren’t really people. They had built cities from 
carving out rock and many now lived underground. Most of them only lived to ninety years old as 
they were still in their primitive Natural State and they still read books.

Dam slipped through the Van-Allen belt and set the direction towards Alpha Centaury. Soon 
he was over the new planet and began to open the valves to release the dust.

As he was turning the taps on his nantoo bleeped and there was his boss displayed in full colour 
on his Mind-screen.

She looked worried. She said the last batch of babies Dam had given was negatively charged 
and retrogressive. This meant that his genome-body was changing back to its Natural State again.

Dam looked at her and automatically said the word ‘beautiful’ which was the code word which 
tuned him into her. Something in him had changed she said wanted him to come and see her. She 
held her finger to her lips and Dam snapped back into being a machine. She knew he had become 
infinitely programmable.

“When you’ve finished spraying the planet my darling, come home and we’ll extract more 
babies from you!”

Dam was so excited he could hardly think! He released his valves and the magic dust sprayed 
the whole planet. When he returned to Earth and went to his boss’s house he found she was in 
‘busy time’ with most of the other men on Earth who came once every six months to make babies 
for seeding other planets. There were only one hundred such men left and they were all specially 
chosen from the advice of the people from the invisible realms.

Dam found he was ninety ninth in line. He hoped there would be a mechanical breakdown 
which would speed up his place in the queue.

He was so excited he had to set his heart on cruise-control as he fidgeted with his ejector legs 
and read the time on his Mind-screen. He quickly looked around as he’d temporarily forgotten 
which planet he was on. Then he obediently stood in line and waited his turn.

“Fibers can grow to immense lengths, one two meters long has been discovered!” Somebody said. 
Whether it was a delusion or not I do not know, I was not there at the birth. They twist around like snakes 
in internal organs, bunching up much like sticks in a drain, strangling its function, growing and not going.

Biosensors have optic fibers attached which help power them, umbilical cords of reason like 
little landline telephones reaching out to connect with other signals. These may grow in length 
and elicit more questions than answers. Some fibers appear flat, others round with strange seed-
like heads which move. Some ‘heads’ have been observed to have lights with a cyclopean single 
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eye. They come in up to six different colours. Up to fifty biosensors have been extracted from one 
person in a single day! They are small and usually triangular in shape as each of the corners emits 
a small electric charge as a result of harvesting light as it shines through photon sensitive dyes and 
it is from one of these apexes that yet another type of photonic fiber emerges.

Goodness knows how many biosensors can be ‘grown’ by a person in one week. This amount 
implies that they are being formed rapidly or there are trilli-trillions in the atmosphere. However 
their speed of creation is uncertain as their solar conduits have multiple methods of energising and 
optic fibers may not work efficiently in low light conditions.

They coagulate/coalesce or transform in the air as they fall using Buckyball technology. Is that 
right? Then hone in on specific electrical entities such as you. Or perhaps they are dusted as is, and 
find some biological entity by the sheer volume of their numbers. They are small calling cards or 
delicate brush strokes from a mad voyeur.

Throughout history man has been afraid of new inventions. It is a healthy pastime to be unsure 
and sometimes question the great rationale and ask perhaps where is this technology taking us. 
Blinded by our own magicians spin we hurtle forward like an asteroid birthing new creatures 
whether we like it or not.

Even sailing ships with their massive sails were considered frightening. More recently wind-
turbines are disliked by many. Anything which uses the natural world or changes its outward 
appearance is a frightening spectre. Tall buildings are disliked by many even though they may live 
in one, the same as all the other multitudes. The concept of us hurtling forward as a natural urge 
reduces the risk of scrutinising which way to go. However it is the natural urge of discovery which 
questions all we do and slows us down to consider more detail. If you have a natural urge which 
makes you run around in circles go ahead. But keep that to yourself.

Similarly a foreign object in the body will spark a histamine reaction. The body will try to 
expel it by alerting the immune response. The heartbeat rises and the skin may go red. The whites 
of the eyes become inflamed and small itchy patches or prickles may ripple over one’s skin which 
is the body’s front line of defence.

We are at present undergoing a human extinction event the likes of which has occurred in the 
past - perhaps sixty million years ago - with the extinction of the dinosaurs. Now it can be argued 
that the present extinction rate is being caused by natural causes if one believes, we as a species are 
‘natural’ to this planet.

Science, NASA and the Military Industrial Complex has deemed this necessary and spends 
critical time dancing about on long legs, pulling long bows with a basketball full of germ warfare 
components. Juggling and leaping about - the players in the ring trying to look natural.

The genome project of 1995 worth five billion dollars mapped our forty six chromosomes. Since 
they knew the pattern of the helix and its composition they decided to try and create a synthetic 
chromosome. This they also achieved some five years later. The new chromosome (I won’t mention 
its name) has been spread through the above mentioned methods and inserted into everybody 
globally using dried blood cells. Since it is so small, it can penetrate the human genome. It is our 
controlling chip. This technology is based on a hugely psychoactive transmission principle which 
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is devouring our individualities and our hormones and reducing us to a silicone-metal base. The 
metallicising of the blood can only have deleterious effects on oxygen levels. But then again the 
effect may be transcendental! Heavy metal blood coursing through vast catacombs of electrically 
sensitised tubes which are charged by subcutaneous bursa and peritoneal sheaths which transmit 
parallel flows of electrons redundant from exercise to the core of generation, the brain. Goodness 
knows how the biosensors know where to go? Similarly it took me a while to learn that babies come 
from the stars.

These weird philosophies/technologies were born from and by city people. People who get their 
food from fridges in supermarkets and not from ground they have dug and nourished themselves.

These fridge-folk have no idea about what good food is and at best try valiantly to cook 
nutritionally and eat healthily. Many believe that good health can be monitored by a visit to the 
doctor once a year, the same as the family car, for a check-up. And if something does go wrong 
the doctor becomes a specialist who then costs more and knows nothing about your fifty year old 
apples. The story does not stop there.

When our grandmother dies we pay much money to the blast furnace which burns the body. 
Unfortunately the fires are not hot enough to melt the transgenics or the heavy metals and possibly 
not the fibers which again rain down innocently from the heavens. Hence we are wilfully and 
unintentionally making our grandchildren sick with our side stream smoke!

A small plot of ground well tendered or even an aquaponics system with minimal water is 
enough to support a small family. A fresh garden does not need a fridge.

Why does the government support eugenics programs rather than self-sustaining gardening 
programs which recycle waste and create bio-gas? Because the government has no time to teach and 
educate. They prefer to patrol and control, it is cheaper and easier. The population has no time to do 
such things and are too busy making money and paying taxes. Why do people pay huge amounts 
of taxes? So the cold frigid city folk, who grew up thinking life goes on forever like frozen food and 
accept that moulds which accumulate in fridges is benign, can remain frozen. These frozen-food 
people will one day have problems with weight gain and feeling the freedom of mind which comes 
with good health. Indeed they may desire too much and destroy the planet through rampant greed 
and develop a cold reserve for the natural world and spend their time in an ice-age full of frozen peas.

People are living longer because many are eating natural foods and observing nutrition. This 
must be infuriating the “Goddists” who manage all the fridges and stuff them full of cadavers full 
of their medical experiments to help ‘advance’ research into chemical medications for the people.

Well we must thank them! How kind that they allow funds for the extermination of mad cows, 
bad horses, baboon viruses and mosquitoes, the ones which cause large brains and interviewer’s 
cramp. These potent remedies are for sale with investment marketing strategies well advanced. We 
do not want to grow large heads, noses or tails. We need a disease which reduces weight, and makes 
people honest, please. How long will it take before people realise fridges are poisonous, mobile 
phones are poisonous, most plastics are poisonous and now, so are we. We are totally radarrred out!

Where has all the cut gone? The trail of honesty is a merciless battle ground full of whistle-
blowers with large heads and tails docked off. Where has the spirit of love and free thinking gone? 
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Of course it is in the fridge. Your old body was put in the fridge long ago so you wouldn’t remember 
today. And quite frankly, you don’t remember anything anymore do you?

All you can remember is fed to you on a platter of fire.

From the plane China sprawls before me. Little patches of houses in vast naked soil plains. Too 
many people everybody says. Yes, all the government needs to do is give out free contraception 
and educate them about fertility. Trouble is it gets caught up in ideals of purity like a three legged 
game of hocky. China people are not free. They are kept in check by their ageing parents the same 
as every country. Long ago they learned that to give a person liberty was political suicide.

From the air these settlement patches are surrounded by dark green trees. Beyond is the yellow 
soil of China, dry, aching, barren. It only responds to massive amounts of fertiliser or so they believe. 
All the birds have been eaten, all the soil bacteria gone. The ants are poisoned, mosquitoes are 
poisoned like the people who are knowingly duped with masses of preservatives and other wondrous 
food additives. To say nothing of the other chemicals and rituals used by many governments 
worldwide to subdue and steer the intelligence of the population.

Much of China’s food comes in plastic bags or in coloured boxes and packages, in yellow and 
red glossy cardboard so it sells better. Both colours are produced from cadmium metal based dyes. 
One microgram in the liver will make another space available in a mental institution. This is the 
right door, it has ‘Dementia’ written on the front. The light doesn’t work but as you see its only a 
small box.

As we squander through the electromagnetic soup our own electrical connections spark out 
with every footstep. To be nimble footed is a thing of the past as our gravity wracked metals sink 
to our lower limbs where they cling to sagging blood vessel walls and hang on outside the skin 
like leeches or sucker fish entwining the knots, to twist knots themselves and tie us to the ground.

Then they spray us with aluminium oxide. The British experimented with it over the poorer 
parts of London in the 1980’s to see how many people developed brain tumours. In nano form 
aluminium reacts differently we are told; more slowly, in the body. They know it causes dementia, 
autism, a long nose and a tail and will kill you flat if you sprinkle it on your breakfast! The local 
horse-piddles held a competition and then a raffle to see which person grew the largest tumour.

Nobody knows what happened or is still happening to all the toxified flesh which is cut out 
daily from horse-piddle surgeries. Like foreign workers the mad voyeur doctors slash at the human 
body like abattoir workers, the refuse goes in a special religious bin marked “Cain Iron’ after a 
family of fitness fanatics from an old book called the Libel.

In China the strait lines of the government square the roads of settlement. It is grossly ironical 
that ‘love’ is on every tee-shirt and on every TV show. The China tear is sprinkled on her rolling 
mountains old, to cascade down and cool the valleys new. But the government is square. The 
beautiful view is squared and corralled in bund walls. Their freedom of expression corralled the 
same. Delicate is the love which shines in the grey of winter.

What tiger lurks inside man beneath his skin? Does the desire to capture the woman spur him 
on to hold a gun to his fellow man? An ancient question answered only by alluding to his internal 
war with reason – the dirtiest word known to science. For while one man sings the praises of her 
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beauty the other would destroy that man’s ideal and then ravish her nature with his own. Alas it 
is the scientist, the dentist, the physician who ravishes our nature when they should help the sick. 
Now they design ways whereby the sick imperil themselves on designer drugs. He is the man who 
pays the bill for his glory until he dies.

Golf games for the rich line the river banks where they can. No poor soul is allowed to go to 
the river and peer at oneself in the water. Too many people drown and the water gets murky. Even 
a small jetty becomes a favourite mass drowning point as people insist on looking for their balls. 
The poor must pay for their polluted water. They have no time to use it as a mirror.
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D A M  B U Y S  A  W A T E R  F I LT E R

Dam woke up, he was in horse-piddle again and he didn’t know why. All he knew was that he 
seemed to be attracted to it like a fly to sweet sticky paper.

He never had a desire to go there, it was the sticky paper which had been thrown in the rubbish 
by other people and he just happened to be on it. He sat up and propped his mind up with a few 
thoughts as it seemed slow. Then he remembered he had been at the barber shop in town. His hair 
had been falling out recently because it was as dry as a desert so what was left he had let grow as 
long as his arm.

The barber asked him what was in the water he was drinking because there was so little hair to 
cut and most of it came out as he combed it. Eventually he just pulled it all out!

“That’s the easiest hair cut I’ve ever had to do!” he said.
After the hair-fallout which was not expensive, Dam had been walking down the steps of the 

barber’s shop when he noticed his legs had suddenly become shorter and shorter! His feet and knees 
felt alright it was just that his legs crunched in on themselves like rotten logs! His shoes filled with 
dust and he fell in a dry heap at the bottom of the stairs!

In horse-piddle they fed him black-board chalk. Long thin sticks of it which he dipped in his 
hot black tea which turned white. He quite liked the taste. But after a while something terrible 
happened. His teeth fell out! He spat them out on the sheet in front of him where they collected 
one by one like his bones at the foot of the stairs.

Dam’s mind began to wander. He thought it might be the orange jelly diet they were feeding 
him. It wandered in and out of horse-piddle. He watched it go but could not remember seeing 
it come back. He didn’t like jelly any more so he threw a lot of it on the floor. The rest of it he 
pushed to the foot of his bed where it kept his feet warm at night. Dam would close his eyes and 
see mountains of jelly. He felt his forehead it always felt cold and wet like jelly.

He stuck out his orange tongue at a nurse and she only smiled and asked if he would like more 
jelly.

“Jelly good!” He said to himself as he rolled his eyes to the ceiling where they stayed until he 
moved them back down with his fingers. The left eye was misbehaving and difficult to get right.

As the nurse floated by with the trolley full of jelly, Dam realised he knew what the other 
patients were thinking.

“What would you like for breakfast?” She asked the man next to Dam.
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“Thoast and tham and thedicine!” Dam said out loud between his flabby lips before the nurse 
had asked the question. The male patient looked at Dam and said,

“How did you know what I was thinking?” Dam said nothing as he dipped his chalk in his 
black tea and sucked.

Just then the door flew open and Docked-door Double came in. He slid on the orange jelly 
floor and bumped into Dam’s bed.

“Mr Diligent,” said the Docked-door door, “Your bones have become soft. No problem. We’ll 
have to grow you some new ones.” Dam rolled his right eye to the ceiling again and the left eye 
stayed where it was.

“We are going to check your white blood cells,” Docked-door door said many times.
“Thorange thud thells!” Dam corrected. “To fee if I ave ostheothorosis.” He continued without 

thinking. Dam didn’t even know what osteoporosis was!
To cut a long story short Dam was diagnosed with lumps in his hippocampus. Of course Dam 

knew all about hippopotamus as he had once been employed in Egypt cleaning the river Nile with 
an underwater vacuum cleaner. He found he had to dress like a hippopotamus or the other animals 
would attack him.

He was a little unsure of the lumps even though he already knew he had lumps before the 
Docked-door had done the tests.

Dam was told to keep nibbling on his chalk but beyond that the horse-piddle did not know 
what to do.

Something had dissolved Dam’s bones and affected his heart so that it sounded like a base drum 
and made him sleepy. He began to snore without teeth which made his lips wobble and suck in and 
sound like a hippopotamus passing wind.

The other patients in the room kept waking him up by throwing pillows at him and sounding 
his bell. He didn’t like that. So every time they spoke in the day time he would call out,

“Be quiet!” in a very loud voice. So loud in fact that they put him in another room with a 
window so he could talk to the birds.

Dam was sent home with a box of chalk which he quite liked. He ate it with tomatoes and 
improved the flavour by adding chocolate.

He raised himself to his feet without the crutches they had given him and looked at his bloated 
orange face in the reflection of his recently acquired water filter. He pulled his bottom eyelid down 
and studied the white of his eye which was the colour of a rainbow. He let go but the eyelid stayed 
open. He opened his mouth and pulled his bottom lip down. Inside was green - quite normal, but 
he couldn’t close his mouth let alone pull his lip back into place or close his eye.

Suddenly he heard a little voice. He searched his mind for the maker but couldn’t see anybody.
He looked again at his face - his new face, and the voice came again.
“Help! I’m starving I need basalt rocks!”
“Rocks!” he thought. The more he looked the more he realised the water was talking to him. 

Dam scratched his chin and his lip flapped back up into place.
At first he didn’t believe the water was talking to him. But after a while he began to think that 

the water maybe lonely or stagnant because he had been in horse-piddle for so long and perhaps it 
was going rotten like his legs!
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Dam tipped the water out on one of his bean plants which he planted in a pot to see if the water 
affected it. Sure enough after a few weeks the plant withered and died!

He immediately went outside and found some rocks. Little small black ones which he placed in the 
bottom of his water filter. As they sat on the bottom small thought bubbles rose from them and fizzed 
on the surface. There they sat absorbing water which soon became a little cloudy and looked dirty.

“Oh thank you!” said the voice again. Dam smiled inside, he felt so close to his water!
The next day the water was clear and Dam found himself peering into its depths and pondering 

whether it was alive or not. He took a sip, another and another, in fact he drank most of it as it had 
such a wondrous flavour!

“Ah, now you are nice and tasty!” he said to it. But the water did not reply.   
Over the next few months Dam drank the water and added more basalt stones to it. It began 

to taste sweet and fresh. Dam found he could drink lots of it and not get hungry or sleepy.
His legs grew strong and his desert-hair grew long and to his amazement his teeth began to 

grow again! He looked at the water filter and read,
“Filters fine particles and leaves the fresh clean taste of pure water.” Dam’s legs and bones grew 

stronger every day and his teeth grew white and strong.
He took a photograph of his teeth and showed it to the horse-piddle. They didn’t recognise him 

with long hair and new teeth! The Docked-d-door did not believe him and the nurse said nothing 
because she knew Dam knew what she was thinking or so she thought.

However she did not realise Dam could no longer read people’s thoughts. His jellied mind was 
not receptive and his thoughts had suddenly changed to anxiety when he realised the water filter 
was filtering all the goodness from the water and making it taste unnatural. For when it was filtered 
without the basalt stones it had a slightly metallic taste and made him sleepy. Dam looked at the 
label again and read,

“If not satisfied, we will replace with a new one.”
“If I get sick how can I prove that it was the water filter which caused my illness or worse if I 

die how can I complain?” he asked himself.
Dam lay in bed and sucked his teeth. He looked at the stars glimmering in the universe of his 

mind. Suddenly a shooting star launched itself across the blackness and he realised that the people 
who made the filters knew how they affected people and though they said they were concerned 
about the impurities in tap water they really cared more about making money than the health of 
the people who bought them. In fact, thought Dam, the water filter was stripping people’s pockets 
of money in the same way it was stripping people’s bones of nutrients.

Dam loved his water and from his bed he spoke to it and asked,
“Is this true?”
“Yes!” came a small voice.
The next day he rang the water filter company and spoke to them about his experiences. He 

asked them first if any other people had complained about the purity of the water. And then he 
told them his thoughts. All they said was,

“Prove it!” and hung up.
Dam’s anger grew. He had never been angry in his life before. He thought it may have been 

the filtered water. It welled up in him like a great wave at sea splashing and rushing this way and 
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that - but he could do nothing more. What could he do? He decided to do another experiment. He 
began feeding a pot plant on the window sill. Sure enough it went brown and died.

Dam knew he had to do something to warn people that some businesses did not care about 
people’s health. He went to a natural food Docked-door and asked his opinion. The man had 
studied medicine for years and had become upset the same as Dam when he found that many 
medicines are like the water filters in that they stop the bones absorbing nutrients and actually 
weaken the health of the person! Dam was so shocked he felt he’d lost his legs again.

The Docked-door sold him a bottle of black stuff which he said would cure Dam’s heart-felt 
anxiety for his fellow man. Dam took the medicine for a few days but developed severe diarrhoea. 
So severe in fact that he felt his stomach was falling out!

Then one day he read in the paper that an astronaut was needed to fly to Mars.
“Probably to get rid of him!” he said sarcastically. No, they wanted someone to collect rocks!
He sat back and looked at his fried egg which looked like Mars. The first food he’d had in days.
“I wonder if Mars looks like my egg? I will become a gastro-naught,” he said holding his 

stomach. “I could become the world’s first person to leave a message on Mars!”
He telephoned the Mission Control number and all they said was:
“Come in and try.”
Dam became excited as he climbed aboard his super-bike and peddled into town. He had 

designed this bike which went up and down as it went along. He had to stop many times on the way.
“A gastro-naught!” he said to himself as his body behaved like a rocket.
At the facility Dam was worn thin and couldn’t stop going up and down. He had trouble 

shaking the General hand because of this. But soon realised Mr Business seemed to be swaying 
backwards and forwards quite a lot. Dam was most intrigued and had trouble catching the 
man’s eye.

“Your on!” Said General Business who by this time had begun to go up and down like Dam. 
“You can start going up an...sorry, you can start tomorrow!”

To cut a long story short Dam found himself in a space-ship speeding towards Mars. He looked 
down and then up at another fried egg which danced and floated in the air in front of him.

He looked out the window at the Earth and could see white lines across the sky. From that far 
away Dam saw the extent of the green world and as he listened in the quiet he could hear a little 
voice again coming from somewhere close.

While he was looking at the emerald blue seas he began to think man was not paying attention 
to the natural world. He only wanted to make money by stripping the nutrients from the bones of 
the Earth.

“Come back! Come back and help me!” said the voice. Dam did not recognise the voice so he 
called out,

“I’m way out here in space, on my way to Mars!” he could not go back, he was on a mission! 
“Maybe I will never come back!” He whispered in his mind as he wondered who it was who 

needed help.
Days passed and the Earth looked very small - a small blue spot way off in the distance.
Way out there in the long deep space Dam should have felt lonely but he was anything but 

lonely.
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Voices were all around, whispering. Then one day he noticed a small green light on the table 
in the space craft in front of him. It was pulsing slowly and rolling from side to side. He floated 
up and looked at it more closely.

“Hello!” it said. Dam was surprised, it was alive and spoke English!
“I know your name and what you are doing, Mr Diligent,” it said. “And I know you are upset 

about planet Earth and its cruel people and so you should be!”
“My people were there once and enjoyed the natural word. But now everybody is programmed 

to follow the lead and everybody is spying on everybody else, and they are all destroying the planet 
and going nowhere!” Dam stood in silence as though he was mourning the dead.

“My friends and I cannot save the world and nor can you!” said the light. Dam looked out 
the window and soon many different coloured lights began to flicker on and off. Some seemed to 
disappear as quickly as they came. He looked back at the table but the little light had gone.

Dam flew on to Mars and had a bumpy landing.
When he touched down he looked out the small window of the space craft and saw that he’d 

landed on a flat plane surrounded by what looked like orange jelly mountains. And the small lights 
were there dancing around the edge of the window, turning on and off.

Dam took his plastic bucket and small plastic spade and jumped out. Immediately all the 
coloured lights came and sat on his shoulders and arms. Dam looked like a Christmas tree! Some 
of the lights jumped in his bucket and some danced on his boots and rolled around in front of him 
amongst the stones.

Then all at once they began to sing a fine harmonic tune – a beautiful sound which Dam could 
hear clearly. And strange that it was for the words were in English.

“Oh you from the Earth have come a long way
But here on our planet you must stay
For all life on Earth will soon decay.
Oh the blue and green, the birds and the flowers
The insects and the animals
Never such a beautiful thing, a beautiful thing!”

Dam looked back at the Earth and the fading blue eye of the oceans. The blue and green Earth 
streaked in straight white lines.

A tear rolled up from his eyes as he remembered Earth’s beauty, but then his helmet went all misty.
Mission Control was calling him and asking if he was alright. The voice came through his 

helmet crackly and sharp.
He said nothing and was transfixed as the black space around him became crowded with white, 

green, and all sorts of other coloured lights. They all had intelligence as they were all stopping and 
starting and blinking on and off.

Then a large one suddenly appeared above him. It was enormous! Dam reckoned it was twenty 
kilometres long!

After some time Dam looked about for some stones. There were many large and small. Finally 
he answered Mission Control and called out,
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“I am surrounded by intelligent lights and the ground is strewn with marbles! Plenty of rocks 
and they all look like round black marbles!”

He quickly filled his bucket which became very heavy and climbed back into the space craft. 
Now he was more determined than ever to get back to Earth – to save the planet and make people 
aware that they were in great danger.

As he floated along he wondered why he knew the Earth was in danger. Had the water in his 
water filter revealed a secret to him?

As he sat quietly he could hear a little voice within him singing and the words went like this,

“The world loves her water
Without water love will die
Her clouds, her circling seas
Giving birth to all who please.”

Over and over again the words rang out, louder and louder in his mind until the song began to 
sound like a raging torrent of water which threatened to block out all other sounds and thoughts. 
Then Dam had a plan.

Days passed quickly and soon he came closer to the deep blue eye of the ocean of the Earth. 
He spoke to Mission Control.

“I’m coming in!” he said and gave his location.
Not long after the parachute opened and he splashed down in the ocean. Quickly he opened 

the hatch of the spacecraft and the first thing he did was throw all the rocks in the sea.
Almost as soon as the rocks hit the water there came a huge hissing sound. The water 

began to boil up and up and Dam found himself of the top of a great wave. Like a massive 
mountain it rose up and touched the misty sky. Then dissipated sending a giant circular wave 
all around.

Dam closed the hatch and looked out the window. All around was water and he was moving 
quickly. He couldn’t see anything for a long time - everything went white.

The voice of Mission Control crackled through the rushing sound.
“Are you alright?” they yelled. “There is a giant wave where you landed and it’s heading for the 

coast! Come in! Come in! Are you….” then no sound, everything went quiet.
Dam called back and said,

“The world loves her water
Without water love will die
Her clouds, her circling seas
Giving birth to all who please.”

Unbeknown to Dam his words were broadcast to all countries and billions of people heard 
them. Dam called down the microphone,

“I’ve lost my marbles!”
Nobody answered, there was no sound.
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Night time aeroplane, flying over Guanzhou. All the lights like coloured dots connecting 
roads and linkages. Blinking on and off like polarised fibers about to dig into the skin of every 
demographic and disappear.

It is a natural fact that old Roman ports in Bristol, England are a long way above the present day 
high tide mark of the Atlantic. Yet we were told by many scientists twenty, thirty years ago that sea 
level would rise dramatically due to burning fossil fuel. Which is tongue-in-cheek, gobbledy-gook 
and underlines their hidden desire for oil in the icy regions of the planet. We were told also that 
the hole in the ozone layer was increasing due to excessive this and that.

Now they estimate the sea level will rise three centimetres a year. That’s some catastrophe! And 
the ozone layer; well we hear little about it these days, except that it is repairing due to a reduction 
in the use of synthetic underwear and hydro/chloro/fluro/carbons in fridges. Frigid fridges again! 
One wonders what is going on with all the natural equilibrating atmospheric indigestion.

sky shredded, white toasted bread crumbs
falling into coffee and tea
complacency
into creek, river and see
your fear measured by your weight
you ache from too much knowledge
as the fridge dies, as the snow goes thirsty, as the stones begin to melt
and throw up all over the Earth
shut the door

There could be an invasion from another galaxy and we would be the last to know about it. 
We would see it and not know what it was. Especially if it was invisible and beyond the focus of 
the naked eye. Such an invasion would seek to eliminate only two thirds of the population by 
scattering certain elements, bodies, robots and parasites to seek and destroy those who were old 
fishermen, farmers, English shoe makers and Aussie banana farmers. Those whose family tree was 
full of rotten apples. Sound familiar? They will probably say this in ten years – that this invasion 
came from the stars.

Perhaps in their wisdom they thought they would experiment with our bodies and use the 
‘warming planet’ carbon dioxide story reverse psychology spin to help hide their aerosol-robots and 
reduce our early-warning, allergic histamine reaction so they could then tickle our genes. True?

Their Solar Radiation Management programs have blotted out the sun with metallic dusts and 
nano-particulates. Yes they have saved the planet from catastrophe! They have slowed the sea-level 
rise. But whatever happened to the solar industry?

Surely a metallic ceiling would hold the warmth in? But the scientists say it does the opposite 
and that carbon dioxide is warming the deep ocean currents and sparking volcanic eruptions left 
right and centre as well as earthquakes, tsunamis and millions of lightning strikes!

Carbon dioxide is evil, we can’t have that even though it makes plants grow! To warm the seas 
requires high velocity particles as emitted from solar flares to penetrate to the Earth’s core. One 
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cannot heat a bucket of water from above! They say it takes twenty years for a hot atmosphere to 
warm the deep oceans. How do they know this? They are trying.

We have to wait longer for our cooked fish.
Our solar system just passed or is passing through the ‘Plane of the Elliptic’ which is the flat 

plane of the galaxy on its side. At that angle the solar radiation is fierce. And as photographs record, 
they were expecting some kind of disturbance as climate alterations on many other planets have 
been observed.

“Something is going to happen so we’ll say it’s our fault and carbon dioxide’s, then we can get 
the nano-tech out there and have a good look.”

You did not know about that did you? Do you think they would go above their peers and tell 
you? They did not know what they were expecting so they meshed this knowledge to the high-tech 
eugenics genome program, the radiation beware medicines program, the military program, digital 
age requirements, agricultural requirements and the oil incentives futures regarding accessibility. 
No white elephants around here, maybe hippopotami. So it will all pass one day like a great fiber 
storm. The ocean noodle soup full of frozen refugees.
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D A M  A N D  T H E  W A S H I N G  M A C H I N E

Dam woke up. He was wet and moving quickly. There was a great roaring sound in his ears, 
then something grabbed him and pulled him under. He held his breath but water ran up his 

nose. Desperately he grabbed something solid and reefed himself up. He broke through the surface 
and could see daylight. Something had him by the neck again and was dragging him under. He 
stood up but lost his balance. Now he knew where he was, he’d fallen in the washing machine.

He made a desperate grasp for the edge of it but it was too slippery and down he went again. The 
clothes were upon him like one thousand tentacles all clutching to drag him down. With a great effort 
he hauled himself out but found his feet were tangled. He made a jab for the stop switch as he went 
around, he jabbed again, missed, jabbed again, missed. Then he noticed the electric lead sitting humbly 
in the power point. He lunged for it and caught it by the tail as it were and pulled it out of the wall.

He was so giddy the room kept spinning round and round for ages. He slumped onto the side 
of the monster and blew bubbles of dark water out of his nose. His eyes were stinging. He launched 
a leg over the side with a few straggling socks attached and hung there a while as his other foot was 
still entangled. He reached in and parted the dark water to find his foot. He found a shoe but it 
was vacant of foot. So he pulled his leg a little harder. Out it came clothes and all. The floor looked 
like monsters entrails wet with dark blood.

Dam heaved it all back in and set the wash-cycle he must have been dreaming. He simply 
couldn’t remember what he’d been doing before he started the washing. He was sure he didn’t go 
to sleep in the washing machine or had he?

Dam went and had some breakfast. He made sure to take his pills beforehand as they were 
designed to make him less forgetful. After all he was one hundred and three and getting on a bit. 
He could remember his childhood clearly but things that happened yesterday or even an hour ago 
were easily forgotten.

He swallowed twenty pills and went to clean his teeth. He had one of those new tooth brushes 
which are bent in the middle so you could clean your tonsils as well! It even revved and sang a deep 
song to you. He used to have an electric one but that got caught in something down his throat and 
he had to gargle, as he could not talk to the nurse in Casually (Casualty) at horse-piddle. She was 
such a slow person he remembered. She asked Dam what was wrong!

Dam looked in the mirror. It was a very small one, about the size of one eyeball. He had a larger 
one but he spent so much time talking to it he had to put it outside. He looked at a single eye.
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“Typically bloodshot,” he said and pulled down the bottom lid. “Sick!” he said again as his 
nose came monstrously into view before the next eye lined up. “Must have some chronic disease,” 
he whispered as he began to walk around the house.

Dam had taken up doing exercise lately since he’d been taking the pills. His favourite thing 
to do was to walk around the house. Any further afield and he might get lost or fall off a cliff or 
bump into a tree. This way if he hit another window like he did the other week, he could crawl 
inside and bandage the wound, like he did the other week.

He walked carefully looking out for open windows. There were none. At least he had learnt to 
keep them all closed. After sometime he began to feel quite weary so he staggered inside and fell into 
a couch. After a while he turned around and sat in it properly. He was soon fast asleep. Sometime 
later he woke up. It was dark. His tummy was empty and he felt hungry. He picked himself up and 
went into the kitchen. He made sure before he had more food to have some more pills.

“Sick,” he said as he scoffed them down. The pills were awfully huge and quite pretty with blue 
and pink speckles all over them. He took one into the bathroom and held it up to the mirror. It was 
as large as his eyeball and almost the same colour. He went back to stir some foul black concoction 
he’d emptied out of a few packets marked ‘Health Food, Vitamin and Mineral Supplement.’

“This’ll fix me!” he said as he gulped it down.
Poor Dam was violently ill and vomited all over his favourite clock above the sink. Half-digested 

tablets and black stuff sprayed all over the wall. He gasped and crawled into bed!
Sometime later he woke up. It was dark so he went back to sleep. He woke up again and it was 

still dark, so he went back to sleep. When he woke up for the third time he felt a little better. It was 
just getting light or was it? No it was growing dark. So he went back to sleep. When he woke up 
again in the dark, he wondered how long had he slept for.

He sat up in bed and read a magazine however the light was too bright and the words hurt his 
eyes. He needed a drink of water so he climbed out of bed and fell over. The floor was spinning 
round and round. His bed seemed to have wings. He staggered into the toilet and apart from some 
incredibly loud explosions nothing happened!

He crawled into the kitchen and heaved himself up to the level of the sink. There he found piles 
of washing up and somebody had thrown food all over the wall and the clock! It never kept the right 
time anyway and if it was right it was indecipherable. It was making a noise but its hands were stuck.

Dam found his nose in the mirror but his eyes were hard to find. He found one but not the other. 
He was sure he had another eye somewhere, he felt his face. Suddenly something appeared in the 
mirror which frightened him, it was vivid green. It took him a while to work out that it was his tongue.

He shuffled back to his bedroom through the piles of clothes. He lent on the door handle 
which was a tap. Some idiot had put a tap on the door! Dam didn’t think it was funny. He lowered 
himself onto the bed and his little knobbly knees creaked like old door hinges. He flung himself 
beyond his dreams, back to sleep.

Dam was wakened by a tap on the door. The birds were calling so he figured it was morning. 
He crawled out of bed and manoeuvred towards the front door. There were people on his doorstep 
dressed in bank clothes! Dam opened the door.

“Good morning sir, it’s a lovely day!” Dam looked them up and down. They were selling 
something. “We were just wondering if you….er….were happy with your situation for we’d like to 
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give you some information on the Good Lord.” They handed Dam a small magazine. Dam didn’t 
say much, he managed to blurt out,

“Time fine, wank you.” Whether it was the warm sun or the look on Dam’s bedraggled face 
which made the group turn and walk away Dam didn’t know. He shut his mouth but found to his 
surprise that his tongue was hanging out.

He took the magazine back to bed, it had a picture of a little girl with a baby lamb under an 
orange tree on the front. Dam looked at the pile of magazines next to his bed and read the covers 
‘Mr Universe 1889,’ ‘The Ultimate Muscle,’ ‘Mr Universe 2003.’ Somehow, Dam wondered, ever 
since he’d been doing muscle building and minding his health, he’d been feeling off colour. He 
looked at the weights in the corner of his room. He’d made them out of car tyres filled with cement. 
Even the thought of lifting them made him feel exhausted.

He lay down and opened the little magazine. It read, “The Lord has the biggest muscles in the 
universe, and the biggest heart.” Dam had never heard of this guy before, his followers looked very 
scrawny.

Dam floated out to the kitchen. He’d run out of one bottle of pills, only five left. He drank 
them down with some orange juice he’d bought at the supermarket in a cardboard container. It 
was old and fizzed into the glass. He tipped the rest down the sink.

He looked out the window at his own orange tree and saw that it was laden with fruit. 
Desperately he struggled outside through the window - his legs were in control. He hobbled quickly 
over to it through the jungle of grass. His back felt as stiff as cardboard as he reached up to pick some 
fruit. Sometime after, back inside after eating them, he looked up at the clock, it was still working.

Sometimes Dam wished he ran on batteries and never broke down or stopped like the clock. 
He didn’t care about his dreams they were long dead.

His stomach began to make weird noises, maybe the oranges were poisonous?
“No, no,” he said to himself, “Oranges are real!” Dam went over to the sink and washed a few 

dishes, he began to clean up. He actually began to feel a whole lot better, even hungry. He looked 
in the fridge for something to eat and found a whole lot of food in cardboard packages. He opened 
one which read rice and vegetables. He emptied it into a saucepan. It looked like fish food. He 
looked out the window at the orange tree and several moments later found himself sitting under 
the tree eating oranges again.

“I wonder if Good Lord eats oranges?” he said.
All of a sudden Dam had an enormous burst of energy! He became so energised he didn’t know 

what to do! He ran back inside and dived upon his weights. He found he could lift them time and time 
again even with one arm! He ran to the mirror and easily found an eye. What was wrong with him?

The energy was most unusual. He opened some windows and smelt the fresh air then he went 
into the kitchen and began to mop the floor! He even mopped the walls and the clock!

“How come the clock never gets tired?” he wondered. Dam began to pick up all the clothes 
about the house and throw them in the laundry.

There was something about the laundry he was unsure of. As though there was a dark force in 
there which was tempting him in. He didn’t like the laundry, not now at least, so he shut the door.

He went outside and sniffed the air. The day was bright and sunny. He began to jog around 
the house. He hadn’t moved so fast in years!
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Bang! He slammed into a window, broke it off its hinges! It flung him backwards onto the 
ground. He felt his forehead and a large lump was already forming. He staggered inside holding 
one eye. Cautiously he approached the mirror and could just make out a large lump above a rapidly 
swelling eye. He went to the fridge and filled a bandage up with a whole lot of frozen peas. He 
wrapped them around his forehead and his eye.

Apart from his black eye he felt fine. He went back outside gingerly.
“Oranges away!” he yelled in defiance and gently shut another window. He began walking 

quickly and kept one eye out for windows. As he walked around his house with great strides he felt 
the muscles of his legs.

“Good Lord!” he said as he remembered the lamb and the little girl under the orange tree.
Sometime passed and Dam began to realise he was unstoppable. He wasn’t getting tired. On 

his way past the kitchen window he looked in at the clock. “I’m better than you!” he said.
As night fell Dam’s walk began to slow, until the last circumnavigation of his house brought 

him exhausted to the other tap he’d fixed on the front door. He staggered inside and sat down in 
the kitchen. His knees creaked as the chair took his puny frame.

“Argh!” he said bending his legs. He hobbled over to the fridge and was just about to open the 
door when he noticed his vitamin and mineral supplements on the shelf.

“Oh, no wonder I’m tired!” He said as he reached up and took them down. He made a large 
bowel of pumpkin soup and emptied the packet of supplements into it and stirred until it turned 
black. He undid his bandage and added the peas.

“This’ll fix me up!” he said as he wolfed it all down. It tasted ghastly.
Dam sat bolt upright.
“The washing!” he exclaimed out loud. He raced into the laundry and opened the washing 

machine. His mouldy wet clothes had congealed together. They came out in a solid furry, smelly 
mass. He threw them back in and heaped some more clothes on top of them then put several scoops 
of ‘Mother’s All’ washing powder in and set the wash cycle.

“If I hadn’t had my vitamins I would never have remembered these clothes,” he said. He added 
more soap powder and watched it going round forming clouds of bubbles and landscapes.

Dam woke up suddenly. He was wet and moving quickly. There was a great roaring sound in 
his ears, and then something grabbed him and pulled him under. He stood up but lost his balance. 
Now he knew where he was, he’d fallen in the washing machine.

We missed the celebration of the launch. We saw the streak but missed the last part of the 
movie. Hollywood is fast to come to our aid and feed our cultural heritage with secret subliminal 
insertions into children’s stories with symbols of the secret societies which support the hidden 
agendas of the global warming carbon dioxide, radar wielding scenario. Those acid kings who sit 
on volcanoes with sleeves protecting their DNA as they dictate their phallic radar to pulse and 
fracture the land.

Always, always the money grabbers, the fridge fanatics, the air-con dudes, have as in the past, 
used the huge media outlets such as Hollywood to put their agendas up front - in your face - so 
we believe in the good of Micky Mouse’s lifestyle and manners and Batman, three-legged hockey 
games, football - forget about golf.
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Why name a movie production facility ‘Hollywood?’ Because in medieval times it was known 
that the parasitic mistletoe plant which gives its seed to an unsuspecting bird, parasitised holly trees. 
The holly tree was considered an auspicious tree to be married under for it scared the devil away 
and was ironically a sorcerer’s tree. Thus Hollywood plays out today and follows a tradition which 
holds aloft the jolly flag of reason, logic, formalisation, order, and the taunting of our fear with 
honourable examples of love and truth. Hollywood made a film many years ago on weather control.

They tell us beforehand what they are thinking and will possibly do. They are adept at 
modelling the ways of society without arousing suspicion. They raise the holly flag in our sandpit 
and punch us out underneath. If you do not watch it, it will not watch you.

Maybe the holly tree is where the devil sleeps in amongst the prickles! An invisible subliminal 
bedfellow with the innocence of youth soon to be corrupted with unsureness and the sting and 
sentimental prick of the macho-sexist Hollywood romance. 

Where else is man’s aggression espoused to the full than in the modern war movie where he 
fights high tech aliens which are Hollywood’s silly attempt to align fear with a timid world of higher 
consciousness. Where transport to other galaxies is a reality using advanced technologies which 
apparently have been trialled by some countries since the late 1940’s, but that is another chapter.

Eventually the benign ability to think becomes stymied by a malignant artificial fear, one which 
is manufactured in fridges from the proceeds of selling rotten turkeys, dead aliens and bombs.

Why do you think America experiences public slaughters? The answer is too obvious and 
needs no explanation. They got it wrong. The assassins are programmed by the right arm of the 
illuminati’s ‘snap freeze’ cryogenics Deep Freeze Pea Program, and you aint gunner escape.

The keepers of the secrets maybe don’t realise that a human has a biological safety net built into 
its DNA which is manifest as an opposite to the aggression of wars though is similarly inspired by 
adrenalin comradery and the hormonal romance both of which are under siege in the young mind 
through the initiation of bio-synthetic nano-particulate machines into an otherwise free thinking, 
fun-loving human being. Those sensitive to their biology find themselves out on a mechanical 
robo-sex limb.

Many people are infected with transgenic moulds and polymers which expand and contract 
according to the temperature of the body. When they flower the person is brought under its control. 
Many trained doctors do not know that the ‘creatures’ they are looking at have actually been made 
in a laboratory and weaponized to debilitate and maim. Weird and amazing chimeric sculptures 
from a mad scientist who sticks arms and legs all together with awkward appendages making it as 
mobile as possible to out sprint the fastest vaccine. In one of the three new fiddly-bits inside the 
bag of genes called Covid19 three new chromosomes have been implanted. One of these has the 
same chromosomal sequence as humans. If something moves under the mask you may not know 
until it drops off.

One day they may make a human being come out of a person’s skin. The human body bag 
will change and become more rubbery, the blood viscous and stretchy, almost upper-Palaeolithic in 
appearance and unable to wear hats, clean shaven like a factory hen gone wrong, unable to move, 
unable to reproduce in a normal way.

As these bio-synthetic structures contract they squeeze out medicines and fibers. Often they are 
suspended in the network of their hollow tubes. In some instances it may be the other way around, 
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the fibers exude synthetic structures. Many white fibers appear hollow as they bed into the skin 
and rise up to connect with others, the mass then exudes different types of polymer or hydro-gel 
which sits above the skin disguised as keratin and covered in small smooth lumps, unlike keratin. 
While beneath, swimming pools of sebum crawl with fibers plunging in.

These bio-polymers entrain the body beyond the test of our hormones as they behave like 
doctors with four foot long spears who hurtle through doors interstitally and jab our endocrine 
glands, injecting hormone-like substances which can bring one’s sanity to the brink of despair and 
severely ‘confuse’ one’s gametes, not to mention one’s sexual preferences! Trans-humanism, my foot!

In other words the whole plethora of medical/political thrust is to make us enjoy football and 
sniff many roses and keep off the streets – get it? Just be happy and go to work. Don’t mention 
anything about your foot.

Now beware - with the right viral signals all this may effectively turn one against one’s fellow 
man to enact revenge on those who are most like themselves. Such is the legacy of the fibers and the 
biosensors. They do not change a dishonest world. They entrain the brains of some while leaving 
an exhausted self to grovel with the worn out identity of an empty machine. You and I in desperate 
need of a new air-filter, fuel filter and head gasket. Need some more radiation in the fuel tank? Now 
passing planet Venus on the left.

Opposite to this is the hope that nature will revert back to its spiel because it is stronger than 
the desire to become morphed into an artificial infertile money making prawn. The first birth was 
okay but dinosaur quadruplets! 

“Coiled and Deadly”
Picture shows a black fiber inside an apple or came from the author’s mouth.
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I take a bite of the ubiquitous apple, that symbolic fruit of the Garden of Eden and look inside. 
Sure enough there on the newly broken surface is a long black fiber coiled like a snake ready to 
strike. And a person tells me it’s more Gellons.

Gellons! I can’t believe it! What the hell are gellons, or gallons? Maybe it is named after some 
person named Gellons who must have been a pretty hairy person as I have gallons of gellons all 
over me!

On the news I hear that deep sea fish have More Gallons disease. Wake up world, fish are 
surrounded by water! Fish have fibers from washing machines or so they say, not More Gallons! 
Some environmentalists have found ‘macro-fibers’ in deep sea fish from washing machines as they 
empty their laundry into the sea. Environmentalists emptying laundry into the sea! But how did 
their laundry get in my hair and in my cucumbers? Knot a fiber of truth! And was that scientist’s 
dirty washing ever hanging out in a wind? Now you tell me how the same fibers got in my vegetables, 
apples and chickens! We must collect and recycle them, maybe make brightly coloured coats!

No! I have different fibers inside my vegetables. They could only get there by penetrating 
through a weak wall or by beginning life as a cluster of small dots which link up, end to end, 
negative to positive and begin to grow within the bio-system, linking further to create the ribbons 
or fibers. The one-step-shuffle in the line of caterpillars. They are all through my hair! Maybe they 
were all sucked up into the sky from the sea by a waterspout and then rained down to burrow into 
fruit, cucumbers and chickens? And nobody is game enough to talk about the washing machines 
inside the people!
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D A M  A N D  T H E  C A T E R P I L L A R S

Dam Diligent had a fascination for insects. He used to dress like them with strange bottle tops 
for eyes and leaves from the garden for ears and feelers made from water reeds. His neighbours 

were quite used to seeing him dressed as a grass-hopper mowing the lawn. Once upon a time he 
made an elaborate costume and dressed up as a huge black cock-roach. However on the way to the 
fancy dress party he had a severe altercation with a pest control expert.

Dam was intrigued by spiders and would often find himself in the garden after rain watching 
tiny spiders make bridges and nets across pathways. He kept a spider in a box once and made a 
little dress for it out of rose petals. When a friend came Dam said he had discovered a new species 
of spider. Once he found a dead lizard and fashioned a pair of wings for it out of some silk cloth, 
spider’s webs and twigs. He called it his dragon and people believed him when he said it drank 
some cold water and died!

Dam could make noises like crickets and would sit outside in the dark chatting away. He 
believed he was talking to them and more than once a big frog had come up to him expecting a 
meal. Dam had a pet preying-mantis and often fed it cucumber as it sat on the pot-plant on his 
verandah. Dam would approach it slowly with jerking movements and the mantis would swivel its 
head from side to side. He said it was communicating but people said it was really saying, “Oh no, 
not cucumber again!”

Then one day Dam found it dead under the plant, lying on its back with its legs in the air. He 
shed a little tear, it was his only friend. He buried it where it lay and made a small cross for it out of 
twigs and spider’s web. And for a while Dam too became a praying mantis and prayed for his mantis.

When Dam found dead insects in his garden he would bring them home and put them in a box 
after painting varnish on them to preserve them. When he had a reasonable collection he would 
perform insect-surgery by taking some glue and sticking butterfly’s wings on caterpillars or spider’s 
legs on beetles.

He had quite an unusual collection and would often attach one of his new specimens to his 
clothing when he went shopping. Quite often he would be the first served in a queue especially 
when he wore his funnel-web with yellow-petal dress.

One of Dam’s favourite hats was an old straw one which had many dead caterpillars hanging 
from it. It was his special hat for barbeques as it kept the ‘Orse-trailin’ (Australian) flies away, he 
said.
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Dam had a passion for lizards in his youth. One old blue-tongue which was quite tame used to 
live in the top pocket of his coat. He fed it snails and carried it everywhere slung over his shoulder 
while he hung onto its tail. The snails he’d keep in his pockets. One day Dam was ordered off a 
bus because his blue- tongue lizard took a distinct dislike to a lady with blue hair who sat in front. 
It was quite too much for the lady seeing the lizard rear up on its front legs, hiss and stick out its 
huge blue tongue! For a while it was the lizard verses the handbag so Dam being diligent with his 
lizard, jumped out a window.

Dam developed an intense dislike for people who collected and killed insects. His worst fear 
was that a butterfly collector would come prancing through his garden one morning. Dam kept a 
giant net on a stick behind his door just for the occasion and I hate to think what he would have 
done with the person if he’d caught them!

Dam had a pet blow-fly which he kept on a string in his pocket. The blue-tongue and the fly 
were not friends. Some days Dam took one or the other out, never together. The fly had learnt to 
balance on the edge of his pocket. One time in the bank it decided to have some exercise and leapt 
off his pocket and landed on the teller’s nose!

The poor lady received such a shock the alarm went off and the rest of the bank-staff went pale 
white and stood motionless, as though they’d been fly-blown. Dam left the bank in a kind of hurry 
pursued by a strange highly excited piece of string to which he kept repeating “Naughty! Naughty!” 
Later he thought with a bit of practice he may be able to get the fly to hold up the bank as it had 
such a numbing effect on the people.

Dam occasionally found ‘aromatic bugs’ as he called stink-bugs. He noticed the peculiar effect 
these had on people in restaurants. He would always be served a meal well in advance of anybody 
else and the waiters never came to close.

He remembered one candle-light supper when a lady friend and he were out on the verandah. 
Some days earlier Dam had found a luminous stink-bug which glowed in the dark and was 
particularly aromatic. It let off pungent smells when it was squeezed. It would also hiss and squeal 
depending on how hard one pressed it.

On this enchanted evening Dam kept it hidden in his top pocket and was so enamoured by its 
scent that he believed the lady would find him irresistible.

During the meal his friend wanted a drink of water so Dam filled her glass with rain water. 
In this glass he dropt a mint leaf. As he was bending low over the table to fill her glass he patted 
his chest gently and little hisses came from his top pocket. Dam took a deep breath, he was feeling 
terribly romantic. But the woman turned away and coughed. While her head was turned the stink-
bug, which was tired of being in Dam’s top pocket and probably terribly thirsty, took a flying leap 
and landed in her glass of water where it rolled over and hid under the leaf. Dam wafted back into 
his seat. The woman feeling her throat constrict took several large gulps of water. Of course she 
swallowed the bug which fortunately for it, managed to grip the back of her tongue with all its 
six legs and hung on hissing, squealing and stinking! On hearing the commotion Dam hurriedly 
looked in his top pocket then leapt to the woman’s aid.

Holding her head back he jammed his fingers down the poor woman’s throat where they danced 
about for quite some time trying to clasp the insect with two fingers. It let out a tremendous squeal 
and sprayed aroma everywhere and went down further!
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Dam withdrew his hand quickly and to both their surprise the lady’s false- teeth came out 
clamped on Dam’s hand! Dam had never seen anything like that before, got quite a shock and 
flicked his hand and the false-teeth flew off the verandah into the bushes below. The woman gasped 
for breath and dared not drink another drop of water!

She’d swallowed the beetle! Dam looked at her in stunned silence, it wasn’t her lips that he was 
looking at! He had an alarmed expression on his face while she tried to retain her dignity! Then 
the lady quite expectantly let out several unpronounceable expletives and raced downstairs with 
apologetic Dam in hot pursuit.

Off the verandah the night was black and Dam could hear her mumbling about somewhere 
in the undergrowth. He sniffed the air. All of a sudden there was an ear piercing scream and Dam 
scrambled into the blackness in the direction of the noise.

Through the dense night he came upon her, her hands were clasping her movable mouth as 
she saw on the ground the ethereal light of the luminous stink-bug as it glowed mysteriously from 
inside the splendour of her false-teeth.

When Dam placed the insect back in his top pocket, she was horrified. In fact she left rather 
rudely Dam thought.

Over the years Dam found that he could tell what the weather was doing by studying the 
insects. The ants for instance would become active before rain and a certain species of beetle would 
come into the light at night. Dam would telephone the local radio station and tell them what the 
weather was going to do and most often he was right and they were wrong.

One time his pet Benjamin beetle suddenly started doing hand stands across the table and 
then falling on its back. It did this several times and Dam pondered the meaning of such antics. 
Suddenly it hit him quite literally for there was an earthquake and several books fell from the shelf 
and squashed poor Benjamin! As Dam lifted the book, slowly he was surprised to see that it was a 
book on Yoga!

“Oh Benjamin!” he cried, “You’ve stretched yourself this time!”
One dry day Dam was in his backyard when he came upon a trail of hairy caterpillars all in a 

line. It was the first time Dam had ever seen a trail like that before and he sat down and watched 
them with childlike curiosity. The line stretched some six meters and involved one hundred and 
fifty three caterpillars!

The caterpillar in the lead looked like all the rest and with their noses to the tail in front the 
line looked like one big long grub. Dam looked very closely at the one in front to see if it wasn’t 
special in some way. Where were they going? They were obviously on a mission.

Dam had a plan. He took the leading caterpillar and put it at the end of the line to see what 
would happen but they all kept in line walking, so he put it back up the front. Then he took the 
one from the rear and put it up the front and they all kept in line walking as usual. So Dam took 
two caterpillars from the front and put them at the rear. After some time they found the end of the 
line and kept walking. So Dam took three caterpillars from the front and put them at the rear and 
still they kept walking! Next Dam took three caterpillars from the rear and put them up front and 
still the line of grubs went hobble-de-hobble as caterpillars do!

Dam’s plan of course was to find out why they were following each other. He thought that one 
of them may be more intelligent and not want to follow the leader.
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After several days of caterpillar watching Dam concluded his intense research. He decided the 
grubs were highly intelligent and each of them was capable of being the leader and they were too 
clever to find the end of the line and go round in circles. Dam discovered this many days later as 
he’d moved each caterpillar over one thousand times!

This was one of the most difficult things Dam had ever done as the caterpillars walked across 
three roads and Dam had to stop the traffic. And quite often he lost count and because all the 
caterpillars looked the same he had to start counting all over again! 

The culture of war is an Earth-bound thing where so called ‘scientists’ get to experiment with 
‘both sides’ of life, their creative check or licence beyond the reach of any law. When studying 
other advanced cultures beyond our Earth one finds they are less aggressive. An intelligent/aware 
person is not aggressive. However back here in fear-city reason hoists the devil’s flag because we are 
taught fear, it is a learned response. It is the histamine reaction of the neurons. Nerve fibers twang, 
the diapason of reason flapping in the breeze, singing national anthems. The parasympathetic 
conductor of the audio waves suffers from a rare form of vibration and fears his creators who are 
many.

The blue and the red fibers secrete the correct polymer to suit one’s ‘orchestra of fear.’ Fibers 
twisting, dancing sending messages to create the correct gel just for your harmonic. The polymers 
alkalise and eat into the skin so in a sense they are a product of your fear and definitely out of key.

The combining of synthetic with biological is a robo-symbiosis. Can you believe that is possible? 
Well it is. Somebody has told me to say to the black-slime mirror that I am beautiful and maybe 
the worms will leave me alone.

How about the national anthem? Each country has one.
Pleasure from our old ‘natural world’ rings true to our beings. Do you suppose that down 

through the ages each of our chromosomes has been created by our own conscious intent? The 
thing about consciousness is that it is very nice. Morgellons is not nice in any way.

Our brains are regularly scanned and any memory of heaven or other worlds of delight is 
frowned upon from within the black-box flight recorder as it records the ‘last step’ as the one we have 
to watch. Fear imprints memory better than joy. The acceptance ritual is only an acknowledgement 
that fear is inevitable which it is not.

The collective circus (of nations) is frowned upon as an enigma and soon impulses become 
unclear as fear boils over in the big-top. Reason fights reason for only reason can know reason. Our 
eye teeth before they emerge, grow restless and angry because they cannot have what they desire. 
The sharper their polish the more pragmatic the rationale. Then as an adult we take revenge and 
lose our patience on those systems which escape the tally of ‘justice’ which is the jack-hammer of 
rationale. The same as the doctor who says, “I don’t want to know!” He only believes what he sees 
and dares not step beyond the norm into dangerous territory and try to see what the hell they are 
all doing under the big-top. All too much for his ‘nursing home’ mentality so he walks around with 
a red rubber glove pulled tight on his head! And never squawks like a rooster.

This book is not large enough to go into the DNA of aliens. Suffice to say that they have a 
consciousness which is far beyond ours, yet the same. And they are humanoid in shape and look 
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like us. Some of them are tall, nearly three meters with blonde hair, perfect features and green 
photosynthetic skin as they live off sunlight. Who would have believed that! Let’s forget about them 
and concentrate on us; the natural world we know. Reason is perhaps a better word for ‘them’ or rather 
those ‘natural urges’ who tamper with the genome of animal and plant. He who does can manufacture 
parasites at will, new undescribed species, to eat his/her grandchildren or gnaw the partner’s ear. We 
become their experiments, their sheep, their shadows of reality. In the cave we are relegated to the 
status of ‘genetic experiment’ and slotted into a dark hole in the wall already full of grey matter.

They spray us with nano-particulates and inseminate us with Buckyball technology. These 
micro-machines, of which I am a part may be assembled in the air as they fall like stardust. That is 
how we were all formed, with our friends all around; birthed out the back of an aeroplane.

True one could say they/we are a new life form on planet Earth.
Opposite to their silent strangulation is the hope that we’ll catch the bastards who made them 

and scattered them around! Signatures included! Yet the ‘bastards’ may have morphed into a young 
adult in a bedroom with my foot as a digital-code which is haplessly disturbed. Who guides my 
fingers with numbers. Three rats to every human, sounds about right.

Falling through the air the great tree, whose arms and legs a plenty set the design for other 
templates as the cutters watch and invent new galaxies from our skin. New amphibious creatures 
half bird, half fish, half human with a huge reproductive organ so the creature is programmable 
through the doors of conception. In the future satisfying love between husband and wife for 
procreation may not be possible without the assistance of machines, and computer apps will replace 
hormones.

No, I am not overrun, knot yet! A parasitic host will never kills the host only irritate it, distract 
it, make it stand in the black gutter and fathom the depths of sanity and despair.

We are their Hollywood, their sandcastle of wonders. And our scientists love them and fear 
them. Our scientists are jealous of them in an Earthly sense. For they manipulate Hollywood to 
advertise and seek control. They build us up like they build each other up for they are only human 
after all just like us. For even ‘they’ the great sages of the Western cults of the Watzits, forget their 
cosmic connections. It has been bound and gagged by the ego which collects freedom of thought 
from old medical scripts and turns them into movies rancid with fear.

Now I hear that the scientists who prepared these Morgellons are protected from it by condoms 
which cover their DNA! The naughty little egos, eh? This must help produce a real transcendental 
movie. Clever little fellows. And what about women?

It is not difficult to insert memories. One can even program a fish to come at a certain time 
or respond to a special note. Brain tissue is all around the body but held most finely in the heart. 
That is why when we enjoy things we learn from them and can remember the experience well. 
Memories which fade are shrouded by mists of unhappiness and are shuffled to the back of the 
brain in a heartless dark place where fibers play. The first sparks of life still emit from our fingers 
on connecting with others. These sparks are transferred first to the heart. That is why the heart 
holds many memories and can deduce fear from love in an instant. Perhaps fear puts out a certain 
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signal which attract these ‘creatures.’ Dissected nerve fibers, axons, find their way through quorum 
sensing and repair by listening to the sad audio emitted from the broken ends of the heart strings. 
The macrophages congregate and sing like the grand opera or a pack of chanting stone masons all 
pulling a giant key stone.

Earth is a DNA repository, a genetic garden, the heart of your desire. And as you were walking 
in your garden one day a fine mist descended on you until you could not see. Then the cold 
surrounded and for a while you lost your way. And after your sleep woke up back in your bed and 
the day was as new as it always was. 

Then faintly through the day the dream returned. Its memory sustained. The dying trees and 
burnt grass kept stoking the flames of memory.

The walking dead float on a sea of scum. Doctors scum, scientists scum. The mould they make 
is a time-release illegal implant! And not the first plant to be wilfully used to control us.

Bio-warfare – the crown of suppressed knowledge. A young boy in India told me that the 
globally noxious plant Lantana Camara which is a transgenic man made species, was aerially spread 
throughout the country by the English who were angry that the Indian Government had allowed 
the Japanese in the Second WW to use one of its naval ports.

The same in China with Anrederah Cordifolia, a noxious weed, spread in China to try to slow 
the country down. The Chinese ate it all and cultivate it to this day as a wholesome food.

It’s okay to discover new truths about nature but why use it against us! A viral scum, so no 
self is viewed, no single person can be blamed; only a mind-numbing stillness which has the 
potential to either turn against oneself or against one’s closest friend for example in the magic-
dust induced Alzheimer disease where the patient turns against the people they love; and many 
other diseases – all modern. The act of terrorism is a consequence of programming, it is therefore 
a man-made disease, commissioned and implemented. Telephone lines tangling the mitochondria 
in the brain!

Certain DNA are susceptible to different ‘species’ of polymer/synthetic fungi much the same 
way grubs and ants become infected with neurological brain-altering moulds which grow inside 
their host and direct it to follow the life cycle of its symbiont/tormentor. Like a terrorist or a hijacker 
or an interrogator who explores different methods of torture until you become its victim.

The fungus controls somatic ability then blooms externally with a long flower stalk spreading 
trillions to infect others. Many of the genomes of these fungi and moulds have been weaponized 
to live inside us and grow as cancers. The scum have infiltrated our scum, our DNA sequencing. 
We have been mapped and the key to our vulnerability found. We now have a programmed bio-
synthetic mistletoe creature sleeving our DNA which is eating it away! It is sending messages to 
Head Camp who targets the grey hounds, organises the football, and has a natural urge to become 
unnatural. Our immune system like a dying tree poisoned by science!

Scientists have used an endosymbiont to vector genetic, genome-genome material into the 
human host. To carry Morgellons Disease which spearheads their jab into synthetic biology. There 
are several vectors to choose from. One, the intracellularly inherited ‘reproductive parasite’ called 
wolbachia bacteria, mentioned before, which is a common insect endosymbiont found in sixty six 
percent of arthropods such as mites, scorpions, flies, spiders, collembola, ants, wasps etc. and many 
insects. Wolbachia is destined to affect our reproductive cells where it lives and carries on to the 
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next generation, and the next, and the next. It is there forever in our reproductive cells! Why would 
anybody want a whole lot of bacteria and insects to change/rape our reproductive cells!?

Told you they were spraying the blue sky with dried reproductive cells...no!
Fibers containing the new chromosome in dried blood cells, yes, or would the dried blood and 

wolbachia be administered through injection? Yes! And all of the above!

Ten trillion trillion viruses all changing and escaping the antidote of vaccines - running away. 
Similar to the hijacker who trains lions and tigers to get free rides on people’s DNA! The jumbuck 
is already in the tucker bag to waltz Matilda and throw scum at the living. The intelligent golf game 
where the hole in one is a space between the ears.

Are we changing ourselves or are we being changed? These worms I did not make! These fiery 
serpents which invade my flesh have come from some backwater of Kerala or maybe Alpha Centaury 
or Pine Gap! With wolbachia as the password. Nothing wrong with Alpha Centaury....or Kerala.

Is consciousness evolving? Is consciousness intelligence? Or is consciousness a state of being 
which is nick-named intelligence? Yes, it is evolving, wake up! It travels all over the cosmos every 
night you sleep and dream. You have friends out there you don’t even know about, you and your 
robotic teddy bear.

If water has consciousness and light changes DNA and leaves a signature as it shines through 
either silica or water, it is no wonder our women are seen as beautiful. For both men and women 
perceive their love as an evolving universe without parasites.

Perhaps, just perhaps our beloved scientists communicate with aliens who have a haunting 
natural urge or intent to broaden our knowledge and complexities until we are plagued by our own 
poisons complete with bio-sensing transmitters and receivers! It isn’t the power of your mind it’s the 
power of other minds together. Perhaps Hollywood is real and it is us who flaunt the deception of 
the mistletoe? I mean I only wanted a simple cup of tea and you have given me a bath full of toxic 
soup as well as grandma’s or some environmentalist’s very clean laundry so clean in fact there is 
only one thread left.

Perhaps the original upright ape held a ‘stargate’ or a ‘worm-hole’ in his hand, or even a zero-
point energy device to entice the ladies in. Thus we have grown thousands of years old in a second 
and are still as silly as we were eighty million years ago. We will not change. We will always be 
chained to our natures, to our life cycles and to you. Yes, it is you whom we all try to please, but 
that is knot your fault.

The ripples of water curl with us over and create waves. Energy cycles intertwining and 
learning to knit and make knots. The cleverer a person is the harder their bottoms as that part 
of the anatomy experiences more exercise when the individual sits on it all day studying to be 
clever. The same as a tree whose trunk grows out from a wound, the wood will grow stronger on 
the opposite side to the wound, hence the stomach sags. The new wound is our new modified 
immune response. And we sit on it all day and do nothing so it has a party and modifies our 
genes into a bath of toxic soup. While our millennial bottom has molecular memory, something 
scientists cannot capture as it has its roots deep in the universe of change where no particle 
may go.
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That is the nature of change. It is a natural urge to change. All change is good. One thing 
reason fights against and will never measure is the nature of change.

Stephen M. Greer, M.D. in his writing “When Disclosure Serves Secrecy” writes:

“Ending the secrecy surrounding the UFO/ET subject is a laudable goal. It is long 
overdue. It would transform the world in ways both simple and profound. And yet it is 
fraught with danger.

The covert projects which have been running UFO related programs for nearly 60 
years are not interested in a disclosure which upsets their apple cart. They want such a 
disclosure to transform their apple cart into a freight train. And they potentially have the 
power and connections to do it.

The UFO matter is not so much a mystery as a matter deliberately obfuscated and 
mystified. Confusion and a lack of clarity serves the larger covert goal of keeping it off the 
long-range radar of society while power and plans are consolidated quietly. And the one 
thing more dangerous to society than all this secrecy is a planned, contrived disclosure 
run by the keepers of the secrets.

For years such plans have been made - to be unfurled at just the right time. During a 
time of great expectation. Of social confusion. Perhaps of millennial madness?

We stand at the beginning of a new time, and a new world awaits us. But we must 
embrace it, and help create it. For if we are passive, others will have their way.”

These fibers are as secret as the UFO cover-up. One can only hope they are not related. 

“Little nest of Secrets”
Picture shows polymer gel parasitising author’s face, complete with synthetic worm symbionts.
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Meanwhile back in China the light microscope has discovered white polymer gels attacking 
my face and all over my body! Like small packages of hard white fat clinging to the tightropes of 
my hairs with long sticky arms. Falling to the skin and sucking the flesh like a parasitic epiphyte 
in the rainforest. Eventually digging out a trough, dry, hard ditch in the rubbery oasis and hog-like 
settling in.

From this grows either a tall flower stalk or a collection of worms, I cannot tell. The gels collect 
like oily dust, in corners and behind fridges as it were, on our body especially within folds of skin. 
Perhaps I have ebola, or rabies or syphilis, the latter having morphed into other more sinister strains!

As I scan the pink mountains and the valleys and the skins of others I find rainforests of fungus, 
orchids, moulds, ferns, seeds, but no birds sing in the wilderness and only dead test tube babies 
hang from the bamboo patches of hairs, unwashed around the edges and seething with brightly 
coloured vines like streamers cast before a ship departs – thousands - millions and trillions of them.

Now I hear Lithium has been sprayed on the population here, there and everywhere. Is that 
right! Can somebody please explain? The dust is very fine. Anything which can float in air travels 
the world. I do not want to fill this book with lithium ions, sprinkled thin! Wonders never cease! 
Everybody feeling alright?

“It (lithium) has so affected the people who do the spraying that they believe it is not harmful,” 
my doctor explains. Lithium is used in therapy for controlling schizophrenia and bi-polar disorder. 
Persons who are given lithium are cautioned by the doctor that it is dangerous if eaten raw…or 
cooked.

I need some, I want some! It must be a substance which fights the synthetic bio-nanoparticulates 
and stops you from being deluded!

Allergically my family tells me to go to a patheticologist, pathologist or a palaeontologist – 
taxidermist – they forget too! They seem worried. So I study my body further; the light microscope 
goes on a journey. From the barren fields of the top of my head to the squashed simplicity under 
foot. Fear grips my heart as I feel the tiny worms battling with all my skin defences at the door to 
my being. Some are ejected, I like to believe, but many spear in and disappear. One can see them 
coiled and shiny blue just under the skin. Growing and expanding in so many ways.

Suddenly I find multitudes of parasitised insect eggs which descend from the heavens battering 
at my pink defences. My coat of titanium fur, old and pale, softened by the lisping, whispering-
lithium, wifi wind. Softly, silently, I can hear the sleeping insects under my skin gnawing and 
snoring. Occasionally sparking tiny electric shocks as they slide through nerve axons.

More, the onslaught continues to slash the blue. High in the sky the upper layer of cold air 
creates a pressure difference which their cavity magnetron radars can use to further excite the 
metallic particles and make them rise by warming a cold front, or fall depending on the signal 
frequency. Thus storms can be stalled or manifested, simple!

“Next is convincing the people that we are not doing it for ourselves rather we are trying to stop 
the atmosphere warming and the climate changing even though it is our job to report on weather, 
each time we turn the blasted things on they send hot waves out into the air like the veritable hot 
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breath of a million dragons. You can understand what we mean when we say Global Warming 
then, eh?”

The clouds shred and tear and drop so low in the sky their entrails scrape the hills as their 
metallic components make them obese.

For days, weeks and months, grey daze. Surely someone will notice the single jelly fish clouds, 
which are the remnants of terrified storm fronts, beginning to look disconnected and lost.

In China all the people put on masks which does not stop the particulates so the government 
advises. Sometimes after a weather event, the clouds shine like rainbows as the metals collect water 
droplets like an aurora. What magicians of the brush to be able to create rainbows! The only trouble 
with all this, not that I want to fry from global warming, is that my solar panels on the roof will be 
less efficient due to all the cloud! And I will have to increase my vitamin D intake as there will be 
no sunlight for my skin to make vitamin D factor without which calcium uptake will be severely 
reduced. This will have a long term effect on bones and blood. It will also calcify the old pineal 
gland “the source of the soul.” With vitamin D as principle fighter of cancer ‘computer stoop’ will 
become the new disease as we melt in between the keys.

Oh well, I’ll drink lots of milk. But that is not good for the heart and my doctor says I must 
watch myself. I can’t watch myself all the time! Some people think I have all the time in the world 
to watch myself, especially Docked-doors.

Back in Australia we see the same coloured clouds as in China, late in the afternoon following a 
weather event, the sky clears and leaves a few opal coloured shining ‘clouds’ which decorate the sky 
like a Christmas tree. People stop and take pictures as the sun illuminates the plasmoid structures 
from beneath. Beautiful, I hear them say. These presumably are loaded with Cupid’s small metallic 
darts which swarm within each drop of rain. What other delicacies are ready to rain down on us is 
anybody’s guess! The governments which are geo-engineering are getting away with murder; their 
silence a disease.

Geo-engineering allows the military to have excellent three dimensional imagery for improved 
accuracy thanks to multiple radars microwaving, pulsing and ionizing the highly active metals in 
the atmosphere. Mobile phones have excellent reception beyond the rain which otherwise slows the 
signal and hinders commerce.

Make Earth dry, better for wifi.
The Australian Broadcasting Commission has sacked an entire staff who produced a film 

showing the damaging effects of wifi. How sensible was that! We can’t have lay reprobates posing 
as medical theorists/terrorists, talking about health on television, people may get the wrong idea 
and begin to eat cabbage!

The stated aim of geo-engineering the weather is opposite to the increasingly disturbed weather 
patterns we are seeing and the natural urges of the planet such as evident in the monsoon cycles. 
Scalar advances in technology such as pulsed over the horizon radar blasts and subsonic waves from 
weather stations allow us to not only affect the physical structure of the clouds but also affect you. 
Angling these beams/waves at right angles to each other and equalising their pulse can effect great 
force and even huge fiery explosions. This could be considered the new weapon of mass destruction 
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if used incorrectly. The science has been developed since the 1940’s and believe me it is being used 
incorrectly!

The brain fishes about in the head and finds ideas which spark in through the skull like those 
fancy particles from the sun. Your electrical frequency is naturally in the low range similar to the 
sonar of whales and the weather altering micro-wave blasts of the radar masters are fully aware of that.

Many trials were carried out before the correct frequencies were found. Correspondingly whales 
are not as confused as they seemed to be decades ago when pods were beaching themselves on 
the unforgiving shore. Close in time, huge schools of pilchards were beaching themselves for no 
apparent reason on the coast opposite Pine Gap.

The silica/metal based fibers are attracted to our body’s movement and associated static 
electricity. I can see the need to scrub myself more thoroughly. At least I don’t smear myself with 
goanna fat or buffalo urine or scream mantras at the universe at three o’clock in the morning and 
wake neighbours. I should wash more behind the ears of course.

Lining each door of the house with magnets now and pants and collars and wrists (stitching 
magnets into clothes) and generally empty my pockets of magnets before I go to pathology.

Zeolite! Now I hear is one way of confusing them. Zeolite is a particular type of clay. I asked a 
friend where to get some and she said from a road cutting near such and such a place. Next day I 
loaded my car up. Obviously the spot had some kind of electrical charge or pulse emitting from the 
ground. Each car that passed automatically blasted their horn! I spent hours squashing it around 
the house and rolling it into long worms which I placed around the perimeter of each room. I spent 
days trying to get rid of the smell. At the end of the week I did feel a lot better and my feet were 
more used to walking on it. It was too heavy to put in my pockets so I painted it thickly all over 
my hair and went shopping at the supermarket. One lady thought I was selling “Fibers.” Interesting 
as they never speak to me normally. Who would know? Who would care about another strange 
human being warped sideways by their beliefs, who is having difficulties communicating generally 
and only blows whistles, beats a tin drum and wants to eat magnets?

Now I speak for my wife - for all women, whose blood is of the Earth and who wishes well to 
any Earth-bound thing like a rare honest person. My voice is hers – now a little thin. We would be 
lucky if they only quarantined us in a garbage bin and needled us from the outside! Or they bottled 
our blood and put it in a museum. Rather they instantly drop us in a large glass bottle. Quarantined 
on a luxury yacht somewhere there are lots of radioactive fish to eat. Maybe there’ll be an orchard 
and fresh vegetables from a real soil vegetable garden? Yes…no, they too will be full of darts!

Zeolite, magnetite, thermite, cryptonite, nothing right.

The microscope does not lie. With it I see wires emerge, strangled shapes not organic, some 
with passionfruit shaped seed heads. All moving, swaying in the electric breeze. Angular, about one 
seventh the thickness of a human hair. (Sometime after the Genome Project, NASA boasted that 
they could sign their name on a hair.) Are they made of silica and metal combined or titanium? 
Some look flat like streamers. Some rounded, consist of spiralled coils enfolding on itself. With 
some intent they drape themselves lazily through my hair and like tiny snakes writhe about my 
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skin. The colours do not connect so I presume there are Orders, Phyla and sub-species. Or perhaps 
just a mixed bag of hellish tricks.

In warm places such as my temples, the inside of my arms, behind my ears, eyes, nose, throat 
and in plague proportions around my softer parts - plunging through the skin. Obviously going in 
and out of it. Warm places where a mosquito would go. Where blood vessels are close to the surface. 
For instance they are in my nasal hairs going down.

Thus with their heads burrowed into my softest parts I scrub the skin after spending hours 
scanning and taking pictures; better than Hollywood! Forget about looking at the moon! Look at 
where these things are going!

Perhaps there is a big nest of them inside the Earth, in Siberia, and global warming has made 
them emerge? 

A random leaf from a tree in Shenyang reveals on the midrib a white jelly-like substance with 
what looks like several ‘flower’ stalks or the inflorescence of a fungus growing out of it, to the 

distance of ten times the width of the white gel’s diameter. At this stage the stalk is pointed 
and may be segmented. Whether it will form a ‘flower’ or more stalks is unknown.

On the same leaf another black fiber, lying at ninety degrees to the midrib which appears to have 
emerged from the midrib and is lying inside the leaf under the cuticle. At the point of contact with 
the midrib an obvious browning of the stem is visible, indicating damage. Has the fiber prepared 
the site for fungal attack? Sunlight shining through the chlorophyll in the leaf has provided the 
energy for the biosynthetic element/creature to grow.

Months later back in Australia, I find the same white gel and associated white ‘stalks’ or flower 
stems still growing out of patches of dry skin which turned out to be a sub-cutaneous hole in my 
face. These linear protrusions are segmented which suggests they are of the animal kingdom, 
perhaps micro-worms. The polymer gel is behaving like a vicious little parasite happily living the 
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life of an excavator machine, counting my days. This ‘creature’ would not die after applications of 
the strongest organic solutions. Eventually I cut them out with a razor and examined the rotting 
flesh underneath. I have seen photographs of skin infestations such as this only thousands of times 
larger. My humble infestation consisted of several scattered over my face in small dry patches no 
larger than an ‘o’ on this page.

Perhaps it is our weakest points or in my case the softest points which are more vulnerable than 
other places that are targeted. Who would know, who else would talk about these things? I confess 
I have a bag full of tricks which I must follow. In my case my bag of soft skin supports a veritable 
cluster of them like a water tank full of coloured eels!

“Quite normal,” they tell me. “Nothing to worry about.”
“And in the end God will sort us out!” I say.
God – the long and short of it - I don’t want to feel like a rabbit with synthetic fur!
I go to the market to show off my intimate pictures. Unfortunately nobody is impressed. Indeed 

one person believes they may well represent the beginning of a new age where all but the chosen 
few will reach a higher level of enlightenment and everything else, including life expectancy.

“They may grow huge!” he said. Which way he did not say, I presumed up. Indeed! Nirvana 
may be just around the misty geo-engineered corner! I agreed.

“The same ascension is occurring in brain matter. Watch this space.”
I mentioned that I had seen and heard about these fibers a long time ago and that they had 

undoubtedly brought me closer than I have ever been to enlightenment! And that he should come 
to realise these great fibers and begin his journey to rapid enlightenment. For these ever elongating 
filamentous fibers had opened my eyes slowly to a never ending world of opportunity and gain. 
That higher consciousness was surely just around the corner. And that these feelings must be a 
reflection of my awakening inner state which is tending towards truth while delusions simply vanish 
into the ether, really etherly.”

He turned his head to the side and it sounded like a whole lot of dishes in the sink.
We have been showered from above by a cloud of angels all with tiny bows and arrows, javelined 

into each person’s being. Each person who has dared to flirt with the sky, the moon and good health.

The locked Docked-door refused to watch himself up too close and private with the microscope. 
Alas he finds no reason to watch himself. I don’t blame him, he’s a petite English doctor and would 
be wobbly-horrified to see the red, white and blue stripes of the American flag emblazoned across his 
scrotum, flapping. And it’s very eerie to see so many and not feel a thing! But when I think about 
the sensations, I find I have a spasmodic stinging sense inside my legs and arms. And my tongue 
every now and again shudders and I automatically begin to goose-walk.

While in his surgery I say I will go out of the room while he explores.
Ah, I can see it all now. Another false flag! My curiosity sated, his academic reaction the same 

as all the others. I simply had to find out what he would say and what he would do.
Whatever the weather I was keen to show my crutch to similarly concerned individuals. To a 

pathologist or somebody who would not run away and rather stop to listen – dare they look.
The other night I found the tiny leg of a flea on my neck! But then it may have come from the 

aeroplane as we returned to Australia from China. Then on the back of my hand a cylinder of skin 
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lying horizontal, brown and angular like the middle leg of a flea! Am I going to start giving birth 
to my own fleas and designer parasites? Holy arthropods and leeches!

I career down the street in the wet guided by the invisible blue light to the pathologist. There 
she resides all day like a parrot in a cage. She pouts her lips like a priest in a confession box. One 
eye went up and the other eye went down. She was sworn to secrecy. No say! She baulked, shinnied 
and shied then blurted out the truth as she held her finger to her pursed lips and nearly winked.

Then on, with yet more courage, to the doctor’s I went! Early by five minutes after again 
careering around town in the wet. People must be looking out car windows sniffing:

“Look out, he comes again! He’s got a disease from China.”
I wait and I wait. The TV in the waiting room is congealed with all the skin adds. Put this 

on, this goes well, and shows a heavily made up skinny blonde with plastic hair and a face mask of 
tribal significance coming from ‘Mars Fashions.’ Unfortunately she exhibits a rocky terrain under 
their corporate chemtrail shield.

I see she has fibers for nostril hairs, so soft! And her earlobes have been extended like beaded 
strings of piezo crystals.

The fat doctor draws a rye eye when I pull my computer out of my bag.
Yes it could have been a brick - I could see he nearly had a heart attack.
“I was recently in China and picked up a creature on my skin,” I said hesitantly. “I have a picture 

of it on my computer.” Immediately his hairy eyebrows which were covered in signatures, flew up to 
the ceiling. The man allowed me to open the old beast and peer once again into the jaws of the shark.

On and on the images flicked. 

“Coiled and Deadly, Again”
Picture shows a reddish black fiber on the inner arm of the author’s wife. It appeared to be coming out 

or going into a mole. “We put a magnet on it for twelve hours and it reduced in size dramatically.”
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“This is my wife’s mole gone red, swollen and cancerous with a fiber which resembles ebola 
coming out of it.” The man went positively and windlessly flaccid. Leaning in close he exhibited 
leather skin and a rocky terrain. No way would he put my microscope anywhere near his scrotum 
or so I thought! Even though I spoke to him side-ways and looked in his marsh-mellow eyes.

“You would have millions,” I said tactfully. “At least a few! Especially if you don’t wash much.”
He was not going to entertain the notion one bit, I thought. He was about to stoop, squint and 

stammer when I propped him up saying,
“As real as yours and my cancer. These are your time-clock use-by dates!”
His eyebrows went up again like a cockies comb and his nostrils flared out horribly. He squinted 

and rolled his intellectual eye-balls and could not see that they were real.
I began to run the microscope over my head. It has a bright light on the end of it. We watched 

the screen intently. Suddenly all the flaccidity left him and he was on the edge of his seat.
“There’s one!” He said sitting bolt upright. “And another! And another!”
But then the man resumed a partly jovial, partly flaccid state and I began to fear he may ask 

if I had washed since China. He said he’d never seen anything like them before and asked what I 
thought they were. I said I wasn’t prepared to leave and give him the wrong impression and added 
that I wanted him to find out what they were for me, for us, for the whole of humanity! I then said 
he could read all about them on the NASA website under the ‘Genome Project.’

“Go to the ‘genome program’ and click ‘eugenics.’
Well! The Doctor’s eyebrows lit up like high-circus flaming-hoop jumpers and he was speechless! 

His stomach began to writhe and his arms crossed opposite sides following his legs. When he’d tied 
himself in knots he squinted and blurted that he,

“Did not want to know about them!” And they could be “unverifiable pictures.”
On my leaving he resumed his flaccid money making state. I shook his machine hand and 

thanked him for his time. His hand was soft and pudgy and full of fine hair. Those hairy China 
streets.

Back to the alleyways of Murwillumbah. I climb the plastic ramp of toxic glue which holds 
down the black plastic toxic tiles which are surrounded by walls covered in toxic paint which makes 
the whole place smell like burning hair mixed with toasted cardboard packaging. Past a shop with 
burning hair then another with black boot polish and toxic glues. Close to a clotting crowd I pitch 
a table next to the corner of the foot-traffic and close to the polished walls. I turn the computer 
on and slide-show some pictures of Morgellons fibers. I settle down and begin to resist the sudden 
onslaught of a natural urge and doze off to the sound of the rising tide as nobody seems interested. 
Suddenly awake, in horror I look up.

Desperately fat people float past like mindless zeppelins or pods of whales, blowing and huffing, 
on a mission of return to somewhere. All sparking on their electromagnetic frequencies, shunting, 
gesticulating, vibrating. They swim over and we struggle with their giant sleeves to roll them up 
and reveal their giant fiber-playground-arms. So I can run my light over their accessible bad bits. 
Soon I find myself - indeed a rare find - looking at indescribable structures of vast dimensions surely 
more intriguing than the surface of the moon with craters everywhere and much cheaper to get to! 
Suddenly something moves on the left side of my vision and something flies through the air and 
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disappears down a large hole or crater. I look at where it came from and there amongst some tufts 
of fiber worms I find a strange army of really small people with blue hair loading what looks like a 
trebuchet and firing large rocks at the hole! Oh my God! There is something coming out of the hole!

There they are - the fibers, fibering away. People parked their faces in front of my pet shark 
and peered like lost children at their foibles, their errors as they said. For their eyes only saw what 
they could rationalise. They could not perceive beyond reason. For some these images of fibers were 
easily explained as their own feral varicose veins! Like veritable serpents draped across the gates 
to the garden. When in vegetables do not eat! And first check the signatures and the use-by dates 
attached with a microscope. No its not a crack in the lens!

Presently a security chap comes over and drapes his head over the crowd like an emu trying to 
get past a flesh fence. I am alerted to his presence by a sudden pain in my left foot. Then without 
notice my table is pushed towards me as the crowd implodes and computer and all end up forcing 
me backwards, jammed against the wall. Three large heavy breathing women crash down on top 
of the table, bags flying everywhere! Clasping my pet shark I decide to leave, I was lucky to survive!

Afterwards I go to the car which drives itself under a tree. How can a docked-door who is meant 
to help and protect the health of the common people; who signs a statement to that effect and takes 
his professional studies in order to do just that, not want to study this phenomena further?

“It doesn’t affect me. How can I stop it? It’s already here.”
“I don’t want to know about it!” The doctor’s words kept ringing.
“Welcome to your future disease,” I had said. I could not help wonder why these good people 

did not want to know more! Perhaps I should have introduced myself and worn a tie and black 
shoes and started by saying:

“And could you turn your brain-radios off please?”
This truth which confronts them is like a bee sting to the back of the mind. It must be with 

great difficulty that they turn away and suffer the indignity of their own closed mind. After all 
they are the ‘mindless eating slaves’ whose numbers various political and quasi-religious leaders 
keep saying we must try to ‘reduce.’

In the past a Chinese doctor would have to pay the patients if he did not heal them. Now the 
reverse is true. The patient keeps paying even after they die. If they do not have the money the 
family picks up the debt posthumously. All over the world medicine means money and money is 
mean medicine.

The doctors serve the political regimes which support the pharmaceutical companies and get-
well lose weight companies who subtly blackmail the people into believing in their system. So they 
can be erased quickly from life as the hospital system has to work on high load all the time for a 
quick turnover.

In the West it is different. We keep our geriatrics alive for as long as we can even if they wanted 
to go ten years earlier. Now their suffering is synthetically modified for maximum squeeze. The 
dementia daze are many.

This apparent lack of ability to cure is propelled by the same motive as propaganda, namely 
to serve a deluded people dishonestly by emitting half-truths and other displacement activities/
narratives to falsify priorities.
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Then unrepentant hide behind the square walls of academia and suffer the knowledge that one 
is allowed to lie. Truth hurts, lies only obfuscate to confuse.

Is a lie a natural urge?
One Chinese woman with cancer went to hospital to die and she did so after her family had 

paid three hundred and forty thousand Yuan for her aid. The political spin uses the same locked-
door eugenics program to exploit the masses feelings of pity and remorse as much as it flouts the 
word ‘love.’ To fear remorse is their motive so pain is transformed to aggrandise the self. Hence the 
glory of war and the wisdom of doctors is splashed across our vulnerable chests.

The brain-washing propaganda machine uses half-truths and blatant lies to sanction its own 
form of watery blackmail. To get things started this naive blackmail has aligned itself to the family 
structure. The notion of a gift is given with the expectancy that it will be reciprocated after with 
money. If I take my wife to a Chinese house in the North of the country and sleep with her in the 
same bed I am expected to pay money by leaving it under the pillow. If we sleep together and do 
not make love, we still have to pay. If we sleep apart we don’t have to pay. However it is all based 
on the former, that is to sleep with a person means to make love with them which can become a 
costly business. Sound like blackmail?

Presumably Chinese people make love every time they sleep together! And as they do they look 
over their shoulder as someone - either their grandmother is watching or they themselves suffer guilt 
and terror, the same symptoms as one under siege or in a blackmail situation.

Scientists find their true ethical feelings under siege because their employers are paid by the 
government to do as the government says and the government says:

“I don’t want to know about ethics.” So the scientists extol their own virtuous programs and 
are blackmailed to lie and turn a blind-eye to the terror they may cause the honest government. 
They (the doctors) suffer guilt which is the same as suffering terror. And then the whistle-blower 
gets shot or dies rather suddenly. Nobody complains; after all he was an untidy pervert. Caught 
him in the bedroom dressed up as grandma! A terrorist in a trench coat.

The courts are not ours - perhaps. Nature has no court she just dies.
In this day where we see a renaissance of ‘computer-truth,’ whistle-blowers are the courageous 

ones, for they play with death. After jangling on computer keys they jangle on chains. Why is it that 
large corporations can get away with killing messengers who have information which is essentially 
for the good of all humanity! Whistle-blowers are all about being courageous, in battle they would 
be called heroes who try to explain the truth - modern day prophets or angels!

They take it on themselves to replace the rotten media.
The rapture felt by the returned soldier, the feeling of national pride so stoked up in the weepy 

sentimental media, is a regrettable result of not listening in the first place to the bravery of the whistle-
blower. She/he has human virtues nobly expressed as the honest truth. And cowardliness is often openly 
expressed by those corporations who turn against their whistle-blowers. Those corporations which have 
usually trodden on people to get to where they are. They did not fight, they did not lose an arm, they 
are not courageous. All they did was kill the messenger and/or threaten his family with death. The 
same is true for one who is assassinated in the name of good health - the health of the planet.

Selected food stuffs are powdered with fine magic dust. Males underpants new, straight off 
the shelf were found to have transgenic worms attached. A popular surfing brand jacket also had 
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worms. School-room dusting, mites and transgenic hair lice in the homework! Your use-by date 
attached.

In Australia all the workers wear luminous yellow jackets. As a boy I was taught that luminous 
yellow pigment was unstable in sunlight and over time would render men impotent. To say nothing 
of the ladies! It would not surprise me if popular supermarket brands of food such as chocolate was 
knowingly laced with transgenic particulates. Cabbages and fruit may be dusted easily.

Where is the law on this stuff ? Who is checking?

With special glasses, stethoscope, microscope and computer I go and look for fibers in the fruit 
shop. The owner is not impressed and cannot understand. He talks loudly in another language and 
gives me a box of fruit but it looks like it might have worms. I grab my shirt and leave.

We are in the midst of a massive extinction event. Test tube babies are on the way! It is caused 
by you and me not being observant. We’ve upset Eden’s apple cart which is propelled sub-luminably 
by the Condom Class. Our programming allows us to accept that our feelings of regret and fear are 
natural. It’s normal for us to feel down-trodden. As though we obligingly await our punishment/
torture and strangulation of the central nervous system and our awareness. This ‘fear’ and ‘regret’ 
is drummed into us until it becomes part of the psyche which is regrettable. The ‘out’ reflex or the 
Lemming instinct is subliminally thrust upon us each day. It is little wonder people so undervalue 
life. Morgellons synthetic biology does not understand love! And the fibers are deadly!

We look about as the robotised, coffee-drinking, fridge-people diet in their millions, beyond 
flesh and bone - dead. I line my doors and windows and underpants again with magnets. My 
trousers have magnets in their pockets and around my belt old computer magnets jangle. I am fully 
magnetised. When I run in the dark I glow. I stick to old filing cabinets and lift doors. I can sleep 
sideways glued to a metal handrail. If I walk under power-lines at night they begin to resonate and 
street lights begin to flicker.

I am too old and too heavy to run. So I stand still before the tide, whistling and blowing through 
my teeth like a man who wishes to stop everything rising…and falling.
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D A M  C R E A T E S  A  M A G N E T I C  F I E L D

Dam was used to eating iron filings for breakfast, he didn’t have any teeth either, he’d lost them 
in a kick-boxing bout with a one legged man. He was ready for anything now. The extra 

iron in his diet would make him strong in heart and body. He could for instance eat whole brake-
cylinders. He would wash them down with strong tea muttering how they would stop anything.

Dam made his own iron filings; he found bits and pieces of iron to use from everywhere. He 
felt like a good car, strong and heavy. It was true Dam had an attraction to metal especially when 
he swallowed a magnet. He had found a giant magnet from a large loud-speaker and had some of it 
for breakfast the next day and the next. In fact it was so large it took him a week to eat! He became 
so magnetised. He decided he would never lose his car keys again as he could stick them anywhere 
on his body. He could make doors fly open if he went into kitchens. Fridges and dishwasher doors 
would open in greeting and if Dam wasn’t careful all the knives and forks would fly up and attach 
to him. Once he became glued to a revolving door and had to go backwards and forwards for a 
long time. It took six men to pull him off! But when he approached the lifts the small crowd was 
swept aside as his body took a flying leap at the door and stuck there. He had to be enticed off 
gently after what seemed like a passionate embrace. From then on the doors seemed to act strangely.

One day he was crossing a bridge trying to avoid the pull of each car as it passed when he lost 
his balance, fell off and landed in the water. A fellow in a boat saw him hit the water and threw 
him a rope which Dam managed to grab, but he sank! Dam was a good swimmer normally. The 
boat went to shore and many people came down to the water and began pulling on the rope.

Dam must have become stuck and after some time an amazing sight met their eyes for out of 
the water came an unidentified sea creature never before seen with bits of metal sticking out of him 
all over the place! It was then Dam decided to start a scrap metal yard, where he could be used on 
the end of a crane to dredge rivers and lakes for metal.

Dam entertained his rescuers with a story about a woman who lived in the hills who had at 
least three horses which could look in her bedroom window but alas she didn’t have any shoes for 
them to wear.

“This lady,” continued Dam, “was just about to go to sleep when there was a knock on the 
door and there on the doorstep was a scrap-iron merchant with fourteen horse shoes on him. He 
had twelve in his hands and was actually standing on two!” The small crowd stood there listening 
as he pulled the last fish-hook from his hair.
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One of the rescuers found an old clock and another found a kettle, some small tins full of mud 
and lots and lots of fish hooks, a few pots and a whole lot of wire. Dam had two bicycle frames and 
three car hubcaps attached as well.

“And do you know what she said to him?” Dam continued. But they were walking away shaking 
their heads and murmuring something about a “magnetic personality.” Dam was left there cold and 
wet surrounded by a junk yard. He had forgotten what she’d said anyway.

He delicately tip-toed through the junk but jumped when he saw a large bail of wire moving 
toward him and unfortunately he began to collect all sorts of other things on his left foot! He fell 
over. The wire came rolling towards him scooped him up and with several other pieces of junk 
rolled itself around him and suspended him in the air.

He stayed there for a full high tide just above the water. Not many people could see him due 
to the amount of metal attached. The water came up and touched his toes.

Night was coming on and he was face down, he could barely move. At some time in the night 
he heard the sound of an approaching boat.

“At last!” he thought he would be rescued. The tide was up and the boat drew awfully close.
“Bang!” Dam was wrenched aside and jammed onto the side of the boat.
“Here get a light on this!” cried a startled man leaning overboard. Soon a light came on and 

shone into Dam’s eyes.
“That’s the weirdest looking sea creature I’ve ever seen!” said the man. With great difficulty 

they hauled him aboard and studied the strange wreckage. Peering through the metal they caught 
Dam’s eyes and in a mumbled voice he said,

“I’m a magnetised man.”
“Cripes!” came the reply. “You’re not going to blow up are you!?”

Thank goodness for the geo-engineering and the persistent contrails! Oh my, o-me. When I sit 
outside in the sun I begin to glow. The contrails are hiding and cooling the sun’s rays because they 
are ice crystals. Screening it so it doesn’t bake the planet. How sensible is that! The Solar Radiation 
Management Programs which many countries are engaged in are really working! See how they block 
out the sun’s rays and shield the heat with metallic dusts. Imagine how hot it would be if they were 
not doing it. It’s cheap too. No, I’m not deluded! I boil these days when I sit in the sun. Maybe it’s 
all the butter I’ve been eating?

One sees the contrails coming out the back of planes and remaining in the air as an off-white 
greyish film of vapour. They say it is ice. The trails are made by planes close to thirty or forty thousand 
feet. Though I have seen them in India at five thousand feet! As though they think we can’t see their 
distracted, fractured little squirts from all angles. The lines in the old days were straight and continuous, 
now they are broken yet disperse in the same manner, fluffing out and blanketing the Earth.

The fuels they are using must be different to what they were using in the old days. In the old 
days, 1980’s, one could see straight white lines which would often turn into clouds such as strato-
cirrus formations especially if there was wind in the upper atmosphere which there often was. If 
there was no wind the mix would grey the blue with a transparent film, corrugated and evenly 
rippled at ninety degrees to the direction of the radar like sand on the edge of the sea. This is done 
to spread the saturation globally, the density of which is electronically calibrated, monitored and 
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injected in. And as you stood back and wondered with an open mouth, it all went in. Now airlines 
do not exhaust persistent contrails. It is rare to even see a normal contrail. They know we know, 
and if you don’t know by now your an idiot.

If there was no wind or radar to push the mass along the next day or three it shrouded your 
landscape, hills and trees with a dry metallic dust, poor visibility and flavoured the air like dry 
sulphurous asbestos dust. The fine grey mist all over the horizon is one hundred percent pollution. 
Psychologically it possesses and represses people with a ‘polluted iron blanket’ feeling which 
describes the new disease of this millennia called ‘Complacent Despair,’ ‘Digital Reset Paperwork 
Disease,’ ‘Lockdown’.

Still the green authorities, the scientists and senior government Morgellons robotic worms, chew 
the meat. It is their baby and they squirm in denial.

“Oh it’s only a temporary experiment to see how long the insects will stay in the body.”
No! They may go on and increase to plague proportions. How can they prove what they say if 

they do not agree it is even happening!? What twisted brain would believe that it is a good idea to 
spray the people with anything at all!?

Many scientists were relieved and redeemed when there was a change of government. For this 
new government was going to allow the factory farming of Morgellons for human consumption. 
Consequently large factories with battery cages were filled with Morgellons victims whose only task 
was to pick out the insects, the protein, and place it in a tin labelled ‘Organic Caviar.’ This was going 
to be a good investment for people as it was so economical to run as one only had to turn on particular 
lights to feed the plagues. Already people had expressed an interest in farming bogong moths.

When I sit outside in the sun I begin to glow. And at night I light up like a Christmas tree. 
Whoever thought one could have Christmas all to oneself every night!

Sitting at bus stops while my body grows species inside and out - worms and other parasites, 
people call out “Merry Christmas.” No problem! Nothing to worry about! The sky is not falling! 
Forget about 2012 and the end of the planet. Not happening! No they are not programming. 
Programming what? Me! Nothing up my sleeve!

The creative person who made these small fibers and devices coated in photovoltaic cells which 
transmit and receive, has nothing to gain from programming a banana farmer.

Stay in the sun with transgenic sunscreen lotion smeared over your cheeks and put delicately on 
your lips. Along with the beauty kisses you feel are improving your connectedness to the psychic 
world. There sip slippery toxic water from a light scarred plastic bottle, filtered and kept in a fridge – 
after your morning coffee and/or cigarette, then have a look in the mirror to see how your synthetic 
hormones are treating you. Looking in the mirror you notice you are becoming more and more 
alien, which you do not see, as the hairs stand up automatically on your back. Using the toilet is 
no longer a private affair for one’s urine is so full of junk it sounds like dishes crashing in the sink. 
Definitely an overabundance of washing machines and other cool gadgets.

The cough and spit of China streets corrupts like barking dogs crumbling in the corner. Global 
warming is caused by people who find they have to starve themselves in order to lose weight because 
the nano-tech machines suppress their natural urge. Eventually they float up in the air and explode 
at 80,000 feet!
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Hospitals rise like controlled time-lapsed fungi sending signal-spore spikes like flying syringes 
out their multitude of windows at the crowds. ‘Horse-piddles,’ where no Docked-door dares look 
in a mirror. They dock bodies like we chopped trees in the old days. Another leg or arm or delicate 
organ hacked off. 

“Blowing in the wifi Wind”
Picture shows filamentous ‘worms’ and fibers, black, red, white and blue invading 
my computer keys like dust. They move and interlink and form active expanding 

clusters or fiber-balls which dance and jibe according to the wifi wind.

I take photographs of tangles of fibers around the keys of my computer, there are hundreds 
and thousands of them! The electronics in the computer has captured them. Perhaps they have 
invaded it like they have invaded me and subtly changed ‘its’ viral mind. There they all hang inter-
meshed in swathes of nets trying to look like dust and presumably growing! Who knows! Even the 
Morgellons Health Society does not know what they are! I take a look through the eyes of my pet 
shark and try to download some information about these fibers from registered authorities. So I 
look up Wikipedia and to my absolute surprise I find pictures just like mine with captions saying:

“These fibers are thought to be spirochaetes of Lyme Disease.” I am stunned for they are right 
as lyme disease is a weaponised pathogen which some find debilitating, others not.

Invaded souls, “we do not know where these billions of tiny fibers came from!” So sayeth 
Homeland Security in the States. I can’t believe it! I know where they came from. Read on…

To my knowledge in the history of humanity the whole population of the planet has never been 
sprayed before. Yes there are bombs as dirty as the devil. Similarly these operations are intentional 
and covert, indeed as dirty as swimming in mud. Not only have we been sprayed, in this case the 
whole biosphere has been nuked as they say! These fibers have been found in America, Canada, New 
Zealand, India, China, Sweden, Germany etc….. and the Docked-door ran away and locked his door.
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When I look at the real me, the hidden parts, the bits that I only show my wife. I see blue, red, 
black, white and grey fibers swimming like serpents unhindered through the softest parts of my 
being. I have to say I am shocked to say the least! To have these delicate regions invaded is obscene 
and revolting! I have not dared to ask my wife if she is infected. I have found them in my mouth, 
my nose and ears, in the soft skin of my eyes. Goodness knows where else, as I have said.

This is an invasion! Humanity has been invaded and nobody knows or cares! If they know about 
it why aren’t we talking openly in public about it? If they don’t know about it and say nothing it 
means that either they think you are stupid or they are stupid, either way they look stupid.

The concept is unbelievable. Words cannot express the horror that I feel! This band of rogue 
scientists has hijacked the health of every human on the planet and dare I say every other living 
organism - these terrorists that we suffer.

After a recent aerosol/chemtrail event I posted my alarm on social media. The very next day two 
giant chemtrail circles appeared over our local mountain. They were too obvious to be a weather 
control manoeuvre, much too low and circular. That night at 10:00 o’clock a horrendously loud 
vibrating, throbbing sound as though my head was inside a machine, overcame me for half an hour. 
Next night the same, though a little later. This continued for over a week, twenty minutes later each 
night - until the “vahrruume, vahrruume” noise was waking me up in the early morning. After a 
little time I began to realise I was being targeted by a magnetron or a satellite or something, and 
psychotronically disturbed. It was only after I said to myself that, “I would get the bastards after I 
died,” that the low frequency vibrations stopped!

It has become common practice in America and other closely allied countries for companies to 
hire ‘stalkers’ to get close to people considered a threat to the system such as green environmentalists 
or political opponents and steal their heart frequency with a mobile app. This may then be used to 
send advertising or excite absorbed nano-tech to heat up, vibrate, secrete toxins or on rare occasions 
steer your thoughts and talk to you. So these people become Targeted Individuals and may not 
be aware that they are being hacked and scammed; vahrruume - it’s a form of torture based on 
advanced Morgellons geoengineering.

Of all the people I have met there is only a handful who know about these things here in 
Australia. People simply do not want to review the information available and choose, before any 
facts are absorbed to allow their imaginations to run away citing either some cataclysmic endgame 
scenario of which I appear to be a part, which scares even me, or some other naive excuse for turning 
a blind eye. Who agree and learn and after do no study and listen to their programmed brain-radio 
and get flounced! Safely in the comfort zone of the work ethic we dismiss vehemently the notion 
that the empirical government would ever be party to such a thing!

It has been suggested that titanium makes up these fibers like interlocking chains. See - quite 
deluded! Or the fibers grow out from their phantasmagoria of parasitic machines which are of 
synthetic design and metabolic in origin. Some of which can grow and change blood platelets and 
alter the growth of ‘growth factor’ in the genes.

Growing as they transform and mature into their characteristic shapes as deadly as a single letter 
of the alphabet coiled, about to strike one’s health. As deadly as a missile, as quietly as a mouse they 
are drawn to their own mimicked frequency and hone in on the targeted organ which has been 
previously described by its sensors. Maybe its like a crowd attending a rock concert? As they come 
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close they begin to harden like crystals from the vibrations of the scalar effects from the organ or 
cell. Similar polarities on their electro-physical body harden as they ‘mature.’ Is this so? I only guess, 
you tell me. Do they last forever? I am only describing what I have observed.

Each fiber is growing and the worms may grow quite large. One never knows how large they 
will grow. I saw one about twenty millimetres long and four millimetres thick which came out of 
a person’s leg. She said it was like glass to remove and as resilient and strong to the touch as spring 
steel. They are springy like wire and cut like glass as they are extracted. The numerous worms 
which came from the same person were captured and kept in an old tomato sauce bottle where they 
presumably would never rot, being made of synthetic substances – our new generation of offspring.

Poor worm – to end its life in a glass domed temple, probably where it began. When scratching 
them out by the tail they descend in deeper! Some of them moved when they were dropped in the 
bottle.

Worms and other parasites are beginning to be born out of the skins of humans. Humans 
imbibe the polarised Buckyballs which transform into machines and can construct any weird 
genome depending on the transmission and/or programming. Someday someone may give birth to 
a scientist with a very large brain who will not be able to reproduce.

Clever scientists! Clever us! Who else would turn the sun, rain and wind into a weapon and wish 
his own grandchildren fried? Their hearts and eyes dug out by grandfather’s wonderful intelligence! 
Just a natural urge to invent these things and step off the ark. Well done!

The fact that we will suffer from a lack of vitamin D because of the ever present cloud does 
not outweigh the consequences of the fibers growing in sunlight and becoming more active. So I 
am relieved that there is ‘cloud!’

See how the mind swings. How deluded is that!
The world is under siege and nobody talks. Nobody cares. I must be definitely deluded, out on 

a limb totally. They pay their taxes and nobody cares!
Patches of skin begin to dry and push up, drying further until it sloths off and leaves clusters 

of piezo crystals and more dry skin underneath. Like a gum tree swelling, shedding its bark to 
reveal its epicormic growing points beneath. Handfuls of fibers come from other’s ailments such as 
bunions, welts, red patches and skin irregularities. My wife spends a good hour mining in my back 
and extracts a colossal ball of fibre like a living loofa, five millimetres long! I must be Superman!

Good on my immune system for making this ball! Fighting each fiber and shunting it to a 
special place for expulsion via the skin, what a marvellous achievement. The equivalent would be 
for either you or I to grasp a long thread of spring steel maybe one hundred meters by five meters 
wide and drag it all over the countryside and place it amongst the others in a great turkeys nest of 
fibers and keep it there! When the immune system falters they escape, metastasize and are diagnosed 
by docked-doors at a later date as an out of control growth of cells or other fancy name. Big Fishy-
tangle disease number 9.11.

At the morgue they say,
“Oh another cancer,”
“And yet another!”
“This one has a signature, true!?”
“We won’t talk about that. Have to take picture and send to Head Camp.”
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One blue fiber spears through the softer flesh then more come in like a flock of vultures in a 
feeding frenzy! Dipping and sloshing as though lucky to have freedom, plunging through the flesh, 
knitting and knotting, ever on.

“Blue Denizen”
Picture shows a blue fiber encased in a hardened scabrous granule of keratin 

which was rejected through a small lesion. The fiber caused the lesion.

I extract a dark hard lump from an itchy part of my skin and spearing through its centre is 
a vivid blue fiber. Whether my body is rejecting it or not, I do not know. It may have caused the 
irritation which I am noticing is one of many. Hundreds of small encrustations cover my lower legs 
like barnacles. They begin to mound, lump, then sloth off like grains of sand. If I stood in a bucket 
I could easily make a sandpit. My legs would make good sandpaper. Such a robust immune system. 
Birthing small bundles of fibers hourly. Many other people are complaining of dry skin. It’s hard 
not to be poetic when faced with a fiber wall. Even lyrical or even begin singing something like 
the National Anthem, Amazing Grace or the Lord’s Prayer. Maybe saying ‘I’m a Christian!’ one 
thousand times a day would get rid of them, or ‘Praise Allah!’ or ‘Okay I surrender!’

We intend to wash thoroughly and walk in a certain way and sleep with our heads in a bag full 
of magnets! And line the inside walls of the house with zeolite clay! How clever is that!

I consider eating my car for breakfast to feed the magnet. The theory being that the fibers are 
attracted to certain electrical frequencies. So in an electrical storm they grow and do not stop as 
long as there are more particles around to link up to. Meanwhile we begin to glow from the ionised 
particles and my car starts as soon as I point at it. Problem is I break toilets my stools are so heavy 
with negative oxygen ions. As healthy as a hard drive.

The intention of adding this new smaller chromosome to the forty six we have already allows us 
to accept and not reject certain foreign proteins which invade the skin. It may try but it cannot fully 
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dampen our histamine reaction. Of concern is the thought that it may have long term ideas which 
nobody ever dreamed of. The particulate assemblage which has now passed the immune system’s 
warning signals and is pupating under our skin, may transform into and replicate the form of a 
human skin or nerve disease such as papilloma or a flowering shingles lesion or small insects like 
a mosquito or sand-fly which can vector Rickettsia another human pathogen. Before being ejected 
from the body these creatures often deposit seeds or eggs. Such things as intestinal parasites would 
embed in the intestine. Miniature orchid flowers or are they lotus blooms, have been found in urine 
samples for instance. Once these genomes are known science supplies the bricks and mortar and 
we supply the nourishment.

Somehow these foreign entities are avoiding our immune response and nesting/incubating 
in our skin! Here they harvest energy from sunlight and make a nest or cocoon and settle in 
to morphose. Some people seem to get more than others and suffer great diffused pain. The 
machines target and settle in weakened, fragile unused places within the human body and 
weakened immune systems generally. Often the body does not know what to do with them and 
in unhealthy people they are shunted and stored in fat cells where they become encysted and may 
further grow to form specific tumours or contained by the immune system in little city bags which 
hang from holes in the ceiling of the cave, called polyps where they await their signal moment 
of freedom. Dried blood cells can be absorbed through eye mucosa allowing small bundles of 
polarised genes to surf the blood cycle and interfere with osteoclasts, calcium absorption and 
reduction in bone.

The more vulnerable bio-systems are usually acidic and favour ion transfer within electrical 
conduits, facilitating particle uptake. These minute seeds or chimeric life-forms may pass through 
the liver as tiny impurities and end up in the pores of the skin to be ejected from the body.

Advances in communication technologies such as the above allow them (the keepers of the 
secrets and their accomplices) to channel certain frequencies through us like subliminal advertising 
or queen bee pheromones to control the hive. A mobile phone placed in a bee hive will scramble 
their navigation system like lock-on radar and kill the hive. These electromagnetic frequencies never 
question her authority. Always on the lookout to make more money. This is part of our insect and 
plant future; to be dependent on the vegetation community and a mouldy queen. That natural part 
of us, though slightly out of bounds is becoming increasingly hazy as the dust clouds our minds 
and settles. Soon vines will emerge from our skin or new species of fungi. And tissue invasions like 
bee stings will be painless as the fibers dig in like myceilium roots.

Fifteen years ago I saw a man with hairs, no fibers, on time lapse DVD, as they grew up and out 
of his body never ending! Mysteriously rising like cobras, guided by the electric realms and obviously 
not of this old organic world. Another woman has them blistering all over her skin especially on 
the soft places like her face. The sores on her mouth are alive with strange jumping microscopic 
insects which have been seen under microscope jumping out like startled like black rats psyched by 
quorum sensing as they launched at their assailant before she applied her anti-cancer remedy. She 
feels that her skin is crawling with worms like snakes trying to penetrate. Maybe there is an apple 
in there somewhere in this new evolving Garden of Eden.

A feeling of desperation fills her daily life as doctors collectively do not believe the fibers and 
piezo crystals, the jelly moulds with strange worms or flower stalks coming out of them are causing 
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any pathology except ‘delusions.’ Beware when doctors close their rat-trap minds and use big words 
or anger to keep it shut. Beware the locked door of the doctor...

I study the symptoms in the mirror and yes the symptoms appear as delusional for if one sits 
in a corner meditating on the word ‘chemtrail’ one comes away with a thousand doses of cupid’s 
arrows and the sickest feeling in your stomach! You are talking to a computer. Try it.

“Om Mane Padme Hom,’( oh you jewel of the lotus) never made me that sick! Whatever they 
are - I mean one doesn’t need to stare at a light bulb to get a bright idea.

I find a grey fiber on the back of my hand. I scratch at it and it breaks and remains anchored 
under the skin. I will watch it grow again. Some months later I have intense stinging sensations at 
that place and the skin seems hard.

Maybe some scientist sneezed in the broom cupboard and the magic dust went everywhere. 
The planet has been invaded by a natural urge. An urge of forward movement and whether we like 
it or not we are swept up with it like particles of dust amongst a swarm of scientists escaping from 
a rat infested broom cupboard they thought was safe.

There is no law that I know of as yet, to stop a natural urge. Perhaps in the wrong place at the 
wrong time.

The symptoms appear as delusional, no chooks around here! I’ll just hide this up my sleeve, no 
too small, I’ll try under the carpet…. Ah, two sleeves!

Another lady had the window of her car smashed and all her years of notes on Morgellons 
Disease stolen as well as a Zapper machine which attempts to eliminate such things.

More, another person, a young mother in China had her scalp pulled back, the bone cut in such 
a way that the CTV camera blushed. The tumour cut, the nest of piezo crystals or baskets woven 
from ‘God’s fibers’ removed.

Then another individual whose wife was a cleaner. As he slid inside the hospital vacuum cleaner 
his tumours were sucked out.

“I feel fine,” he said. His wife began to reduce in size and began whistling like a vacuum cleaner. 
Eventually she was only a foot tall and felt weak. Both he and she were obviously riddled with “synthetic 
bio-symbiotic transgenic synthesised worms.” He repeated what I’d said, turned to go and fell over 
his wife. This I found distressing for her sake as he was a good person but would not consider for one 
instant any fragment of my words. Indeed all who have died refute what I say and there are many. 
Targeted at age one hundred and forty...not me! Um, sorry; turn the hard drive OFF...ON! ON!!!

At night I maul my scalp with my fingertips in a desperate mow to know what this game is. 
Why are they different colours for instance? I find small black ones which seem to be finer than 
others. And then I find large fat black ones!

I find red ones and many blue. Some look different shades of grey, cold and metallic, the colour 
of pewter with long snouts or bills like ducks and pointed at the end. Some finely tapering white ones 
are pointed at the ends and made up of rounded segments small and unevenly spaced, filamentous. 
Some solid black specimens angulate irregularly and twist around hairs like disinterested vines, 
without really hanging on. Waiting to fall onto flesh and dive in like Tarzan in a forest pool full 
of yeast ridden Hollywood producers. Some floating up with long necks like strange water birds 
or lotus flowers.
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What a veritable zoo is upon me! I never write books about myself, very embarrassing! But how 
else to explain this anxiety which reaches out to all?

Some are thin sharp ribbons slicing through my flesh like abattoir worker’s knifes. A seething 
nest of worms. And to my amazement I still function properly! I may have green skin which shivers 
uncontrollably every ten minutes but I feel fine! I must be their favourite food.

Knitting and knotting, a fine parcel I will be in twenty five years time! I shall be so full of knots 
I will knot be at home, knot in, gone knotty, knot you again! Riddled with knots he was, knot real!

Now if I studied rigging I’d know not what. But that’s not all. In the dot of this pen could be 
dozens of knots that’s how small they are. Trillions of dots can elongate to become larger knots. 
Lots of knots combine in twisted strings, falling like hair amongst the mitochondria of the cells. 
Potentially, globally, up to three hundred and fifty thousand tonnes. No! That can’t be right. I don’t 
know where that figure came from. Spend time and you’ll find it!

With my searching I found, during the month of June 2016, that my body and others were 
covered in thousands of dots, black and brown of all sizes. Some looked like seeds with pointed 
ends. As well as the ubiquitous fibers again of all sizes.

Collecting on hairs, delicately balanced, growing out of damaged skin and going into damaged 
skin. Dolphins in the waves! Some which lie just below the surface raise the skin slightly as they 
begin to coil like rope or go in deeper.

What I saw in the sky the other day is now within me. What I see as I look out is, the next day 
inside me. The only point of entry to my skin is from the air around me. They are in my eyes and 
ears. The fibers are everywhere!

Across the pink terrain again with my trusty microscope I find mounds of white mould which 
seems to encircle strange angular darkened shapes – some brown, some of reddish hue. These 
are raised like Uluru after rain, complete with white clouds which trail away to rivulets running 
down. Or they lie like fallen logs in a keratinised rainforest with lianas attached. Some resemble 
the hind leg of a dog lying gagged and hog-tied in the skin. These apparently are synthetic slime 
moulds!

Hard gritty triangles with hot blue tongues foraging like eels through water and flesh. 
Transponders and transistors - the invisible army nobody can fight. Where do they go? Every now 
and then a sharp sting from somewhere jabs my skin, stinging hot! A blind snake bumping into an 
underground root stretched in its way like a nerve fiber or transmission to a psychotronic device.

Red skin rashes, histamine reaction, danger! My ears a sudden blast of screaming, shrieking 
insect sounds as they set upon to devour me. Strumming strings of fibers deep in the middle ear; 
sounds like twenty thousand cans being dropped and scraped along the ground at high speed. 
Perhaps the throbbing is a symptom of this newly implanted brain-radio with waterlogged reception. 
The fibers of course would swim along the auditory canal and wrap themselves around the inside 
of the cochlear and middle-ear.

The restless fiber, to entrain the untrainable and devour their opposition. Slowly, ever slowly, 
they will take control. All other persons just blank wall stare. What else can one do? When in the 
jaws of a shark one perceives the bite yet feels not the pain.
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The need to initiate change in the thinking of the fibers themselves is critical, so they begin to 
attack the piezo crystals, the worms, viruses and themselves. The autoimmune disease they engender 
will be reversed and turned against them. Beyond the crawling and deep internal stinging sensations 
surely to see my body heave and shiver as a fiber strangles a crystal is something I could get used 
to. Hence I await with anticipation my next awakening. No doubt in the long term at least half of 
me will become either a harmonic ball of fiber or wholly crystal with some percentage perhaps a 
rotting corpse.

There are not so many around now. Even my computer looks clean. I scan the pink slopes, some 
hairy, some knot, like a mountain skier hunting wild boar, while the sky overhead keeps falling, 
while the fiber stems keep growing. Waving in the electric acid breeze, the plasmoid interface with 
air - move the blind seaweeds, twisting and turning, nodding their heads in mechanical rhythm to 
an invisible gamma-proton radio-active wave. 

My eggs are smashed, hijacked by long slender serpents, dead - ten billion future slaves. And 
we speak of freedom in the West and adhere to games of chess and call them ‘media news’ when 
they are nothing more than a propaganda splurge with a single swivelling fastidious cyclopean eye 
which seeks and destroys like feral drones from Head Camp. The programmed tide, unknowingly 
epitomised by the sterile father and mother. Long ago they put their fertile child in a fiber basket 
on the river amongst the waving water reeds. The last child whose DNA was complete. Who now 
floats beneath the microwaves in a sea of dreams.

Head Camp, based at Natural Urge, wanders the streets alone at night carrying deep introspection 
and regretting the last splurge. For want of a better word ‘he’ has been reduced, whether man or 
insect, to rat status with perhaps a retrogressive bovine intelligence, is now ironically planting trees 
like a machine. For deep inside his programming is a slippery gene which fears the whole world 
may have second thoughts.

The animal wears no clothes. Naked as a fish with hunch back from the toil of bending over a 
computer and giving orders from behind a wall of artificial cloud. Making up details, always details 
about the details. The hormone smasher who rings a bell, not unlike the Car Window Smasher 
(CWS) together walk the electric streets like intelligence gatherers or bull elephant trophy hunters. 
The CWS listens to his extra-extension mike which he points out the window of his anti-gravity 
car and adjusts his digits. He’s on the move. His mind-screen had been bleeped by a market place 
on the Coast. There the words ‘chemtrail,’ ‘biosensor’ and ‘atmospheric sulphur balloon bombs’ 
had sparked his lever to register.

The CWS’s name was Morse Code4short. However his real name was Horsey More-see and 
he never liked to be taken for a ride. “More-see” was another name given to this undercover CWS. 
He had long been convinced that names played a huge psychological role in determining one’s 
adventures in life. Hence life for More-see was filled with galaxies of reason which he saw every 
day through his large and powerful binoculars.

More-see had the best binoculars and was secretly recording the audio ‘Hell-trails’ of the 
Unnecessary Eaters as he called them. Some of them had begun to grow blue hair! More-see 
had already put a dead rat on a car and had smashed a window of another car and stolen some 
information and photographs on Morgellons and he was about to do it again!
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He’d been given the okay from Head Camp to return the ‘matches’ after he’d grabbed the urine 
samples and finished with the ‘rat trap.’ Or put more simply; his brain-reception was on fire and he 
needed the urine to stoush the flames or he’d get caught in the rat trap. Morse knew the code, he 
squinted in the sunlight as he tuned his mobile app to theirs and implanted them with brain-radios 
which he could then listen to. He liked his job, he knew things nobody else did. Suddenly his big 
toe started stinging like crazy! It was his wife leaving a message.

Horsey More-see was okay. He’d been vaccinated with his ‘Digital Negative Adaptor’ (DNA) 
Neuronal Psycho Saver (NPS) which was a tailor-made digitally hacked DNA condom app called, 
‘grandma’ and was fully insured.

He went to the back of his car and withdrew the furniture trolley for the urine. It was getting 
heavier these days with all the metal. He turned the dial and walked across in front of everybody 
and stole the urine. Nobody noticed, they were all listening to the news on their brain-radios.

As he was driving off something appeared from behind a shed. More-see looked in amazement. 
It was a giant Morgellons worm with arms and legs and it was coming over to the car!

We have a period in history when science has run off with the turkey and eaten the food before 
the guests arrived. This sounds familiar to planet Earth and the world of fish rather than humans. 
Big fish eat little fish, little fish eat big fish poo. The lesser folk, the ones who chew the food and 
make money for the rich - they are fed into the rich machine. Before they go into this machine 
they are advised to be sprinkled, free of charge with a white powder of ‘infected’ yeast or confetti 
so they all come out looking like parmesan cheese with blue veins - fibers - and wont need any 
further bowel screening or pap smears.

The gap between the two wealths - on the one hand those who know and on the other those 
who do not know like the ‘haves’ and the ‘have-knots’ is increasing to Grand Canyon size.

Some weeks later:
My friend came to show me his leg and other photographs of his wife’s skin condition. I watched 

in horror as half of his lower leg began to gush clear fluid and bubbles began to appear in the tide 
as he squeezed. The whole area was red and inflamed though not hellishly painful, a little ‘dry’ 
feeling and itchy which suggested an artificially controlled histamine reaction. He had not been to 
the horse-piddle as they had misdiagnosed his wife’s (Morgellons) skin condition. The black fibers 
were almost visible to the naked eye as they coloured the skin there were so many.

“A little like shingles,” he said as rivulets of fluid began to drip on the floor, the pH of which 
we found was alkaline.

“The fibers are coming out,” he said squeezing. How many are inside I wondered. Maybe if it 
ring-barks his leg, his foot will die like a tree!

His wife eventually went to the hose-piddle because her face was beginning to look like Mars 
with strange craters, cracks and fissures. The doctors said it was staphylococcus. It became so bad 
she had to wrap a scarf around her head and over her face.

Staph! From one of these craters she gave birth to a spider! Was it a spider all curled up in a misty 
sort of cocoon with eight distinct legs? Or was it a morphological DNA, new species, experiment? 
If so what did it achieve?
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The science herein described is the cutting edge of ‘new knowledge’ and amounts to nothing 
less than a war crime and those who know are causing this knowledge gap to erode and grow larger. 
They run off with the truth and throw rotten apples our way as a system of waste management.

Only glimmers from the cutting edge of intellectual ‘natural urge boffoonary’ gets through. 
Scientist’s mettle occasionally blinks down from the higher realms like two ships signalling in 
the dead of night or whispers from outer space. Their pragmatic mechanical mind which pulls 
the strings, which pulls the fibers, the biosensors, which throws the piezo pies and smells not the 
rose but the dingy old eugenics mould with the password and scientific name which resembles its 
shape - misses out entirely on the euphoria of contemplation.

This gap can also exist in a family where one person chooses to educate oneself about the 
above and one who refuses to believe that we, as a race could be so stupid. This latter fold tend 
to watch barbaric medieval television and science shows and do as others do. Hence they live off 
propaganda and the medieval media like a piranha in a tank and often get angry and frustrated 
with the establishment as it never entertains enough.

Cast a casual eye across the universe and look at us. They make the rain, they make our water, 
our medicines, our roads and bridges. Why shouldn’t they try to control us? We are their mullie-
mixer. Without us there would be nothing to keep them entertained.

In fact they do so much for us why shouldn’t we give them a hand or a small donation of 
money? Some of us believe this – live in a steady state and fluff along because we are made lazy 
and entrained by it.

The design for a glorious flag for this tribe of suited black shoes had long been considered. 
In fact it was the subject of many meetings. Eventually it was designed by a collection of people 
within the government itself who nevertheless publicly put out a plea for an original design. These 
incumbents had already decided the skin of a man stretched to it’s full, with arrows still hanging in it 
from the war, would make an excellent National Flag. Nobody from the public could think of that!

Whose skin it was, was not known. It was individually chosen from a bag of many since it had 
extra-long legs, funny knees and long arms. The only mark on it was stamped on the inside of the 
left foot near the heel which read “dam.”

A truly gory thing to do! It filled out like a bag in the wind or an exploded balloon.
This was actually a special secret government which corresponded amongst other secret 

governments, using parrots.
The Speaker of the House said she wanted an arrow placed in such and such a place on the flag 

but the parrot objected and wouldn’t stop singing, “God Save The Queen, A-Merry-Car, another 
false-flag!” Then it began shrieking, “Classified Rubbish!” and “Gag the filthy bugger!”

Feed them sorrow, feed them sentimentality which creates lots of morbid anguish – the fallen 
comrade in the battle field for what? A couple of dollars, how crazy! Then the tax squash like a 
chewed up watch. Watch out it is not you!

Do something to work out why he died. And stop, if you can, his burnt ashes falling on your 
head. His recycled fibers, his recycled deposits of heavy metals, which have an LD 50 far in excess 
and more toxic than lead. He was overweight too, such waste.

“To every reaction there is an equal and opposite reaction.” Which part of the self does the fiber 
affect? That part which wants to sing.
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How is one able to find one’s peaceful self when inside is a mirror of all the anguish felt from 
the outside insults and tragedies from the ‘health and death’ reporting in the media? Each country 
is ruled by its media. The media has a voice of blood.

“Quiet!” yelled the conductor tapping his little stick. “You will do as you are told by this little 
stick which programs your fear. Now begin. I want the ballistic missiles to play a low D. Mini-nuke 
Major, phosphorus bombs at the ready? One, two, three, DDT.”

The invisible fibers. They bend, they twist, they knot, they weave. It’s not so nice to know they 
love us so much. Some say we are being fine-tuned for Nirvana by them. Forget about heaven…
too many angels. Maybe they only slice the poor or the ones who drink pure bottled water or drive 
a certain car, or have white or black or green skin, or those who glow in the dark and feel the pain 
which is opposite to their machines.

As I said, all the people I have approached with these pictures ran away including the health 
professionals! Surely those persons should not be afraid of a green and purple haired naked person 
like myself!

As happy innocent people they will all end up swinging joyfully on the pendulum of life, 
dangling suspended like a fish on a fiber.

The unnecessary eaters, the consumers, the ones who toe the line, the hook is in us all 
embedded, already coiled and fast.

“But you said you could fix this!?”
Yes that’s right.

The blue sky is streaked in off-white shreds of cloud all torn and ragged around the edges - a 
restless sea across the turquoise blue - a symptom of our disease. Pink skin landscape streaked in 
white fungus, delicate and soft as it stops and falls across the valleys and hills like snow. Mounding 
white cumulus clouds breaking into streams and rivers going down into a valley of tall trees. The 
skin of the Earth ripples like a membrane; splashed across a billboard, stretched across a stream.

The skin is the dilly-bag for our antennae which are the hairs waving in an electric breeze. This 
bag - so full of nuts and berries…. tucked beneath the arm we swagger home to our cave. The lift 
takes us up one thousand floors where we stash our bag of nuts and berries and half stooped, peer 
out again and again into the dense mist.

By accepting that science and climate change are synonymous with anthropomorphic climate 
alterations we are paving the way for a broad acceptance for even greater geo-engineering (weather 
modification) programs to occur. This begs many questions such as, who will oversee what the 
‘authorities’ put in the aerial mix, and will it still be a secret?

A politically non-aligned Sky Government to oversee the quality of rain in different countries is 
needed. Rain sampling would need to be taken from the first drops in order to find whether weather 
changing impurities or compounds had been used by one’s neighbours. This must be happening 
already between only a few countries who obviously fear exposure and keep the patents close to 
themselves and well oiled with legal and political complexity.
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At the moment they are in denial that they do anything, so how are they going to do it in the future?
These compounded aerosols are patented under international law. So far there is no regulatory 

body, or proposed regulatory body to oversee what is actually being sprayed and as a consequence 
many trials have been carried out with the overwhelming support of the World Meteorological 
Organisation which seems to have turned a blind-eye to these issues.

Sound like a familiar kind of political manoeuvre? To cause a problem or invent one then, 
coincidentally, find a way to alleviate it and at the same time carry out other covert top priority 
procedures. Kill three turkeys or bats with the one stone.

Many lay people, such as myself, have done soil and water testing which is turning up truly 
alarming quantities of barium, aluminium and strontium in water supplies. But that is not all…

While in Beijing I took a random sample off an outside windowsill of the room where we were 
staying with a swab of toilet paper. The substance was as black as black and plenty of it! Back home 
in Australia some two months later I had it analysed at a government laboratory.

The breakdown per litre of water was as follows:
aluminium, 256 micrograms/L. (The LD 50 (die dose) for aluminium oxide is 1000 

micrograms/L. I have been told that the oxide in nano form is used)

barium, 6.93 mg/L.
strontium, 2.31 mg/L.
cadmium, 0.015 mg/L 

Quite obviously many substances have been trialled for weather modification. The first three 
act synergistically; Aluminium, Barium and Strontium. To compound matters more, Fly-ash has 
reportedly been included in the mix presumably as a matter of taste.

How clever was that! Dead dogs and Englishmen …How could they possibly breed so many flies!

Even if it is not true, read on, we may discover something new!
Are these rumours? Of course how can we prove who is doing this? We’ll just twiddle our 

thumbs. If there was total secrecy which there is, it would enable any substance to be put in the 
atmosphere without scrutiny, which there is.

This is the system as it is today. Nobody wants to talk about it, nobody wants to know, yet few 
understand that the science juggernaut has lost its brakes and walks the streets like a band of armed 
youths fearing sniper attack. Arm in arm, with the army, throwing bombs backwards at enemies 
they have never seen under the bed and in their bank vault at night like giant rats counting coins. 
Arm in arm they walk the streets. Until they all come to a square in which there is an illuminated 
Christmas tree in the shape of a helix and cascading with fibers. This they suddenly attacked and 
docked off its chromosomal branches.

At the moment the science juggernaught is careering downhill like an out of control billy-cart 
or an abandoned ship at sea with a frozen leering docked-door leaning off the prow, or strapped 
to the rocket, holding a syringe as he plunges through the spaces between the waves. The captain 
abandoned that ship a long time ago or was it an ark?
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Reason has usurped common-sense and run off with the Christmas turkey like a swift brown 
fox which acts for itself and does not understand humility. Soon there was a knock on the Dementia 
door which opened naturally.

“Hello, my name is Dr Ethics Smudge.”
For consciousness has an enemy and that is reason which is only a small sparkle of consciousness. 

For reason once revealed only wants to de-construct and measure in order to understand how to 
measure. When one realises consciousness is a state of being and is not like a measurable blob on 
the horizon or inside a computer, reason follows as a symbiont to the natural urge. Rearing its ugly 
head it competes with other people for the end-game, the megalomaniacal self-esteem, the money 
and the accolades from peers who generally hog the ball with an endearing ‘natural’ urge.

Then if one is lucky to be ordained or initiated into a ‘Right of Wisdom’ tribal cult with the 
motto “Die Natural” one can receive a special condom which stops particulate matter coalescing 
and achieving its nefarious agenda. How clever is that! I only have to join one of these special groups 
to be saved. Nothing up my sleeve!

Geo-engineering is the swift brown fox and God is the pilot of the plane. A chemtrail tanker 
aptly describes the aircraft used, though they are more like flying horse-piddles. Consequently God 
can look down and spray his sheep with impunity.

From the plane China sprawls before me. Little patches of houses in vast naked soil plains. 
Nothing can go wrong with this machine of planet Earth, for she maintains her engines beautifully 
so you can relax!

An Australian woman complains that the Chinese man she is forced to sit beside stinks of 
urine. She flusters to the back of the cabin before settling in a puddle of alcohol. Soon she snores 
so loudly people turn around to look.

In the background hum the voice from the movie screen in front of me whispers:
“Everybody agrees, too many people in the world!” And shows a government hand turning a 

person’s brain on and off.
Yes, all the government needs to do is give out free contraception… After the brain it talks in a 

broad American accent of being controlled by a fungus which determines your lifespan according 
to the time it takes to flower. Funny that!

Then the picture shows a whole lot of cute little ducklings before it blinks off. Everything goes 
quiet, then the pilot comes on...and off… then blank, music plays - unnatural to talk about those 
subjects in China where love and family ties knots of social cohesion.

Screen not working….
“FASTEN SAFTY BELTS!”

Publisher’s note:
Quantas Flight, 105-CJD lost radio contact on 06/07/2021. Radar imagery was 
lost moments after. It is believed the plane went down in the sea fifty nautical 

miles west off the coast of Bali. Wreckage has not yet been recovered. This 
manuscript was sent three weeks prior to the author boarding the flight.
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